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†Ĺё  ̄  ŀŷųˆ Ê ŃˇĹё  ̄  ŀŷųˆ Ê ŃˇĹё  ̄  ŀŷųˆ Ê ŃˇĹё  ̄  ŀŷųˆ Ê Ńˇ : : : : ĶΌ Ê ¬ » ¡  ̄  Łź· ›Έ Ñ΅  Ķ₣ ķˆ ĶŷΈ ĶΉ ÑΎ  śŻ·  Í ↨Έ ÞķǾ Ķ¯  ̄  ŀ¯   ³Ô
ĺŷΎ ŁźũΫ ¢ Ñź΄ ĶűΨ ¢ ÑΎ ŕųź· ÞÃ ŗŸ΅ ŘŦ΅  ŀůΦ  ╒  śŷ∆ ¬ ÑŸ΅  ╒ Ñŵũŵˆ  ĶΟ Ŕũ΄ ³ ¢ ø ι ›ω 

 ¶ │ ¨ ύ˜ κ œΞŵſ  ̄  Ä ¢  ι  ĶΌ ̄   ŗΌ  śˆ  Ã ŗˆ Ńſ Þ ι  Ķƒ ŗΌ  ̄  Ķƒ ĶΠ·  śŻ·  ╒  śΉ  Ń΅ œź· ®  ŗ΅ ³ ←ŶΈ
 Ĺυ  ŗ΅ ³ ¢ ŕųź· Þ ĶΡ ŗΌ  ĶΉ Ń΅ œΞźǺ  Ń À ŗδ· µ Ķǿ Śũ΅  ŗ΅ Ê ≡Έ ¡ ‹Ό  ŗΨ А Ŕũ΄ ³ ¢ø ι  ¢ ŗΌ Ķŷſ

  ̄  Ķƒ ĶΠ· ÑΎ ø śŻΕ Ķǽ  ĶŷŹťŶˆ ›ω ÑŵΈ ĶůΈ  ĶΟ À ŗẄ ŗά ŁΉ ¢ őΎ ¢ Þ ÑŵΈ ĶůΈ À Ńˆ  śˆ  Ã ŗˆ Ńſ Þ ι  Ķƒ  ŗΌ
ø ι  ĶΞˆ ›ω  ŗΌ ¨ ύ˜ Ј ŗ΅  ĶΞˆ ¢  ̄  Ä ¢ ι  ĶΌ ̄  ŗΌ 

�� .
� ,�ह (ह����f�) : ��, :" ���62 

�� �$��	� : ���*:, �ह ह� 4�� =� ;�"� ��* ���� %�:4�2  

�� .
� ,�ह : �� ���� �� ,ह ��� ��$4�� ह� %� �� :�.��. �ह9 H�, 1976 �� �ह�� 
"� ��$4�� ह� =� "ह�� ह� ���� ��%�� "�6 �+4�2 ���� "ह� �" �� :�.��. ह� �ह9 H� �� 
�� ,! "� ��� "ह�$ �� �#$ �� "ह�� ह1 �" ��%�� "�6 �� %�:4�2 ,� J���� ��$4�� ह�  
�� ,! "� %� �� :�.��. �ह9 H�2 �� ���;: ;�"� F�� ;��% ह1? 

SHRI  R.   MARGABANDU  (Tamil  Nadu):  Sir .........   (Interruptions).... 

Regarding telephone bills, they say that our telephones will be cut of unless 

we pay the arrears... (Interruptions)...Sir, this may also be taken note of.... 

(Interruptions).... 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Now this is over .......  (Interruptions).... We will look 

into it. 

MOTION OF THANKS ON THE PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS (Contd.) 

��
�� �� � �/"� (��ह��) : ����� %�,  

[1��$�2�3 (�# 
��� �� � '��(*+) ��4���� ह#5] 

����V�Y �ह���� %�, �� �ह���ह� ��Sd��� %� "�  ���Wf "�  ��� �A���&" 
�T��� �"6 "��� ह': =� �,�z�� "�  ��H �ह "ह�� ��ह�� ह# $ �" �� ;� ���Sf 
"� ��HD� �ह9 "� �"��2 �ह ���Wf ��"�� {��� �": 4: "��k �H� ��"�  �,� 
"��D?�) "� :" E���*� ह12 	q�) "�  %�� �� :" �'/�� �q%��4 "� ���� "�"�  
���+ ह� ��"� �1� "���� "� ��L� ����  

 [ ] Translitration in Persian script. 
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�"�� 4�� ह1 F�)�" �ह %� �q%��4 ����� 4�� ह1 ;��+ ���,6� ह������ �� ह� 
���"� L# �) �+ �ह" �ह9 ह1, ,�) "� 4'$%� �ह9 ह1, $,�) "� 4'%� "� %4ह 
��T�����"�� =� �A����� �� �7��� ह': ��4) "� ��* =� 4���� =� |S6���� "� 
��� �� �7��� ह': ��4) "� ����"�� �'��3 ���� ह12 �ह ���Wf ,�0��,"�� �� 
�ह'� �#� ह1 =� ;��+ ���% "�  ����Y�, ���-"' ��� =� ��ह��"	 ��4) "� 
��0��I$ "� "� ,� (' > � 4�� ह1, ��"�  ���&�� "� "�3 ���� �ह9 ����� 4�� ह1 
=� � ह� "�3 J�� ����} "��D?� "� ��%�� ���3 43 ह1 �" �ह "��D?� "� �" 
>4� �P %�:4�2  

����V�Y �ह����, ���Wf "�  �1�� ��� �+ 4�$&� %� "�  ���) "�  ��� "� �%? 
�"�� 4�� ह1, ���"� ;� �0��,�% �+ �ह �ह9 ����� 4�� �" 4�$&� %� "�  ���) "�  
��� "� ,ह �$��� ;$��� %� �,"�� "� ��P� "�  ���� *7� ह1, �,"�� "� ��P� �� 
"�� �*�� "� ���� "� �ह� ह1, ��"� ह�H �"7"� ��"� �ह��� ��"�, ,� ��"� 
"1 �� g�� ��:$4�, "1 �� �,"�� "� ��	�� �+ ��:$4�, J�� "�3 � ����} "��D?� 
���+ �ह9 ह12 4�$&� %� �� "ह� H� �" �� ��'��� ���"� "�� "�+4�, 4��� "� � 
:ह��� ह�4� �" ;� ��	 �+ ��"� �4����� ह12 ���"� ������ ����V�Y �ह����, 
�� "ह�� ��ह�� ह# $ �" 4��� =� ���� "�  ��� "� *�3 "� ��6�� "� ;/ह)�� "�3 � 
��%���} "��D?� �ह9 ���� ह12 >% 4��� �ह'� 4��� ह��� ��� %� �ह� ह1, ��"� 
��6� "�  ���� �7� ह': ह� =� �#��� ��L ����) "�  J	-I->��� �O�� ��� %� �ह� ह� 
��/�' ;�"� �#� "��� "� � "�3 �'5�, �ह9 ���� 4�� ह12 "� ,� 4�$&� %� "�  ���) "�  
��� "� �.��* "�"�  ;�"� ��,�� ����� "� ���� �"�� 4�� ह12 '  

�ह����, ���� ;����: ;� ���Wf "� :" �'�ह�� �q%��4 "ह� F�)�" "� � 
��4 ���" �ह� H� =� >% � ,� ����� =� ������ "�  >$�# �ह� �ह� ह� =� ��ह "� 
��"�� "� �,1�� �� �ह� ह1, ���� >�� ,��� ���) "�  ��� ,� >	$�"� ह�, ��� ह� 
=� ���	�� ह12 �ह����, �ह �� ह1 �" ;� ��� ��	 :" �ह'� ��%'" �U� �� 4'%� 
�ह� ह12 ह�+ ��	 "� >iH" �,"�� "��� "�  ��: ��	 "� ����I$ "� �'�Y� "��� "�  
��: =� �#�� �,@, �+ ���� 0H�� ����� "�  ��: "��D "��� ह1 =~ �ह �� �$, ह1 
%� ���� ��4 :"%'6 ह�"� ;�"�  ��: "��D "�+2  �ह����, ह���� �ह���ह� ��Sd��� 
�ह���  �� ��Sd��� ���@�  "� ��"� "�� "��� "�  �$".� "� ��� ��ह��3 ह12 �� ���� 
��� �Y "�  ��4) �� �ह "ह�� ��ह�� ह# $ �" \�" ह1, �ह���ह� ��Sd��� %� "�  >ह,�� 
�� ह� ���� �ह��4 ���� "�  ��: �1��� ह� ���"� F�� "� ��"�� �� � ���� �,1�� 
�� V��� ���� ह�? 

�ह����, ह���� ��� �Y "�  :" ��0� �� �,�Y "� #��"� �� �$4#�� �\�3 ह1 =� 
�,����� ��	�� �4��� ह1 2 �4�� ह� ,� ���� O$4 �� �,�Y "� ����W� "��� ��ह�� ह�2 
�� �ह "ह�� ��ह�� ह# $ �" �4� ��"�� "�, ��� �Y "� �,�Y "� �#�� �ह��4 ���ह: 
�� ��"� ���� � �,1�� ����� �7�4�2 ����Y "� �,1�� �%� O$4 "� ह1 ,ह ,ह 
>�"� ��� �� ह� 4�� ह�4�2 ��L��D "� � �+ 0,4j� ��%�, 4�$&� "� ��� 8��"� F�� 
����Y "�  ��4) �� "�$b�� "� �$घWD "�  ��: �'�U�� �ह9 �� �� ह1, 0,4j� ��%�, 4�$�& 
;� ��	 "�  �&���$e� H� ��%D	�6 �+ ��"� ��� 8�� ���� 4�� ���"� %� ;� �$��� �+ 
�� %��,� ह�, ��"� ��� 8���� "� "S6 �ह9 �"�� 4��, ��"� �#��� �ह0�� �+ 8�� 
���� 4��2 �ह ��L %��ह� "��� ह1 �" 0,4j� ��%�, 4�$&� "� (�, "� &��� "��� #
"� ������ ���� �"�� 4�� ह12  
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�ह����, 8�%� "�  ��� �$&�&'� ���"�  �� �P�: 4: ह� =� �"���) "� ��\ �� (' �� 
)" ���� 4�� ह12 4���) "� ��e� =� �$ह4� "� �� 43 ह� =� 8�%� "�  ��� �O�� �� 
�� %E�� ��%) "� ��� �P 4: ह�2 F�� �� ���� ���+ �,�Y >���� �� ����@� "� 
%�: =� >�"� ह�$ �+ ह�$ ������ �ह�? 

�ह����, ��Sd��� %� "�  ���Wf "�  �1�� 36 �+ "� /� =� ��K� "�  �Uह��D�#fD �$�$&) 
"� ��� "ह� 43 ह1 ���"� ;�"� "H�� =� "��� "� �$�� >� ���*:-��ह�� :" 
�ह'� �7� ���	 ह1 =� ��ह�� �+ ह� ��� ����� �� (�7� ह'> ���� 4$8", "��� =� 
"��� ����) �+ �"� >�� ह� =� ���� ��ह�� �+ �� ��� �+ ��-��� ��� ��P > 
%��� ह1 =� ���� �,"�� �� ���� �+ �ह %��� ह12 ��O "� �,�W"� �+ ���� �,"�� "� 
��*�:$ 4��� ह� %��� ह1 =� %�� =� ��� "� �ह'� �'"��� ह��� ह1, %��,� �ह %��� 
ह� =� 4��� ह� ��� �7" �� > %��� ह�2  

�ह����, �� ��"�� �� �ह %���� ��ह�� ह# $ �" >%��� "�  ��� "�  50 ���) �+ F�� 
"� ��"�� �� �ह ���� �" ��ह�� �+ %� ह� ��� �ह ���ह� "� >�� ह��� ह� ����� 
�� ���� >�� "�  "��f ��"� "' ( ह� ��"���� ���ह:2 F�� ��"�  ���� �+ "� "�3 
\�� "��D?� ����� �� �� ���� "� "� ��"�� "� ���� �"��? "� �ह9 �"�� 
F�)�" ��ह�� "� ;/ह)�� ����Y� "� �*� ह1 =� ��ह�� "� %��� "� ;/ह)�� �,"�� "�  
���" �ह9 ��5� ह1 =� ह��	� ��"�  ��H �U����  �,ह�� �"�� ह12  

�ह����, ��ह�� *��% �$��� �� ��#� ह12 ;� *��% ���Hk "�  ��� �P�� �ह�� ह� 
���"� ��ह�� "� "� /� ��"�� "� ,� ���.6� ���� ह12 ���) �+ %� �O���� ह��� ह1, 
��"�  �ह��� �� "� � ���.6� �ह9 �� %��� 2 ह���� �$�� ��0�) �� ���-��� ;� 
���.6� "� �O�: %��� "� ��$4 "� ह� ���"� "� � ���.6� �O�3 �ह9 43 ह12 ���%� 
�ह ह��� ह1 �" *��% �$��� ह���� ह1, ह���� ��� ह1, ह���� ��%) �� "� /� "� �,"�� ह� 
�ह� ह1 ���"� ��ह�� "� ���Y� ह� �ह� ह12 ;���: �� �ह �7� �L��� "�  ��H "ह�� 
��ह�� ह# $ �" ह���� ��&"�� �� ह�+ ���� �ह9 %���, >iH" �ह���� ���� �� �7� �#� 
�" ��� ह12  

�ह����, ��ह�� "� �'X��$e� :" ��ह�� ह1, ,ह ��(7� ,4D "� � ह1 2 "� /� ��"�� 
���-��� ���L�� ��% =� %$4� ��% "ह"� ��ह�� �'X��$e� "� ������� "��� "� 
���� "��� ह1, ��"� �*�7�� "� ���� "��� ह12 F�� �ह "� /� =� ��% "�  
�Uह��D�#fD �$�$& ����� "� ��	� �+ :" "�� ह1? �'��, "�  �U��� ��ह�� ��"�� "� 
����� "��� "� �%� ��ह �� 5#\� >��� �4�"� "�  �#�� ��	 �+ ������ �"�� 4�� �ह 
F�� �ह'� �<�� "�� H�? >% � ��ह�� "�  g�� ह� �? �#ह "� ���� "� %��� ह1 �" 
�"� �"�� �� ��ह�� "� ����� �"�� %�:2 "� /� ��"�� "�  ��H �Uह��D�#f �,1�� 
�*�� "� "�3 �'" �ह9 ह12 �'��, "�  �U��� �%� �"�� �� �ह���ह� ��K���� "� 
#��"� �ह� ह1, ह� ��&"��� ��, ह� ����&"��� �� ���� �� "� 4���� " #�"� ��ह�� 
��"�� "�  �*��L :" घ����$�� "�2 ���"� %� %��� "� ������& ह1, %� %��� "�  
��� �+ �ह�� ह1 ��"� "�3 "' ( ��4�7 �ह9 �"�� ह1 ���� J�� ��,� ह12 �� "� /� ��"�� 
�� "ह�� ह# $ �" ��ह�� "�  ��H J�� �U���� �,1�� "� "��f F�� ह1? F�� ��ह�� ��� "�  
�F	� �+ �ह9 ह1? F�� ��ह�� "�  ��4) �� >%��� "� �7�3 �+ ���� ��4��� �ह9 ����? 
F�� "���4� �'} �+ ��ह�� "�  %�$��% �����ह��� �� 	ह��� ���� �+ "�3 "�� �*�? 
F�� ��ह�� "�  ����,�� ��&"��� �#�� ��	 "� ��,� �ह9 "� �ह� ह1? ��ह�� "� ����I$ 
"� �"�� ���  
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�ह9 ? �� �"���: ��ह�� "�  ��H J�� �U����  �,ह�� �"�� %��� ह1, �"���: 
��ह�� "�  ��H ���Y� "� %��� ह1? �/� ���	) �+ ��P >�� ह1 �� �&�� �$e� =� �/� 
�$�e �'>��� "��� %��� ह� ह���"�Z6� �� 2 ���"� ��ह�� "� ��L ��*�� "� �"�� "� 
��� �ह9 �ह�� ह12 �7� �'* "� ��� ह1 �" ;� ��4) �� ��ह�� "� ;��� ����Y� �"�� ह1 
�H� ;�"� �ह/�'0��� �� "�6�� "� ���� "��� �ह�� ह�2 ���"� ��ह�� ;� ��	 "� �$4 
ह12 �4� >� ��ह�� "� ��"� ह" �ह9 ��4� �� ��ह�� �(�"� ;�"� �� ��4�, �ह ���� 
>��� "ह�� ह12  

�L� >� ��ह�� ह� �" �,�Y �" #��"� �7� ����A�" �ह�, �,�Y >�"� ह�$ �+ ह�$ 
������ �ह�2 �� �L� �'��, "� ,����f F�) �1��� �"�� 4��, �L� �,�Y "� %E�� ह� 
F�� ह1? �,�Y "� "�� ह1 �" �ह ��"�� "�  g�� ��,�� �6"��� �ह� �,�Y ���� 
#��"� "�  ��� �%4 ह12 ���"� �4� ��"�� ���� �,1�� \�" �*�� ह1 �� �,�Y "� 
�ह��4 ���� �+ "�3 >�-� �ह9 ह12 ��	 "�  �,"�� "�  ;: �,�Y ����A�" �ह��4 
"��� ��ह�� ह12  

����V�Y �ह���,>% ह���� ��Sd�� �'�Y� "�  ��: �7�-��7 �'�U����$ ��� �ह� 
ह12 1972 "�  �	��� ��5U�� "�  27 ��� "�  ��� ���"0��� �� ��� "� ���� �+ घ'���\ 
"��� "� �'0��ह� �"��2 27 ��� �" ��"� ����� "� �हT�� �ह9 �7�2 ह���� ���� 
�+ घ'�"� ह���� &,� �ह���� "� �! �� ��� "��� "� "�� �"��2 ���"� ह���� 
%�$��% �����ह�) �� ���� %�� "� ��%� �4�"� ��� "� >�-���-	�� "� �Y� 
"�� =� ���� 	ह��� ��"� :" ��� ;��ह�� ��*�2 �� J�� %�$��% ����") "� J�� 
	ह��� ���� ,��� ����") "� 	�-	� �f�� "��� ह# $2 ���"� "���4� �"�f �� 
:"��� ह���� �'�Y� "� %�  �,0H� ह� ��"� *����) "�  �%�4� �"�� ह12 �� ह�+ 
���ह: �" "���4� �+ ���� "���) "� �(��:$ �ह9 �-." :" ���-���� ���"� %� 
� "�� H�, *�����$ H� �� �� �,��� "�+ �" F�) �ह9 ����") "� >&'��" ह�H��� 
����, F�) �ह9 ह���� ����") "� ,! �� �7�� ,��� ,�j ����, F�) �ह9 ����") "� 
%� �$��� "�  ��V��) "� �%�#� "��� "�  ��: ;-F,��+6 ����? ;� ���� "���) "� �#� 
�"�� %�: =� %� � �Y� �%6 �+ �P�,� ���� ह1 ��"� ���$"�� �"�� %�: =� 
��� "� ��Y� �+ �"�� � �"�� "� ��5U�� �ह9 �"�� %��� ���ह:2 F�)�" �ह ��	 
ह� ��"� ह1, ;�"� �'�Y�� "� �%T������ ह� ���� ��4) "� ह1 ह���� %� 	ह�� ह': 
���,�� ह� ��"� � ह�+ �#�� ��*�� "��� ह12 �%� ��� �'} ���� ह1 =� ����" 
	ह�� ह��� ह� �� ��� �� ��4 �,��I$  �+ > "�"�  ;�"�  ���,��) "� ,ह %� ��ह�� 
ह1 ��"� ���� ह� �H� ��� "��� ह�2 ���"� &���-&��� �ह 4'����� "�  �$&��� �+ *� %��� ह�2 
�ह'� �� ����") "�  J�� ���,�� ह� �%/ह)�� 	ह��� �� =� >% ,ह �A�/� "�\� 
���-0H���) �+ %� �ह� ह�2 ;���: ���� ��"�� �� �ह � ��'��& ह1 �" %� 	ह�� ह': ह� 
�%/ह)�� ��	 "� �Y� "�  ��: 	ह��� �� ह� ��"�  ���,��) "� ��*��* "�  ��: ह� ��� 
�ह��� ��� ���Y� ह��� ���ह: �" "ह9 "�3 ���,�� J�� �� �ह9 ह1 �%�"� ���,�� 
�H� ��"�  �<�� �O��-��*�� �+ ���HD ह� �ह� ह)2 �� ;���: �� �ह ��'��& "��� 
��ह�� ह# $ �" ���� ��	 "� ���� "�  �/�� %� ह� �ह� ह1 =� %� ���� "�  ��ह� ह� �ह� ह� 
���� ��"�� "� ��*�� �ह9 �ह�� ���ह:2 "���4� �"�f ��"�� "� ��*��� =� 
����,�ह� "� ह� ���%� H�2 ������ ��"� �'���,M-� �ह9 ह��� ���ह:2 �ह����, ;�"�  
"3 �1��b�L) �+ 4���� �� "��# ����, 	'} ���%� ����, 0,�0�� ��,� ���� "���, 
�<�) "� ��H��" �	Y� "� ���+ �L� �� ��ह��3 43 ह� =� ;�"�  ��: "ह� 4�� ह1 �" 
�3 ��%��:$ ���3 %�:$4�, ��Y��� �,�4 ����� %�:4�2 ��ह��I$ "�  �,"�� "� 
���  
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"� 43 ह1, ����"�I$ "�  ����-���� "� ��� "� 43 ह�2 %1�� �" ���� �ह�� ह� "ह� 
�" ह� ��0�� ��"� >� �#�� "� ��:$4�? F�� �ह "� ,� *�*�� ���� �� "� �ह9 
�ह 4�� ह1? F�� ;� ��	 "� ��(7� =� ����Y� �����) "�  ��: "�3 0H�� ह�4� �� 
�ह9 ह�4�? F�� ��ह��I$ "� 33 ���+6 >�Yf �U"���) �+ �ह9 ���� %� �"�� H�? 
F�� ;� ��	 "� �ह��� %� ��Sd "�  �,"�� "� ��?�� �+ �#�� ��4��� ���� ह1, F�� �� 
��ह��I$ "� ���� ���,�� "� ����� "�  ��: 33 ���+6 >�Yf �U"���) �+ ���� >��� 
%m�� �ह9 ��5�? >% ह� 21 ,9 ��� "� �ह��% �� *7� ह� ���"� ����� ���� 
"ह�$ �� ह1? >% >� �ह��4�) "� >\, �� �� ���� �����) "� -0H�� "� ��*"� 
�$��% �4��� ��ह�� ह� �" �� �,"�� "�  ��4D �� �� �ह� ह�2 �� >�"� �� �'�#� 
4�$,) "� ��L �� %��� ��ह�� ह# $ %ह�$ �� >% � ���� ���" �ह� ह� =� �/ह9 >$�'I$ 
"� ��"� ,ह 21,9 ��� �+ �,�	 "� %�:4�2 ��"�  >$�# � �ह�� H�� H� =� � >% 
H�+ ह12  

4�$,) �+ ��H��" 0,�0�� ��,� "� ��� "� 43 ह12 >% � ह���� 60 �� 80 ���	� 
�ह�+ *#� "� "�� "� �	"�� ह12 1901 �+ ह���� �$X�� 1000 �+ 972 H� =� 1991 �+ %� 
;�"� >"�� �"�� 4�� �� ह���� �$X�� घ6"� 927 ह� 432 �� �� ह���� �-0�A, 
"� � *��� �1�� ह� 4�� ह12 >% >&'��" ��"�f) "� �ह���� �� ह��� ����"�I$ 
"� %/� �� �ह�� ह� ����� "� ��%�� ��� �� ह12 ह���� ��	 �+ "� ,� 27 ���	� ��4) 
"� 	'} ���%� ����� ह1 �� �"� �"�� �� >� �'�,&� ���� "� ��� "��� ह�? ह���� 
%� ��ह��"	 ��ह��:$ ह�, %� �ह�+ *�� �+ "�� "��� ह�, %� �ह�+ �7") �� "�� 
"��� ह�, %� ��5� �\��� ह1, ��"� -0H�� >% � �� �� ���� ह��� ��� %� �ह� ह12 
>% ���"�I$ =� �<�) "� �'�Y� "� ��� "� 43 ह� ���"� ,ह *�� �+ "�� "��� 
,��� ��ह�� ���� �<�� "� �"�� *6��� �� ��$& "� ��"�  �'$ह �+ %�� �� �L�� �6� 
���� ह� ���" ,ह ��-@�� ह�"� "�� "� �"�  =� �<�� ���� � ��:2 ,ह 4D,�� 
��ह�� %� *��) �+ "�� "� �ह� ह1, %� ��5� O� �ह� ह1, ��� "�� "���-"��� ��, 
��7� �� (6�6��� ह1 �� �"�� ��7 "�  ��(� %�"�, �"�� "# 7� "�  O�� �� ,ह �<�� "� 
%/� ���� ह1 =� ��� 4$8��� �� ,ह �<�� "� ��� "�6 ���� ह1 =� ��� ��H7� �+ �<�� 
"� ���6 "� ,ह9 �� �'�� ���� ह12 घ$6�, �� घ$6� "� >��� "� "�  ,ह �#*� �'$ह �� �L� 
"�� �� ��� %��� ह1 F�) �" �4� "�� �� � %�: �� ��"� ���,�� #*� �ह %�:4� 
=� \�"� ��� ��"� "�� �� ��"�� ��4�2 �ह ह���� �ह�) "� ,�0��," -0H�� ह1 =� 
>��� ;�"� I� "�3 �,	�W V��� ���� "� "�� �ह9 �"�� ह12  

>% � b���f ;��") �+ "� ,� �� ���	� घ�) �+ 	U���� ह�2 >�"� ��� ह�4� 
>� %� "� ��� ��� "� 4�7� �+ �7") �� ���� ह� ������� ह'3 ��	�� �+ �� 
>�"� ��*�3 ���� ह�4� �" F�) ��ह��:$ ����" घ#$घ6 ��"�� "� �7" "�  �"���� 
�� *7� ह� %��� ह1 �"' ���� ह'32 F�� >�"� ���#� ह� �" 	U������ "� "�� �� 
��ह��I$ "� -0H�� �"��� ����� ��� �*� ह1? �� ��ह��I$ "� �$&��� "� ;$�%�� 
"��� �7�� ह1 ��A��?�� �� ��,M� ह��� "�  ��:2 �,��� �\�� �+ �4� ��"� %�� �� ��� 
ह� %��� ह1 �� ,ह ��� � ��6 �"7 "� ��\� �ह�� ह� 2 �ह -0H�� >% ;� >%�� 
��� ��	 "� ह12 ,� ��ह��:$ �%�"�  घ� 5'^4�-5��7��) �+ ह�, ��"� �ह#-���6�) �" 
�U��ह� �� �� �� >"� �ह��� �7�� ह� F���" ��"�  �ह�$ "�3 ��h �ह9 ह� =� � 
"� ��"�� �� ����� "� "�3 "�� �"�� ह12 (��� "� घ$6�) F�� ���� ����� "� 6�;� 
�#�� ह� 4�� ह1? 
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1��$�2�3 (�# 
��� �� � '��()) : >�"� ��6j "�  ��: %� �ह�$ �� ��� ���� 
ह'> ह1 ,ह 16 ���6 ह12 >��� 12 �%"� 17 ���6 �� ����� 	'E �"�� H�2  

�� ��
��7 $�(��� (��ह��) : �18�, �� �� >\ ���6 � �ह9 ह': ह�2  

��
�� �� � �#"� : \�" ह1, �� �� ���6 �+ ���� ��� ���Z� "��� ह# $ 2 ��ह��I$ "� 
-0H�� �ह ह1 �" �� "� *'�� �U��ह� "�  g�� �ह��� "�  ��: �,,	 ह��� �7�� ह12 ह�+ 
;� �� :���% �ह9 ह1 �" �7� घ���) "� ��ह��I$ �'�-K%� ��HE� �+, ��y ,��� 
��HE� �+ 0��� "��� ह12 ���"� ह���� ��$4 �ह %E� ह1 �" ह���� b���f ��ह��I$ 
"� %4ह-%4ह �� 0���घ� ���"� ���� ���ह: F�)�" ;K%� ��ह� �7� घ���� "� 
��ह��I$ "� ह�, ��ह� (�6� घ���� "� ��ह��I$ "� ह� ��"� ����� ह��� ह�2 %� 
��ह��I$ "�  �'������ ��&"�� ह1, �'������ �'�,&�:$ ह� ,ह ��"� ����� ���ह:$2 ;� 
���� �+ >�"� ����� ह�4�2 :" ��ह�� "� ��� �+ >\ �"����6� ���� ���� "�  ��: 
%��� �7�� ह1, :" ��� �+ ,ह ���� ���� %��� ह1, �L� ���� ���� %��� ह1, �L� ,ह घ� 
"�  ��: �"7� ���� "�  ��: %���  ह1, �L� घ� �+ >"� ,ह %��,�) "� ���� "�� 
"��� ह1, �<�) "� "�� "��� ह1 =� ��"�  ��� ,ह 4��� �"�7�) �+ *��� ����� "� 
"�� "��� ह� =� ��"�  ��� � ���� 	���� ��� �� ��� *��� ह1 2 �ह %� ����� 
-0H�� ��ह��I$ "� ह1 ;�"�  ���� �+ >�"� ����� ह�4�2 >��� "� ,� :" ��;� �+ 
��ह��I$ "�  ��: 33 ���+6 >�Yf ����4� �ह ��*"� ���� �������A, �� 
(' 6"��� �� ���� ह1, �ह �ह9 ���4�2 ��ह��I$ "� 33 ���+6 >�Yf �� ���� ह� ह1 
���"� ���+ ��(7� ,4D "� ��ह��I$ "� =� �.��$X�" ,4D "� ��ह��I$ "� � 
>�Yf$ ���� "� ��,&�� >�"� "��� ह�4�2 ��H ह� ��H ��ह��I$ "� %� �'������ 
�'�,&�:$ ह� ,ह � >�"� ���� �7�4� F�)�" ,� ��ह��:$ %� 4�$,� �+ �ह�� ह�, %� *'�� �+ 
�ह��� ह�, �7") "�  �"���� g�� 	U� "�  ��: %��� "� �,,	 ह� ,� � ;�� ��� "� 
��4��" ह12 ��"� � �'������ �'�,&�:$ ���� "� ��&"�� ह12 �<�� ��ह� ���4 ह�� �+ 
�1�� ह� �� :�� "$ 8�	� ���4 ह�� �+ �1�� ह'> ह�, ��ह� �7" "�  �"���� �1�� ह'> ह�, 
��ह� 4$�� ���� "�  ��� �1�� ह'> ह� ,ह � ;�� ��	 "� ��4��" ह1 =� ,ह � ह� �'�,&� 
���� "� ��&"��� ह12 ;���: �� >��� ��'��& "�� ��ह�� ह# $ �" :" ��� ���� 
��%�I$ �� >� �'�i,��� "��2 ;� ��	 "� �',� 	-! ;� ��� 6" �ह� ह1 >��� 
:" "��7 ����%4�� ��4) "� ��%4�� ���� "� ,���� �"�� ह1 ��(�� ��� � ���� 13 
�ह��� "�  	���"�� �+ :" "��7 ����%4�� ��4) "� ��%4�� ���� "� ,���� �"�� 
H�, ���"� ह�+ �� �ह9 �4�� ह1 �" >��� 10 ��* ��4�� "� � ��%4�� ���� ह�4�2 
>��� ;� *�*�� ��%�� �� �<��3 "� %��� �ह���� "� "�� �"�� ह12 >��� 20 
��* घ� ����� "� ��� "� ह12 	ह�) �+ �H� 4�$,) �+ ��4) �7") "�  �"���� ��7 "�  ���� 
�7� ह': ह1, ���� (� "�  *'�� >"�	 "�  ���� �7 ह� ह12 �� �#(�� ��ह�� ह# $ �" F�� 20 
��* घ�) �� "�� ���4�? \$8 "�  ���) �+ %� ह� ह�6� �4�"� �1\� �ह�� ह� �� ��4 ��7 
"�  ���� *��� �+ ���� "��� ह�2 F�� 20 ��* घ��� �� "�� ���4�? F�� �� ��4) "� 
(� "�  ���� �ह�� "� ��&"�� �ह9 ह1? �',�	-! "� ��%4�� ���ह:2 �4� �',�	-! 
"� >� ��%4�� �ह9 �+4� �� ,� ��4 ����A�" "��k "� (�7"� �,V,$��A�" "��k �+ 
�4 %�:$4+2 >% �P�� ह'> >$�",�� ��� "� ���%� ह12 ;����: �� >��� "ह�� 
��ह�� ह# $ �" �ह %� >�"� �q%,�4 ह� ;�"� >� �<��3 "�  घ���� �� ��:$2 
,�0��," ��4D *'��'�� ह12 �4� >� �� �� \�" �� �ह9 ��+4� �� >�:" ��,� �ह'-
�ह�� ह� %�:$4�2 '  
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�� >��� "ह�� ��ह�� ह# $ �" �'��0L��� "� �� >��� �� ह1 ,ह �7� �$��W%�" ह1, 
>�"� %� �,"�� �� ह1 (ह ���	� ,ह � �7� �$��W%�" ह12 >��� 8�%� "�  ��� 
�O� ��: ह� �%��� �'��0L��� �(�"� >4� > 43 ह1 =� �� >�� ,��� ���) �+ 
�ह$4�3 =� �O�� ,��� ह1? �'��0L��� "� �� �� ;� ��	 "�  %����� "� "�3 ���� 
�ह9 ह1, ;� ��	 "�  %����� "� ��6�, "�7� =� �"�� �� ���� ह12 >� ��"� 
��%4�� ���� "� ���� "�+2  

>��� &�D-�����Y =� �$H-�����Y "� ��� "ह� ह12 �� >��� "ह� ��ह�� ह# $ �" 
>��� �ह�� �� ह� ��	 �" ��T�����"�� "�  ��� �� ��$6�� "� "�� �"�� ह1, ;/���) "�  
�� �+ �, >	$"�, �,{�W, �L�� �1�� "� ह12 ��� "� ��e� "� ��"� %� �,,�� �1�� 
�"�� %� �ह� ह1 �ह ��	 "�  �.��$X�") "�  �� �+ � �1�� "� �ह� ह12 �ह ��	 �ह/�#2 
�'-0��, ��* 3��3 ��"� ह12 ;� ��	 �� �� &�k "� >�� �"�� ह12 ;���: ��	 "� 
��$6�� "�, ��	 "�  �.��$X�") "�  �� �+ � �1�� "��� "� "��		 � "�+2 �ह ��	 ह� 
��"� ह1, �ह�' "� ह1, �'����� "� ह1, 3��3 "� ह1, ��* "� ह12 >� ��"� ���"� 
���� ���%:2 ;� ��	 "�  �$���) �+ घ�6��$ �%�� �+, �-0%�) �� �%��+ ह��� �+, 4'E{��) 
�+ ��l� �"�� ह��� ���ह: =� �� ��k �+ घ$6� �%�� �ह�� ���ह:2 �ह ��	 ���-
%'�"� ���4� �� >4� �P�4�2 >��� घ�D "�  ��� �� %� "\�� �,1�� ���� �*� ह1, 
��"� (�7 ���%:2 �L� ���*: �,�Y >�"� ��H ���� ह� �� �ह9 ���� ह12 >�"� 
�,�Y "� �ह��4 ���� �� �ह�� ���� �,1��, ���� ��� ����� �7�4�2 �ह %� 
��}�/��,�ह� >��� ��5U�� �"�� ह1 �ह J�� ह� ह1 %1�� �" 4�$, "� =��+ ��H7) "� 
%�7"� "H�� ��� ���� ह� �'���� 6'"7) "� &�4� �� %�7"� �#�� ���� ��� ���� ह� 
��/�' %1�� ह� %��-�� �1� L1 ���� ,1�� ह� "H�� L6�� �4�� ह� F�)�" &�4� "�%�� 
�ह�� ह12 ,ह� ह�� >�� ,��� ���) �+ >�"� ह��� ,��� ह1, �ह %� ��5�4�, ����4� 
"��D?� >��� ����� ह1, �ह ���� ,��� �ह9 ह� F�)�" ��%��� "�  ��4 "' ( "ह�� ह�, 
�%�$4 �� "�  ��4 "' ( "ह�� ह�2 %� ��%��� *'� "' ( �ह9 "ह ���� ह1 ,ह �%�$4 �� 
�� "ह�,� ���� ह1, >�:�:� �� "ह�,� ���� ह12 >�"� �ह ��$\4�$\ �ह'� ��� ���� 
,��� �ह9 ह1,>�" �'*U6� �%�4� ह� 4�� ह12 ��}�/�ह�� ��5U�� ह': ह12 %� &�D-
�����Y�� "� ���+ "��� H�, ,� ��T�����" ��"�) "� �4� �+ *7� ह�"� L�6� �*�,�$ 
�ह� ह� =� ��"�  ��� ��� �+ �4����� "� �ह� ह�2 ;� ��	 "� �� 4,�� ह� ����" ह12 
;���: �� >��� "ह�� ��ह�� ह# $ �" ��	 �ह'� ��%'" �U� �� 4'%� �ह� ह12 ह� �� "� 
�ह "�D � ह� %��� ह1 �" ��	 "� �%�-�$,��"� >4� �� %��� "�  ��: :" %'6 ह� "� 
��+ =� &�D "�  ��� �� ��	 "� ��$6�� "� %� ���%	 ह1 ;�"� ��."' � �,L� "� �+ 
=� ��� "� %� �$0"M �� ह1,:" ���� �,��� ह1, �,D-&�D ���, "� %� ���� ह1, 
,�'&1, "' 6' T�"� "� %� ���� ह1, ��"� �%�#� "��� �+ ��4��� �+2 ;� 	q�) "�  ��H 
�� >�" �ह'� &/�,�� "��� ह# $ =� �ह���ह� ��Sd��� %� "� &/�,�� "��� ह':, �� 
;� &/�,�� �0��, "� �,��& "��� ह# $2 

SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE (West Bengal): Thank you, Madam, Vice 

Chairperson. While expressing our gratitude and respect to the honourable 

President for the Address he delivered to the Joint Session of Parliament, I 

oppose the motion moved by the hon. Member, Shri Arun Shone. The 

President's Address contains the polices of the Government. When a pew 
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Government assumes office, after receiving the mandate of the people in the 

General Elections, naturally, it indicates a series of measures. The President's 

Address delivered to the Joint Session also contains such provisions. 

Before I come to some of these aspects, I would like to start my 

observations by referring to what Mr. Arun Shourie said. He in his brilliant, 

persuasive, way, tried to create an impression that there is a need for co-

operation and that the country should be run by politics of consensus. I 

entirely agree with his premise, his hypothesis. Perhaps he will agree with 

me that our leader, immediately after assuming the Office of the Leader of 

the Opposition, extended the hand of co-operation and used the phrase that 

our opposition will be "Co-operative opposition". But what intrigues me, 

Madam is : Does this Government seriously want operation from the 

principal Opposition party? Immediately after our leader assumed the Office 

of the Leader of the Opposition, our former leader of the party Late Shri 

Rajiv Gandhi has been chargesheeted, knowing fully well that he cannot 

stand trial, knowing fully well he cannot defend himself, that he cannot 

explain his side of the story, knowing fully well that the Congress Party is 

not in the habit of ditching its leader whether he is alive or dead, knowing 

fully well the sensitivity of the Congressmen and women on this issue, 

knowing fully well that we went to the extent of withdrawing support to the 

UF Government and facing the criticism, still, they thought it necessary to 

put Rajiv Gandhi's name in the chargesheet. He is not being accused as a 

recipient of money, but as a co-conspirator along with some others. Nobody 

knows when the court would give its decisive verdict. But in the intervening 

period Rajiv's name will continue to be in the chargesheet. The Prime 

Minister, and no less a person than the Home Minister of the country, during 

the campaign had clearly demonstrated, had clearly pointed out, that a 

chargesheet would be filed in the Befors case after receipt of the whole set of 

documents. 

The document related to the Sixth account is yet to be recived. Therefore, 

what does one read from this action of the Government? For two years, three 

year, five years or ten years, the man will be referred to as an 'accused' in the 

chargesheet! You Know the judicial system in this country. And he will have 

no way of defending himself! Is this the way of seeking co-operation from a 

political party? This is not the first occasion. When last year, in 1998, this 

Government came to office, in its Agenda for Governance, it indicated, "We 

would like to have governance through consensus". Did we find the process 

of consensus in changing a major policy of this country? While changing the 

nuclear policy of the country, the Government considered it necessary to 

consult a one-member party, the then Janata Party, led by Dr. Subramaniam 

Swamy. He was consulted while changing the nuclear policy from keeping 

the nuclear option open to nuclear weaponsisation, which was projected in 

the national Agenda for Governance. But the Government did 
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not consider it necessary to consult the pricipal Opposition Party which had 

articulated the nuclear policy of this country. Therefore, I have my own 

doubt. I do not believe that with a change of seat, one should change one's 

policies. Yesterday, when Mr. Malkani referred to my signing W.T.O, 

agreement I said, "Yes, I signed the Marrakesh Agreement." I own it. I 

considered it beneficial to the country. Simply because I am sitting here now, 

I would not change my view. I extended cooperation to the Government, my 

Party extended cooperation to the Government, when Mr. Sikander Bakht 

was the Leader of the House and the Minister, in getting the Patents Bill 

passed. You may have your different view. But the point I am trying to drive 

home is that simply because of the accident of change of seats, we do not 

change our policies. My question is, do you want cooperation? If you want 

cooperation, why are you queering the pitch? Why are you totally insensitive 

to the feelings of the people? 

We have said umpteen times that we don not want to shield corruption, we 

do not want to hold brief for any guilty persons. But where is the guilt? Have 

you been able to establish it? I do not know what would happen. But surely, 

the initiative is to be taken by the Government, not by us. It has been stated 

in the Presidential Address that they would give statutory recognition to the 

Vigilance Coimmission. Who prevented you from doing so? For 13 months 

you were in office. You brought in two amendments to implement the verdict 

of the Supreme Court. You were so careless that you did not study the 

judgment of the Supreme Court while bringing in the amendment to the 

Central Vigilance Commission Act through an ordinance. That is why you 

had to supplement it by an additional emendment. But till date, you have not 

brought it for formal legislation. Who prevented you? We wanted to extend 

cooperation. You have stated it in the Presidential Address. Who prevented 

you from getting the legislations brought before the House and getting them 

passed? The mere saying it just from public consumption, playing to the 

gallery, is not going to help us. 

The second point, Madam, which I would like to draw attention to, and 

which has not debated, is about paragraph 5. The Government comments on 

the outcome of the general elections. They have talked of the maturity of the 

Indian voter. Not only that. I would like to read a particular sentence. "The 

electorate has put an end to the phase of instability at the Centre by giving a 

clear and decisive mandate to my Government." They say that a clear and 

decisive mandate in favour of the Government has been given. I am not 

going into the aspect as to whether it is clear or decisive and whether it will 

end political instability But it is your assumption. It is your conclusion that 

political instability has come to an end by the verdict of the people. Again, in 

para 37 of the same Address, you say that you are going to appoint a 

Commission consisting of experts to look into the Constitution in the 

Context 
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of fifty years experience. There is nothing to object. You also said it last 

time. But what are you going to do now? You are suggesting two things—a 

constructive vote of confidence and a fixed term to the Lok Sabha and the 

Vidhan Sabhas in order to prevent political instability, both at the Centre and 

in the States. Is it possible? Ours is a Parliamentary System. Our 

Parliamentary System is based on West Minster pattern. The cardical 

principle of our political system is that there is a fine balance between the 

political executive, the Council of Ministers and the elected representatives 

of the House. The elected representatives of the House have the right to 

remove the political executive by passing a vote of no confidence. At the 

same time, the political executive, headed by the Prime Minister, has a right 

in case of differences to make recommendations for the dissolution of the 

House. It was very nicely articulated by a British Prime Minister when he 

was reminded in the House of Commons that he is the servant of the House 

of Commons. The Prime Minister Baldwin's response was: "Yes, I do agree 

that I am the servant of this House. But I am that unique servant who has the 

privilege and prerogative of making recommendations for the dissolution of 

the House of Masters." Have you ever thought that by giving a fixed term to 

the legislature, by injecting political stability in the Legislature, are,you not 

going to institutionalize instability in the executive? It is not an imaginary 

fear. What happened in France between 1945 till the arrival of Charles D 

Gaulle when he amended the Constitution? There was a joke that if you sit in 

a Paris 'Cafe' every third person you meet, will whisper into your ear that he 

was Minister in the department of so and so etc.etc. At the interval of every 

three months, four months and five months, the Ministry changed, you will 

institutionalize the political instability in the executive. I do not like the 

Budget of the Finance Minister. As M.P. I have fixed five years guaranteed 

term. Not only the individual but the groups of the political party will say: 

either change this Finance Minister or we are going to change you. 1 am not 

going into the merits of this matter whether it is a basic structure or not. That 

is for the lawyers to judge whether you will have the adequate majority or 

not. But the point which I am trying to drive is that your proposed changes 

will create more problems. Have you ever thought of that in order to find a 

remedy in one sector, you are going to create problems in another sector? 

You are talking of constructive vote of confidence. Ours is not a German 

system. Ours is totally a British system. Imagine a situation after 15th of 

April, 1999. Mr Vajpayee's Government had been voted out. A new 

Government could not be installed. In your concept of constructive vote of 

no confidence, either the Members will not have the right to bring the vote of 

no confidence or when the alternative Government cannot be formed, an 

alternative arrangement cannot be made, the old Government which was 

voted out of power will continue to remain in office. Therefore, Madam Vice 

Chairperson, 1 feel that the Government must applly its mind seriously to 

these issues. It is just not rhetoric. Let them think what they want to have? 
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You are talking of changing one of the very fundamental principles of 

secrecy of ballot by extending the facilities to the Armed Forces, by 

introducing proxy voting. I have no objection to that. All the facilities should 

be given to our Armed Forces to exercise their voting rights. If you find that 

in the present arrangement, the postal ballot system is not quite adequate, 

fine; improve that system. But the day you introduce proxy voting, the 

secrecy of voting will go, the secrecy of ballot will go. It will be known, and 

in the political situation and the economic situation of our country, one can 

easily imagine how much misuse it would lead to. You are not in a position 

to improve your postal ballot system, the existing arrangement. You are not 

in a position to achieve that, to ensure that everybody can use this postal 

ballot system so that it reaches them in time and the voters can exercise their 

voting right. Therefore, you have to subvert the policies and some of the very 

fine principles and institutional arrangements which have developed over the 

years are to be given up. Secrecy of ballot is one of the guarantees, an 

important guarantee, through which a voter can exercise his vote without fear 

or favour. If you do away with that in one section, there will be pressure on 

you from some other sections, and it will go on. Madam Vice-Chairman, I 

am sorry, I have to finish it. I don't know how much time I have taken. How 

much time have I taken, Madam? 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (MISS SAROJ KHAPARDE): You have started 

around 12.41. 

SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE: I don't want to take more than 20 

minutes. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (MISS SAROJ KHAPARDE) : There is still 

time. 

SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE: Madam, I would like to draw the 

attention of the Government towards it and request the Government to think 

over it. I have no problem if they have a debate. They came out with the 

nuclear doctrine during the time of elections. Dr. Manmohan Singh very 

clearly pointed out what they wanted to achieve through these objectives. We 

were told, when nuclear explosions took place, Pokhran II, "There is nothing 

to fear. We have taken care of our legitimate security requirements. The 

whole world has recognized it. We have exploded bombs." And within one 

year, you find that "It did not act as an effective deterrent!" We did not 

manufacture bombs, I agree. As a Minister, I was against nuclear 

weaponisation. But after 1971, during our regime, we did not have any attack 

from Pakistan, we did not have any Kargil. Within ten months of your 

nuclear weaponisation and explosion, your weaponisation did not act as an 

effective deterrent. You had Kargil, I am not going into that aspect any more. 
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Only one more point I would make and, thereafter, I will conclude. The 

Government is claiming that the economy is taking an upward turn. Yes, it is 

taking an upward turn because it was the lowest base. Therefore, statistically, 

it will move upward. If they have registered a negative export growth in a 

particular year, the next year, with a little improvement, they will have some 

statistical advantage. But how are they going to have an eight per cent 

growth rate? It is not merely by words. They are talking of reducing the 

expenditure. And in this year itself, they have created five departments and 

Ministries. They are talking of downsizing the Government and are giving 

the signal by creating more and more departments, have more and more 

bureaucratization. And they are saying that they will downsize the 

expenditure. But we feel that in the first four months, which is the lean 

season of the Government, their non-Plan expenditure is 29.2 per cent. I am 

not talking of the Plan expenditure. The Plan expenditure was much less 

compared to that. The fiscal deficit, they may say, is Rs. 79,995 crores 

because simply for according advantages they have transferred Rs. 25,000 

crores, 75 per cent of the small savings from the Budget to the Public 

Account, and they may tell us, no; the fiscal deficit is not 1,04,000 crores of 

rupees; it is 79,995 crores of rupees. 

1 P.M. 

Whom are you fooling? Eight per cent growth will not come like words 

out of heaven. The minimum requirement in terms of investment should be 

32 per cent of GDP. What is your savings rate? It is 26.1 per cent? About 80 

per cent is coming from the household sector. A part of it cannot be 

transferred for real investment. You arc expecting 10 billion dollars to come 

from FDI. Apart from ideological differences, which Mr. Malkani reflected 

yesterday in his observations, assuming that his views will not be taken into 

account by the Government of the day from where do you get that money? 

Where is that money? It is simply not available. I can give you one figure. It 

is the developmental report of 1997. The total investible surplus was 315 

billion US dollars. Out of that, 63 per cent was invested within the European 

countries and industrialized countries. Of the remaining available, if 63 goes 

37 remains, 68 per cent out of 37 was invested in the nco-industrializcd 

countries of South-East Asia. What would be your share? Shri Chidambaram 

talked of 10 billion dollars in 1996. In 1999, you are talking of 10 billion 

dollars and if Dr. Manmohan Singh comes in 2001, he may have to repeat 

the same figure. That figure will simply not be available. I am coming to the 

point with which I started. Yes, we want cooperation; we want consensus. 

But, please show, not in words but in your actions, that you seriously mean 

it. Thank you, Mauam. 
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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (MISS SAROJ KHAPARDE): We adjourn the 

House till 2 o'clock. 

The House then adjourned for lunch at two minutes past one of 

the clock. 

 

The House reassembled after lunch at three minutes past two of the clock, 

The Vice-Chairman (Miss Saroj Khaparde) in the Chair. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (MISS SAROJ KHAPARDE) : Now we will 

continue with the Motion of Thanks on the President's Address. Shri 

Janeshwar Mistra. 
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��(�� �7�3 �+ ���� ��%�-����� �� ह���� ��6� �1� �ह9 H�2 ;� �� �� ��,D%��" 
E� �� �ह� �ह9 "E$ 4�2 ��6� "�  %,�� %� �U6"� >�� ह�, ,ह ����� ह� �" ��ह� 
�� �� �ह�7� ��, �H���� %��� ��, �Lj�� %��� �� %��� "�  ��: �%� "�7) =� 
%#�) "� %E�� ह��� ह� ,ह ��"�  ��� H� �� �ह9 H� 2 ;� ���� �+ ��"�� "� ����� 
�ह92, >% ;� ��� "� %E�� �ह�#� ह'3, ;�"� �'5� *'	� ह12  

�18�, ���� 4$�� %� ��� ;� ��� ��	 �+ �(7� ह1, ,ह ह1 �$�,&�� �$	�&� >��4 
"�2 �ह �ह'� 4$�� ��� ह12 �� >��4 �+ , �'5� �<(� ��ह �� ��� ह1 �ह�� "ह� 4�� 
���� घ�Wf�-�e �+, �%�� 4\�$&� "�  घ�Wf�-�e �+, �" �$�� =� �,&���"� "� 
"��D"�� ��$� ��� "� �*� %�:4�, ,ह9 :" �ह'� �7� ���� "� ���� ह��� �P� :" 
���, %� ;� ��� ��"�� �+ ह12 �" �� >��4 "�  �,����&�� ��"�$e �+ ��Sd��� 
�}�� � ह�4�2 ह��� ���� �ह F�� ह� �ह� ह1? ��� �+ %� "�3 � "' �j �� �1\�� ह1, 
=� �ह ��"�� �� "� ��-6�"� H�, "� ��-6�"� ��"�� >��U� �� �%��� �� �" 
>3 ह�, ��ह� �U&�� ��f ��ह %� "� ह� �� �/�	�*� %� "� ह� �� 4'%��� %� "� ह�, 
�ह/�'0��� "� %��� �� "� ��-6�"� ��"�� "� �'���� �ह�$ >�� "� �U"� �ह9 ����2 
�ह/�'0��� "� ��"�$e �7� �%�� ह1, �7� �%�� ह12 �%� �"�� ��"�� �� |S6���� 
"� >��� �4 4��, �� ��"�� "� ������ >�� "� �U"� �ह� ���� 4��2 ��"�$e "� 
;� *#�� "� =� ����� ��"�$e "� ;� *#�� "� ��5�� "� "��		 "��� ���ह:2 
���"� ���� � �7� ����" ��� �ह ह1 , �18� �" �ह/�'0��� "� ��p� ��"�$e "� 
��p� �� H� �ह9, "� �ह�$ "�  >��� �� ���� ����" ����� �ह9 H�2 �ह/�'0��� %� �� 
���, %T�#{��� >�D,�y �� *$8�, �� �� �ह/�'0��� "�  >� >��� �� ���� ����" �ह9 
�����, "� �ह9 �����2 "�3 ����" ह��� H�, ��%� ह��� H�, ,ह �� %��� H� �� 
��"� ��6� ����" ह� %��� H�2 �"�� �#��� ��%� "� ��6� ह��� "��� H�, ,ह %�� 
%��� H�, ��%� �� %��� H�2 �ह/�'0��� "� %��� "� ���#� �ह9 H�2 �v 47 �+ � 
�4� �$�,&�� ���"� "�  �'��, "�� ���� %��� �� :" ��%����" ���,�D� "�  ��H 
�ह/�'0��� "� %��� ��� ���� �" ह��� ���� ����" �����, ���"� �� ��� �$�8� 
%� �&�� �$e� �� 4:, %��� "�  ��� �'��, �ह9 ह'> 52,57,62, %� ����" ह1, ,ह� 
����" �ह� =� �ह ������� ���� �ह�2 H�7�-�ह'� 1967 �+ %� 8�. ���ह��  
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�� �$�,� "� ���4 �"��, 41� "�$b��,�� "� ���� ��"� "� , �� ह�"� �<(� ��ह �� 
��� ह1 �" "' ( �#�) �� "�,6 ����, ���"� 1977 �+ �ह�� ��D�� �ह/�'0��� "� %��� 
�� �ह�#� �"�� �" �4� ह���� �4�� �� "��� ��	��3 �4 43 �� ��.�� ��� $
%�:4� =� %��� %� �� "ह �ह� ह# $ �� ��$�� "� �ह9 �ह ����) �+ "�� "��� ,��� 
�L�� �ह9, %��� %� �+ "ह �ह� ह# $ �� �7" �� %#�� �+ "�� \�"�� ,��� ���� �, 
5�8#  ���� ,��� %����� �, *�� �+ ह� ����� ,��� ह�,�ह� �, �7" �� ��F	� ����� 
,��� �, ;/ह)�� �ह�#� �"�� �" �4� ह���� �4�� �� "��� ��	��3 �4 43 �� $
��.�� ��� %�:4�2 �ह �ह�� ��D�� 1977 �+ �ह�#� �"�� 4��2 �ह/�'0��� "�  ���� 
�$��� >��� �� �ह�#� �"�� �" �4� ह���� �4�� �+ "��� ��	��3 �4 43 �� ह� $
��.�� ��� �"�� ह� ;$���� %� "� ह6� ����, ��%�, %� "� ह6� ����, �U&�� ��f 
��ह "� ह6� ���� , �����%� �3 "� ह6� ����, �/�	�*�, �,@,��H ���� ��ह "� 
ह6� ����2 %� �� �ह ��p� ��� H� �ह/�'0��� "� %��� =� �$��� >��� "� �ह 
�ह��� �ह9 H� �" ह� ���� ह'"# �� � ��� �"�� ह� =� %E�� �7� �� ��� � 
�"�� ह�2 ����� ,���; ��?�� �� 1952 �� 	'E ह'3, ����� ,��� ��?�� 1977 �� 	'E 
ह'32 �� %� "�3 � 4�� �� �1\�� ह1 ��"� ���� ह��� �4�� ह1 �" �� %.��-%.�� 
��� �ह� ह� �� ��� �+ ��� ����, O�3 ��� ��� ��� ����, %.��-%.�� ��� �ह� 
ह�,�6"�g ��"�� ह��� ���ह:, ��� �� �'��, ह��� ���ह:, ��"�� ��� � ���2 �� 
�f, �'*%j ��ह� "ह �ह� H� �" F�� ह�4� �4� ��"�� �4� 43 =� �,".� "� 
��"�� �ह9 ��� ��? �L� %� घ�7� ह1 ,ह ��"�� ���:4�? �ह92 �L� घ�7� ,��� 
*���-L��X� 	'E ह�4�, ��i����+6 घ�7� ��%�� �� %�:4� ��' � ��i����+6 "� 
घ�7� ��%�� ���� �� ����� "�  ��: ;� ��ह "� "�3 � >��4 4�\� ह��� ह1 �� �ह9 
���� %�:4�2 �4� ��� ���%: �" �$�,&�� �$	�&� "�  ��: >��4 4�\� ह'>, >��4 
�� ����6D �� ��, ���+ �&�� �$e� "� �#�� ��"� �� ��, �$�,&�� �$	�&� "� "' ( ��?�� 
ह'> "��� ह1, ���"� �"�� � >��4 "� ����6D �� �4� ��� �+ �0��, >�� ह1 �� 
�ह'�� =� �.��� "�  ��: %� �ह�� �1���� ��� ह��� ह� �$�,&�� �$	�&� "�  =� �#� 
��&"���� "� , ,ह "�3 %E�� �ह9 ह'> "���2 ;� ��ह ��"�$e "� "�7� �ह�"� 
�ह6�� ����	�ह ह'> H�2 �'5� *��� �4 �ह� ह1 �" ;� ��� %� ��"�� ��� �+ �1\� 
ह1, ,ह ����	�ह "�  ��0�� �� %��� ��ह�� ह1, �$�,&�� �� (�7*��� "��� ��ह�� ह12 �� 
���, O�3 ���, �� ��"��+ �4�� ह�, 13 �ह��� �� ��"�� �4�� ह�, ��"�8D ह1, ���"� %� 
��"��+ �T�� ��� �" �ह� ह1, �� ���� ��"��) �+ �7�-�7� घ�6���" ह': ह12  

�$�8� ��हE "� ��"�� �ह'� �$�� ��� �" H�2 �� ��� �#�7� "�$8 ह'> H�2 �� 
�T� l� 6�.6�. "M Sf������� �,� �$e� H�2 �$�3 ह�3 "�6D "�  %% (4�� %� �� ;�"� 
%�$� "� =� �/ह)�� �,� �$e� "� ��W� ���� =� �$�8� %� "�  %���� �+ �/ह)�� ;0��L� 
�� ����2 	��L� "� %���� H�2 ��"�  ��� ;$���� %� "�  %���� �+ ��;�+� "� घ�6��� 
ह'>2 �ह ह1 �6"�g ��"�� "� ���ह�f2 �'���ह� ��� "� � ह'>2 �� ��� ���� 
�����f ��l ��� �$e� H�2 ��"� �6�� �+ ��4) �� 4��� �� ��� ����, ,ह � �'��%� H�2 
��"�  ��� ��%�, 4�$&� "� "� � ह'> ��L��D "�$8 ह'> �%� �� "� �� �ह�$ �ह� ह� 
�ह� ह12 �ह � �6"�g ��"�� "� :" ��#�� ह12 ��"�  ��� ����ह ��, %� "� �6"�g 
��"�� "� ����� ����� >�� 2 ��� �ह9 ह���� �ह�$ "�6D� �+ �"��� �'"��+ �� �ह� ह�2 
%ह�$ "ह9 � %��� ��	�Y� ह��� ह1, %ह�$ "ह9 � %��� 4��� ह��� ह1,,ह�$ �6"�g 
��"�� "� ����  
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|S6���� ह��� ह12 ;���: �6"�g ��"�� 5 ��� "� ��"��, 10 ��� "� ��"��, 
;� �� �ह'� �ह� ह� �ह� (��� "� घ$6�) F�� ह'> �18�? �� �� ��� *A� �ह9 ह'3 
ह1 ह����, 	'E � �ह9 ह'3 ...(������)...   

1��$�2�3 (�# 
��� �� � '��()) : ��l %�, >� �ह'� �<(� ��� �ह� ह� =� %� 
>� ����� ह1 �� ,�"3 ह� ��4� "� �'��: "� �� "��� ह1 ���"� ��� "� ���� "�  
"��f घ$6� �%��� %E�� H�2 

�� ����� 	
� : �� >� ��� �P� ���%:, �ह �� >�"�  ह�H �+ ह12 �� ���� ��� 
%.�� ह� *A� "� �#$4�2 �� >�"� �ह'� �T��� "��� ह# $ =� �� J�� "�3 "��		 �ह9 
"E$ 4� �" �� �T��� �+ "�� >:2 ���� "� �� �ह'� �T��� "��� ह# $2 �ह����, �� 
�6"�g ��"�� "� ��� "� �ह� H�2 �ह ह� 41�-�6"�g ��"��+ ��9, ;�"�  ���� �+ 
%��� �� "ह� �" �� ��"T�� ह�,ह� �� ��� �+ > %��� ह�, O�3 ��� �+ �U6 >�� ह�2 �� 
"� ���  13 �ह��� ,��� ��"�� �� �'��, "�  �1��� �+ "ह ���� �" ह� J�� ;$�%�� 
"�+4� �" 5 ��� �+ �'��, ह�4�2  

�ह����, ��Sd��� �ह��� "�  ���Wf �+ �1�� 5 �+ "ह� 4�� ह1 �" 41�-�6"�g�� 
"� ��हU� *A� ह� �ह� ह12 %����	 �� �ह ��� ���� ह1 ���"� �%� ��ह �� ,�6 ���� 
4�� H�,,ह >��: ��*� ह�4�2 �� ;��ह���� �+ �%� घ� �+ �ह�� ह# $ "3 ��� ,ह�$ �,��� 
"�  ��� �*��� >�� ह12 �,��� "�  ��� "� �*��� >�� ह1 �� �� �ह'� ��� >�� ह1 
F�)�" ��� �+ �� >��� "��-&&� �+  �0� �ह�� ह1 �� ,ह ��"� 5 �1�� �� 10 �1�� �� 
���� ह12 �,��� "�3 �*��� �ह "ह�� ह': > %�: �" ����, "' ( �� �� �� :" E��� �� 
�� E��� >��� �� ���� ह12  

�� "� ��� "�  �'��, �+ ��� ���	 �+ ह� ��4) �� �ह "��		 "� H� �" ;�"� 
��"��� � �+2 �,&���� "�  Y�e "�  �ह��� �� 130 �� g�� ��6) �� ह��� "q%� "� 
���� %� �" �%�� �� "� ,� 124 �� "q%� �"��2 �� ����ह� ��ह %� �� ��,��� 
"E$ 4� �" >�"�  ��0� ��4 �%�� �� "� =� ह� ��4) �� K���� ह��� "��� �ह� ह�2 
>�"�  ह��) "�  "��f ;� ��4) "� H�7� 	�f ��� 43, �ह �� >��� ��,��� "��� 
��ह�� ह# $2 

�ह����, :"���4� ���� �'�ह �*��� ��*� >$*� ���� ह': �� �*��� �+ :" ���� 
��6� ��3� H� �'5� :" ,�6 �� ��2 �� घ��� 4�� �" �ह ,�6 ��$4�� "� F�� ���"� ह12 
���� ��*� ह'> H� �" ��(�� ��� �� :" ,�6 �� ह�� 4�� H�, �� "� ��� :" ,�6 �� 
��, ����2 �4�� H� �" %1�� "�3 �*��� �* ��$4 �ह� ह1, ,�6 �ह9 ��$4 �ह� ह1, "6��� 
��"� �* ��$4 �ह� ह1 �" :" ,�6 �� ��2 �ह����, �ह/�'0��� "� %��� � �7� ���ह� 
��"�� �* ���� �+2 �/ह)�� :" ,�6 ��$4� �� %��� �� 181 "� 182 "� ����2 ;��� 
��O�� ���� "ह9 �ह9 ����4�2 �4�� H� �" %1�� ���� �� ���: "� �'"�� *�� �� "�; 
�%��� �1�� ��$4�4� ���� ह� ����4�2 ;/ह)�� :" ,�6 ��$4� �� 181 "� 182 "� ����2  

�� & 	�����
 	
�� (�V� ���	) : ��$4�� � :" "�� ह1, ��"� ��$4��  �ह9 >�� 2 
��"�  ��$4�� �� ����� � �ह9 ह12  
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�� ����� 	
� : (�7�: ���"� ��� "�  ��� �� �4� �ह/�'0��� "� %��� ��घ� 
%��� "��� ह1 �� �� >% �ह ����,�� ���� ��ह�� ह# $ �" :" ��� ���� "�  %���� �+ � 
�*��� 4�� H�, "6��� ह�H �+ ��"� 4�� H� =� ���� ��घ� 43 H� =� ����ह�f 
ह� 4�� H�2 "ह9 �� "� ��� "�  �*��� "�  ह�H) �#�� "�  �#�� ��"�$e "� ह�f � ह� %�:2 
;� ��� "� *��� �'5� �4���� �ह�#� ह� �ह� ह�2 �18�, ���+ �� �'5� �ह'� "��� H9, 
�'5� 8�%� "�  ���) "�  ���� �+ � ��� "��� H�2 �ह����, �� :" ��K� �$e� �� ���� 
�� ���� �" "' �"4 41� =� "� ����� "� ��� � �O��� %�:4�2 �/ह)�� �ह ���� �� 
���� %� �" �� ��"�� "� "�3 L1 ��� �ह9 ह'> ह12 8�%� 4��� ह'>, ह���� 
�7"�  �#�� ह�, ह���� *��) �+ ����3 �ह9 ह� �� �ह� ह�, �"��� "� L�� �#* �ह� ह1, 
8�%�  �ह$4� ह��� �� �7"+  �#�� ह�2 L�� �#*� =� "' �"4 41� � �$ह4� ह� 43 �� 
ह���� �'.ह� �ह9 %��4�2 �4� ��	� �ह$4� ह� 4�� �� ह���� घ� "� ����4 �ह9 %��4�2 
�� ��ह�� H� �" ��"�� ���� घ�Wf� ;� �� "��� �" ��Sd��� %� "�  ���Wf "�  
�U��� ;� �� ह� ��4 ��h �\��� %��� "�  ��D "�2 ���"� ;� �� "� ,� ��K� �$e� 
"�  ���� �� ��h:$ �\ �ह� ह12 �18� >�*�� ��� "ह"� �� *A� "E$ 4�2  

ह���� ��6j �� ��ह�� >�Yf  "�  ���� �+ ��ह�� �4�� ह�2 ���"� ह� J�� ह�, ह���� 
��6j 8�. ���ह�� "�  ��4) "� ��6j ह12 8�. ���ह�� �� %� ��-���� 7 ?�$���) "� �	D� 
���� H� ��	 , �'����$ =� ���,�� "� ���+ ��-���� ���� "� :" ?�$�� � H�2 ह� 
��4) "�  ���e �� �4�� �� �\�;:2 �'5� ��� ह1 �� �1d�-.��� �$e� H�$ , ;� ��� �+ 
>��2 �� ��� ��ह��I$ "�  ��: 41� "� ��� "� %� �ह� H� �" ��ह��I$ "� � 
"�6� >��Y� "��2 %� 4�38 ��3$� �� ह��� �4� �� ह��� ����� �1"7� "�6� 
>��Y� "� ���� 2 ह��� ��ह�� ��e) �� "ह� %� �$�� "� ��0� H� �" �ह �����, 
�1��� "�� "� �ह� ह� %1�� b���L�� "� �'3$ L$ � %��� ह�, �ह ��� � �� ह� �"�� 
ह1, �<��� � �� ह� �!� ह1, ����� � �� ह� �"�� ह1, :" ह� %4ह �6 F�) �4� �ह� 
ह�? ���"� �'� ��4) �� �6 �4��� �� ����� "� ����2 ���"� �ह >�Yf ����) "� 
F�) ���� %��� ह1? ;���: ��%���� �+ F�)�" ,ह ��(7� ह�2 �(7) "� �U"�� �+ 
�$8� "��	� "�  >&�� �� F�) ��%,y	� ���� %��� ह1? 

�� ��घ 	%� &9�
 (��� ���	) : >��� ��%� ��� �� 4: ��� �� �U�� ह� 4�� 
��.:�.��. "�  ...(������)...  

�� ����� 	
� : ह� �ह�$ �'��, "� ��� �ह9 "� �ह� ह�2 ���% �+ %� "�%�� ह��� 
ह� ��"� K���� �U"� ���� %��� ह12 घ� �+ %� �7"� �����) "� ��4� ह��� ह� ��"� 
:" �4��� �#& K���� ���� %��� ह12 �ह ��}�$� ह1 =� �� �ह��� �� %� ��ह��I$ 
"� ��� �(7�, ह� � �ह�� ��� "��� H� �" ;�"� >�Yf ह��� ���ह:2 ���"� ह��� 
��*� �" �7� घ��� "� ��ह��I$ "�  �'"���� ,ह ��ह�� %� घ�� "�6�� ह1 ���� �� "�  
��:, %�  ��"� �#& ��"���� ह1, %� 4��� ह6��� ह1, %� 4��� "� =�� ह1, ���� "� 
=�� ह1 ��(7� "� =�� ह1, �.��$X�" "� =�� ह1 ,ह �7� ��4) "� ��ह��I$ "�  
�'"���� *7� �ह9 ह� �"��2 ���4���� %� ह���� ���� ह�, �z �+ ,ह ह��� (�6� ह12  
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SHRI PRAFULL GORADIA (Gujarat): Madam Chairperson, thank you 

for the opportunity to allow me to stand and support the Motion of Thanks 

that has been moved on the Address of the hon. Rashtrapatiji on the 25th of 

the October. As a whole it is splendid agenda for good governance for the 

years to come. I would particularly like to focus attention on paragraphs 45, 

46, and 47 which really if implemented which I am sure will be—will give 

India a very high and respectable place in the comity of nations. But I am not 

going by my optimism. My optimism is not based only on what has been 

promised in the Address. I would like to refer to the performance of the 
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erstwhile Vajpayee Government which was governing until earlier this 

month. Its performance during its short tenure was, I think, equivalent to a 

diplomatic miracle. Since 1947 when the Kashmir issue was first opened, we 

have found most of the world arraigned against us; we were always being 

beaten, criticised, thrashed in the world fora. This went on for years and 

years. It was not confined only to the issue of Kashmir. When our troops 

marched into Goa to liberate the State from its long colonial rule, we were 

criticised equally badly So were we in 1962. Even India-lovers like President 

Gamal Abdel Nasser, President Josi Tilo also* remained silent while India 

was being invaded. Then, of course, another great friend of India Premier 

Nikita Khruschev, said "Chinese brothers" and only casually "Indian 

friends". This we have seen for years and years with many countries against 

us. I felt, not knowing sufficiently of what is going on, that perhaps in 1999 it 

will be the same sad story. But then with the advent of Kargil, we discovered 

that, as I called it, a diplomatic miracle had been performed by the enormous 

work evidently done by the Ministry of External Affairs led by Foreign 

Minister Jaswant Singh. Now this optimism of mine make me to suggest to 

make one or two suggestion which can perhaps take India even farther into 

the comity of nations. I am referring here to a fact that we have 116 

embassies and high Commissions and they are all run in the traditional style 

with first class officers, but, again, trained traditionally who occasionally 

take courses in Jawaharlal Nehru University or the Institute of Foreign Trade. 

But they themselves are not commercial managers. Now, we know that 

trade has really replaced war as an instrument of bringing home the surpluses 

of the other economies. Yet, our embassies are, I think, organized—correct 

me if I am wrong-on the traditional style of diplomacy. I do not think there 

are more than 8, 10 or 12 countries with which there is a need for diplomacy, 

followed by defence. Yes; we have our problems with Pakistan; we have 

some issues pending with China; we also have an odd issue pending with 

Bangladesh; we buy weapons from Russia; we import weapons from France, 

Germany, the U.K., the U.S.A., and perhaps, even from Israel and South 

Africa. Let us say even 16 nations, but what about the other hundred nations? 

Take for example, Argentina or Brazil. Are we even going to fight a war 

with them? Do we have anything more than the hope of better international 

trade? I don't think so. Perhaps, we can attract more tourists. That is all. Our 

embassies are led by very good foreign service officers. They are trained in 

traditional diplomacy but they are not experts in international trade. This is 

one major change which should be considered by the Government. 

The other thing I would like to mention is about the Pacific Ocean Region. 

I think, it has largely neglected by us. We have always had a predilection 

towards the Atlantic Ocean Region, which is a non-growth area. Even the 
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United States had started shifting its balance years ago, not quite away from 

the Atlantic Ocean Region, but certainly giving sufficient emphasis to the 

Pacific Ocean Region, which is a much larger ocean, which is a much richer 

ocean below the surface, and I think, has enormous food supplies; plus, it is 

rimmed by the growth countries like China, Japan, Taiwan, New Zealand, 

Austrialia, etc. Therefore, much greater emphasis needs to be given to the 

Pacific-side of the world and let us not just be Atlantic-oriented as we have 

traditionally been. I just would like to show how Atlantic-oriented we are. 

Today, our biggest mission abroad as far as I know is, in the United 

Kingdom and not in a country like China or Japan or, for that matter, even in 

the United States. In order to bring about the reforms, my modest suggestion 

is that the Department of International Trade should be merged with the 

Ministry of External Affairs so that a new thrust can be given to India's 

international trade, which is less than 1 per cent, while we are exactly l/6
th

 of 

the world's population. Our international trade is not even 1 per cent. I think, 

this needs to be repaired and improved. I am sure, in the years to come, with 

the kind of Agenda we have ahead of us, all these improvements will be 

made. With these words, I once again suport the Motion of Thanks that has 

been moved. I thank you very much. Madam Chairperson, for allowing me 

to speak. 

SHRI J. CHITHARANJAN (Kerala): Madam Vice-Chairperson, the 

customary speech made by the hon. Pesident to the Joint Session of 

Parliament consists of several items. Certain objectives have been set, along 

with an action plan in certain fields. But when we look back, we feci that 

most of the things that are said are a repetition of what had been said in the 

President's Address of 1998. For example, there is a mention about the Bills 

to be passed or the enactments to be made such as the 33 per cent reservation 

for women, electroal reforms, legislation for setting up of the Lok Pal to 

combat corruption in higher places. These are certain legislations which they 

promised to bring at that time also. Along with them, there is an 

announcement about the establishment of a development bank for women 

entrepreneurs. But during the 13 months of power, they could not pass these 

legislations; they could not even form or establish the Development Bank for 

Women Entrepreneurs. It was not due to lack of time. 

Then, I come to the legislation providing reservation for women in the Lok 

Sabha and the Vidhan Sabhas. There are some parties which had opposed it. 

They did not oppose the whole idea, but they had asked for certain 

amendments. But eve« with all that, as far as I understand*, majority of the 

MPs or majority of the parties were in favour of passing the legislation. 

Then, why it could not be passed? It could not be passed just because of the 

fact that the then Government did not have the will power. They did not have 

the determination and the will power to do it. Therefore, even now 
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when they say that these things will be done, I do not believe it. If it is done, 

it will be good. 

Then, I come to the financial and economic position of the country. In the 

President's Address, a bright, or, a rosy picture has been painted. For 

example, it is said that there was a growth rate of 6 per cent. Then, in respect 

of the balance of payments position, it has been said that we are in a 

comfortable position. Regarding the foreign exchange reserves, it has been 

said that we have 33 billion dollars. Then, so far as the rate of inflation is 

concerned, it has-been said that it is only 2 per cent, calculated on the basis of 

the wholesale price index. Of course, these are certain aspects of the financial 

and economic position. But the financial position, or, the economic position, 

which the country is facing at the moment is very, very serious. The 

Government itself has made it clear that the revenue realization is far below 

the budgeted target. Then, the expenditure has gone about the budgeted target 

by 18 per cent. The financial deficit has gone up by 6 per cent. Along with 

that, there are certain other facts also. Unemployment has increased; poverty 

has increased. All these things are there. Therefore, why should these factors 

be concealed? Without taking these factors into account, how can the 

Government say that the economic position, the financial position, is quite 

safe? It is not correct. In order to improve the financial and the economic 

situation, they have come forward with certain remedial measures. The 

remedy that they have suggested is to go ahead with the economic reforms 

programme. Or, to be more precise, the second generation of economic 

reforms programme will have to be implemented with determination and with 

a high speed. This is what they say. What has been the experience of the 

implementation of the first phase of economic reforms? That we have to look 

into. I have already said that the present situation is very serious. The 

implementation of the economic reforms programme, which is followed by 

the new Government, is not at all a new programme. It has been there for the 

last eight years. The economic reforms programme was first introduced and 

implemented in 1991. We know the circumstances in which those economic 

reforms were thrust on the country. How we were forced to agree to it, that 

we all know. I will not go into the details. But have those economic reforms 

in any way helped our country to have a sustained and continuous growth? 

What is our experience? Sir, during these eight years, we have faced two 

recessions; the second recession started three years ago and it is still 

continuing. The Government cannot say that we are on the verge of 

overcoming that economic recession. That position is there. You look at the 

field of industry. Thousands and thousands of factories are lying closed and 

thousands and thousands are on the sick list and they are on the verge of 

closure. Lakhs and lakhs of workers have been thrown out. This is the 

situation. Therefore, if you look at the details and examine the whole 
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situation, these economic reform programmes have landed our country in a 

very disastrous situation. The effect is very disastrous. It is not only the 

experience of our country; it has been the experience of various other 

countries in the world. Sir, due to lack of time, I do not want to go into more 

details. Now, even the experts of the World Bank say that by the 

liberalization programmes, by all these economic reform programmes; 

poverty, unemployment and such other problems cannot be solved. 

Therefore, those who are the exponents of these new economic reform 

programmes, are all now saying that along with the economic reform 

programmes, something additional will have to be done in order to reduce 

poverty and unemployment, and also to ameliorate the condition of the poor 

people. That is being suggeted. Sir, ignoring all these things, now, the 

present Government says no; we will go ahead with the second generation 

economic reform programmes. That is a policy that will lead to disaster. 

While stating about their objective, they quote Mahatma Gandhi, as if 

Mahatma Gandhi had said that there shall not be people of a high class and a 

lower class in the country. The demand of the poor people should also be 

met. All these things are being said. It is said that equality should be 

maintained. But what is the real position? Wherever the economic reform 

programmes have been implemented, it is now accepted all over the world 

that the gap between the developed countries and the developing countries is 

becoming wider. Even in individual countries, the gap between the 

developed areas and the underdeveloped areas is getting wider. The gap 

between the rich and the poor is becoming wider. All the facts prove that. 

This position is there. Then, how can you say that the poor people will be 

looked after, their interests will be looked after, by implementing all these 

reforms? Therefore, what I have to say is that this Government, if they are 

earnest in giving an effective governance, should try to make a review of the 

economic policy that they are pursuing, or else it would lead the country to 

disaster. Then, there is another issue. It is said here that the interests of the 

labour will be looked after. But what is the condition of the labour at 

present? I have already said that thousands of factories are lying closed and 

lakhs of workers have been thrown out. Sir, if you look into the details, you 

will see that these workers have been denied even the legitimate legal dues. 

Sir, before the closing down of these factories, they were not getting their 

real wages which were due to them, according to the Payment of Wages Act. 

They were entitled to get gratuity; but they have not got it. They were 

entitled to get Provident Fund; but they have not got the Provident fund. 

They have not got the retrenchment benefits. They are being deprived of all 

these benefits. Is there a Goverment here to look after the interests of the 

workers? The law in the country guarantees all these. But the employers are 

violating it. Take the case of minimum wages. Instead of it being 

implemented, it is being broadly 
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violated all over the country. Now, on the basis of liberalization and 

globalisation and new economic reforms, whatever development that had 

taken place in the industries, has actually led to a phenomena where, in every 

industry, workers are being retrenched. They are being thrown out under the 

VRS. Even their normal wages are not being given. Number of workers are 

being, in fact, reduced. If you look at each case of new factories, you will 

find that only 250 workers may be on the register. The others are not on the 

register. Those who are not on the register, are not being given any legal 

benefit. They are not being given what is normally due to them under the 

law. That is what is happening now. 

Madam, a new situation is developing in the country. In several places, 

where new industrial establishments are coming up, they are not allowing 

them to organize trade unions. That fundamental right is being denied to 

them. There are instances where the new employers, who are coming up in 

the field, are mobilizing private armies to see that no trade union activity is 

organized near the factories. If the workers form an organization, the private 

armies are told to beat them up; and, if necessary, use fire-arms. They also 

ensure that the police connives with them. 

In the closed factories, the workers are not being given the provident fund 

amount that is due to them. They are also not being given loans for months 

together. Employers realize the money that is due from the workers, but they 

do not remit the Provident Fund amount that is recovered from them. All 

these things are happening with the connivance of certain officers in the 

Office of the Provident Fund Commissioner. Otherwise this cannot be done. 

This is the situation obtaining in the organized sector. 

If you look at the unorganized sector, you will find that the situation is 

much more worse. I do not want to go into details. How can you say that, you 

will try to improve the condition of the labour and their interests will be 

safeguarded? Nothing has been said about it. Nobody looks into it. See what 

is the position of the Labour Ministry. It has itself been downgraded, it is 

given a Minister of State, not having an independent charge of it. Is there an 

independent Labour Minister? Who will look after this problem. There is 

nobody. 

SHRI DIPANKAR MUKHERJEE (West Bengal): The Prime Minister will 

look into it. 

SHRI J. CHITHARANJAN: How can the Prime Minister look into all 

these things? 

SHRI SANGH PRIYA GAUTAM: He has been looking at the problems of 

the whole country. 
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SHRI DIPANKAR MUKHERJEE: The CH will look into all the labour 

problems. 

SHRI J. CHITHARANJAN: Well, you are thinking of the development 

pace of the private sector. You say in the speech itself that they are the most 

efficient; they will give dynamism of management to the industry. Look at 

the thousands and thousands of factories. Of course, there are several 

factories belonging to the public sector which are lying sick, but in the 

private sector also there are large number of factories, which are lying sick. 

Such industries are in the hands of the big industrialists, not the smaller ones. 

Wherever they could make the profit, they run the industry. They make use 

of the amassed wealth by taking profit out of it and finally throw them out as 

junk. That is what they have done. Then they put all the responsibility on the 

workers. 

Sir, a new situation is coming up now. If you go through the papers, you 

will find reports where the CH, the ASSOCHEM, the FICCI, all such 

organizations from the organized sector are, for the first time in the history of 

India, coming up with statements which were never made earlier. The 

President of CH has come forward with a proposal as to who should be the 

Finance Minister. Sir, it is the prerogative of the Prime Minister to see as to 

who should be the Finance Minister. The CH says "so and so should be the 

Finance Minister" and they oblige them. That is what is happening. Then, 

they come forward with the proposal that these are the policies that are to be 

implemented. Then, they say that for the first 30 days these things should be 

done; for the next 60 days, these things should be done. 

"For the next 90 days, these are the things to be done. For the next 120 

days. These are the things to be done." These are all being dictated. These are 

all being followed. What a pitiable situation! ..(Interruptions).. Not only that; 

several assurances are being given. I will not go into the details. 

Another point I would like to say is about the international relations. It has 

been said in the Address, "India seeks to further deepen and broaden her 

relations with the United States of America, on the basis of the values and 

ideals we both share." Of course, USA is the richest country and the most 

powerful country in the world. We should have beter relations with them, you 

think that we share common goals, but you should not forget the relationship 

between India and the USA in the last 52 years. This morning, one of our 

hon. Members referred to the liberation of Goa. The same is the-case with 

Kashmir. What was the attitude taken by the USA towards these issues? 

What was the attitude taken by USA at the time of liberation of Bangladesh? 

Due to lack of time, I will not go into the details. Even now, what is their 

ideal? You say that you are for a new world economic order, with equity. 

What is the stand of the USA? They stand for a uni-polar world. 
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They stand for a world order in which they dominate. They say that their 

interests will be predominant. That is what they have said. Are you sharing 

that idea? If you share those ideals, please say that. I am not against friendly 

relationship with the USA. But don't say about the common goals. Don't 

forget the fact that the USA is having its own goals which are not acceptable 

to India and to the people of India and even to the other developing countries 

in the world. We should not forget that. 

Then, another thing I would like to say is about the Constitutional reforms. 

On the one side, it has been said, "During the last elections, people have 

given a verdict against political instability." Now you have complete political 

stability. Why should you then seriously think of introducing a legislation, 

ensuring a five-year tenure for the Lok Sabha and Vidhan Sabhas? If you are 

so sure, why should you think about all these things? ...(Interruptions).... It is 

not a question of perfection of a democratic Constitution, you are.making it 

more and more anti-democratic. Political instability does not depend on the 

number of Members in Parliament, whether in India or anywhere else in the 

world. So, some combination should come to power wherein, arithmetically, 

they may be having majority. If they follow certain anti-people policies, 

finally, what would happen? The base would be eroded. Naturally, the 

Government would become unpopular. Then, repercussions would be there at 

the top also. Therefore, you should not feel very happy about it. When the 

diesel price was increased, several constituents of the NDA reacted. For 

example, the Telugu Desam Party, the Indian National Lok dal, even the 

Akali Dal (Badal Group), have said that this hike was wrong and it should be 

withdrawn. Finally, one party had said, "For the time being we agree to the 

hike in the diesel price, but if the Government hikes the prices of kerosene 

and LPG, then we would oppose it." You are going to face such problems. 

Therefore, don't be assured of political stability and all that. 

Another thing is regarding the Constitution. Suppose Parliament is there, 

majority of Members think this Government should not continue. 

3 P.M. 

Then, what is the meaning of this amendment that you are intending to 

bring in? Your intention is to see that in spite of the fact that the Government 

had become unpopular, even though a majority of the Members of Lok Sabha 

are against it, you want to continue in power. Is it democracy? Then you say 

that the Constitution itself will be amended. I do not know what are the things 

that are there. Due to lack of time, I do not go into these things. But these are 

attempts to give up the democratic nature of our Constitution. Please do not 

meddle with that. Please do not venture to do that. That is all I have to say. 

With these words, Madam, I conclude. 
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SHRI S.B. CHAVAN (Maharashtra): Madam Deputy Chairperson, we 

have to take a serious view of the entire situation as it is prevailing in the 

country. Unfortunately, there are a number of things which have been said. 

The first thing I would like to mention is about the role of the Election 

Commission, knowing fully well that the Election Commission has done a 

commendable job in spite of the things which, in fact, had been happening. I 

would like to emphasise one of the aspects of the question and that is about 

the role of the Government so far as the Election Commission is concerned. 

For the first time, I have come across such a situation. The flection 

Commission wanted to play their own role under Article 324. The 

Government, for reasons best known to them, opposed the Election 

Commission with regard to the Code of Conduct in the Supreme Court. 

Knowing fully well that the exit polls showing the trend while there were a 

number of areas where the election had not been held. The Election 

Commission was being opposed! At least I have not heard so far about such a 

thing. The Code of Conduct is, in fact, a conclusion after consultation with 

all the political parties. I do not know what the compulsions were due to 

which the Government had to do this, excepting, perhaps, political 

considerations. They wanted to show that. There was the possibility that if 

they showed the trend, in the other areas, they would get more seats. I think it 

is highly objectionable and the Government owes an explanation so far as 

this conduct of the Government is concerned. Is the Government considering 

bringing in some kind of a legislation, which in fact is required, to strengthen 

the powers of the Election Commission? 

Madam, the second point which I would hurriedly go through is about the 

provisions of the Constitution under which, in special circumstances, a 

Special Session of the Rajya Sabha needs to be called. We had been insisting 

on the President. A number of political parties had gone to the President, 

seen him in this regard. In spite of the special provisions under the 

Constitution, why is it that the Government did not think of calling a Special 

Session and discussing the issue in which we were very much interested? I 

do not want to go into the aspect of the President writing to the Prime 

Minister asking him to call the Session. In spite of that if they had not called 

the Session, certainly some kind of explanation is expected from the 

Government. 

Madam, it is apt that the Government has referred to the shape of things to 

come under the new dispensation and the dream of Mahatma Gandhi who 

said, "I shall work for an India in which the poorest shall feel that it is their 

country in whose making they have an effective voice,". This is a very apt 

quotation given in the Presidential Address. Is it merely a routine sort of 

thing, a kind of ritual, that Mahatma Gandhi's name should be taken without 
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meaning anything knowing fully well the context in which we are working in 

this country, are we really taking the poor into confidence while shaping the 

things in our country, or are we now seeing a situation in which, in the name 

of economic retorms, in the name of the second phase of economic reforms, 

all the multinationals are going to take over the entire thing? 1 know that 

some hon. Members might refer to the Congress Government starting the 

whole process. But the whole concept was that you should have imports for 

export purposes and if there is a new technology, by all means, import the 

same, make our goods competitive and see that our exports increase. But 

what is the position now? Even consumer items are being imported in a very 

big way. The other day, the Finance Minister was pleased to state that for the 

new foreign direct investments, no regulation is required. Automatically, the 

whole thing can go ahead. I think a stage has come when the power of the 

Parliament to insist on a ceiling in respect of borrowings has to be clearly 

defined. If we have to consider the total borrowings, .both domestic and 

external, I think a stage has come when you have to put a ceiling and tell the 

Government that beyond this ceiling, the Government have no authority to 

go ahead. Some kind of a legislation of this nature is definitely called for. 

That is a point which I would like to make. 

The third thing to which the President was pleased to make a reference was 

about creating a separate Department of Education and the Education 

Minister was also pleased to state that he wants to make right to education a 

fundamental right. I don't think anything is going to be achieved by this. Are 

you really sincere about having primary education, specially in those sectors, 

which in fact, have suffered a lot? Even now, I don't think any of the teachers 

is prepared to go to the remotest village and give the kind of education that is 

required. I have thoroughly gone into all the aspects of the question and I am 

more than satisfied. If we have to see the rate of drop outs in those areas, it is 

a frightening thing. Nobody seems to be interested in going to the remotest 

areas where education is just for the name sake. There is hardly anything of 

that kind. Something has been done in Rajasthan and some people, who, in 

fact, are not having exactly the same kind of qualification which is called for, 

are doing something. If there is an educated person, who can possibly 

educate them, he is being employed for doing that kind of a job and some 

kind of progress is being seen. But beyond that, I don't think, any serious 

effort, for that matter, is being made by the Government in this respect. So, 

by merely having a separate department for primary education or making it 

just a fundamental right is nothing. We are paying just a lip-service and 

nothing more. 

Madam, another thing has been referred to in the President's Address about 

which I am not very clear. I do not know as to what exactly is the idea of   

the   Government   in   saying   so.   A   Commission   comprising   noted 
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constitutional experts and public figures shall be appointed to study half a 

century's experience of working the Constitution and they say that the 

Government will also examine replacing the present system of no confidence 

motion by a system contructive vote of confidence and fixed term for the 

Lok Sabha and the Vidhan Sabhas in order to prevent political instability 

both at the Centre and in the States. Certainly, we are ourselves confused and 

at least, I have not been able to understand as to what exactly the concept is. 

Somebody has to explain to us as to how they are going to bring about this 

kind of a thing. Does it come under the kind of a judgment which was given 

by the Supreme Court about the basic features of the Constitution? You are 

not entitled to make any changes in that. Does that affect this kind of a 

situation? This is a point on which some kind of explanation is definitely 

called for. 

Madam, there is one thing which I would like to understand, and here also, 

I am equally surprised that the Government is saying things without 

understanding or without meaning anything. On page 12, it has been stated: 

"Comprehensive electoral reform is necessary if elections are to be made a 

truly democratic exercise, free from clutches of muscles and money power" 

Wonderful. The idea is very good. Are you really serious about it? I don't 

think that in the situation in which we are having the elections, any poor man 

can think of contesting any elections, any honest worker can possibly think 

of contesting the elections and winning the elections. There is hardly any 

possibility. Even the Assembly elections are costing two crores, three crores. 

The less said the better would it be about the Parliamentary elections. I have 

seen those who are saying this, they themselves know what has been their 

role. We have seen what they have been doing. So, let us not unnecessarily 

say things about which we ourselves are not very sincere. I don't think that 

you are going to do anything of this nature. Muscle and money power is on 

the increase and you will see that no sincere person is allowed to contest the 

elections much less to win the seat. So, this is the situation in which we are 

today. 

There are two things to which I have to make a very quick reference. That 

is about the question which I had raised on the floor of the House and that 

was regarding the import of sugar, wheat and oil. I had pleaded—Mr. 

Barnala was the Minister in charge—with him that you had to impose an 

excise duty on them and to have a level-playing field. Knowing fully well 

that those people are paying a huge amount of subsidy, and this was the 

special condition where invoking the provisions of the Anti-dumping Act 

should have been resorted to. I was told—1 don't know how far it is true—

that he has himself conceded it. It is on record that he conceded this thing, 

that what I was saying is correct; we would have to impose a minimum 60 

per cent excise   duty  and   also   to   resort   to   anti-dumping   measures.   

What   had 
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happened? The Cabinet turned down that proposal! see what had happened. 

Why did you dp that? The Government definitely owes some kind of an 

explanation. Were they sure that sugar was not available in sufficient 

quantities in the country for public distribution? If they were to refer to the 

Department concerned, everybody was convinced that were was enough 

sugar available. But sugar had to be imported because they wanted to please 

Nawaz Sharief! from his area, from his sugar factories, this sugar was being 

exported! I don't know how far it is true. It is alleged that this money was 

being utilized by ISI for purchasing the latest equipments and those 

equipments were meant for using against India. So, this was the role you had 

played. Certainly, we would like to have an explanation from the 

Government as to why it had happened, despite knowing fully well that there 

was enough stock of sugar, enough stock of wheat, enough stock of oil 

available in the country, and still you wanted to import those things, merely 

to please certain friends of yours, and against the interests of the cultivators 

and also the people at large. Why you had done this is a matter fact, is a 

matter of serious concern for every one of us, and this is why I request the 

Government that while replying they should be in a position to say as to why 

they had to do that. 

Madam, another point to which I would just make a reference is about the 

infrastructural development. The Government was pleased to say that they 

are going to allocate special amount of money from the Central Government 

for completing some of the irrigation projects, which are in an advanced 

stage of construction. I was told, that they are going to help the State 

Government if they can be completed within two years, and it is the 

responsibility of the State Governments to see that those projects, which can 

be completed in two years, are completed. They should be in a position to do 

so. The only difficulty is that they are financially not sound enough, they 

don't have the money. If the Central Government had helped them, they 

would have been able to do that. What has been done and in how many 

States they have been able to take this job seriously is a point which I would 

like to understand. 

Secondly, I would refer to the generation of power which is another very 

important aspect of the infrastructural development and I would like to 

know, knowing well the position of the State Electricity Boards, whether 

they are going to bring about this kind of a thing; unless electricity becomes 

available, the talk of seven or eight per cent rate of growth will be all tall 

talk. 

I don't think anything of this nature is going to materialize. We are 

interested in finding out what efforts are going to be made to see that 

specially these two things come out in such a way that we are able to create 

the necessary atmosphere for investment in this country where plenty of 

electricity is available. All other things like irrigation are also to be made 
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available so that agro-industries are also able to develop in a big way. But, I 

doubt whether the Government is in a position to do all this. That is why 1 

thought it necessary that they should be able to tell us what exactly they 

think about this matter. Madam, I have completed my points. Thank you. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (MISS SAROJ KHAPARDE): Now, Mr. O.S. 

Manian. 

'SHRI O.S. MANIAN (Tamil Nadu): Madam, Vice-Chairman, as I rise to 

speak on the Motion of thanks on the President's Address, I wish to make 

one thing clear at the outset. Since the Address of the President spells out 

only the policies and programmes of the Government, I have my reservations 

on several issues referred to in the Address. 

Madam, first of all, on behalf my AIADMK party, my revered leader and 

on my behalf, I salute the martyrs who have laid down their lives in Kargil 

operations, I also salute the brave soldiers of our Armed Forces, who, 

unmindful of the danger to their lives, fought the enemies heroically. Bui I 

feel, this conflict could have been avoided, had the centre been receptive to 

valuable information. In October 1998, my respected leader Dr. Puratehi 

Thalaivi had cautioned the Centre about an imminent intrusion by Pakistan. 

This was conveyed by my leader in the Coordination Committee of (he 

erstwhile coalition, and also while addressing the press. But the then Home 

Minister and the Defence Minister, who continue to hold the same portfolios 

even now, did not pay any. heed. Had the Government taken the advice of 

my leader seriously, the Kargil operation could have been avoided. 

Madam, the President's Address promises to sanctify reservation in States  

that have more than 50% reservation, through legislation. Here I wish to 

mention one thing. On 9th November 1993, my revered leader, Dr. Puratehi 

Thalaivi as the Chief Minister of Tamilnadu, got a resolution passed' 

unanimously in the Assembly urging the centre to protect 69% reservation in 

the State. Later, with a firm resolve to protect reservation to SCs, STs and 

backward classes, my leader got the Tamilnadu Reservation Bill passed by the 

Assembly and also prevailed upon the centre to incorporate it in the Ninth 

Schedule to the Constitution, through an Act of Parliament. Yet even, the 

judiciary is standing in the way of reservation. So, I urge upon the centre to 

effect Constitutional amendment to protect 69% reservation in Tamilnadu. 

AIADMK has been insisting for long on 33% reservation for women in 

Parliament and State legislatures. The Government has promised to do that. 

It should not remain on papers. Necessary legislation should be brought as 

soon as possible. Madam, there is only a reference to inter-State water 

dispute. The Prime Minister and the Chief Ministers of Tamilnadu and 

Karnataka, held a meeting after which they declared that the Cauvery water 

dispute had been resolved. I do not want to go into the details of the issue. 

English translation of the original speech delivered in Tamil. 
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But the fact remains that, when crops in the Cauvery delta districts of 

Thanjavur Nagappattinam and Thiruvarur were drying up, Karnataka refused 

to release a drop of water. As one coming from the affected Cauvery delta, I 

would like to submit that it is the duty of the centre to protect the rights of a 

State from the whimsical attitude of another State. I am hopeful the 

Government will take serious note of this. 

Reference-has been made to creation of three new States and also about 

giving full Statehood to Delhi. But surprisingly, there is no reference to 

giving statehood to Pondicherry. The Home Minister had assured the Twelfth 

Lok Sabha of giving statehood to Pondicherry. I do not know what happened 

to that assurance. I urge upon the Centre to take steps to grant statehood to 

Pondicherry without delay. 

Madam, AIADMK has been demanding for the declaration of Tamil and 17 

other Indian languages in the Eighth Schedule to the Constitution as Official 

Languages. My leader Dr. Puratchi Thalaivi had prevailed upon the previous 

BJP-led Government to include an assurance to this effect in the Address of 

the President last year. But there is no reference in this Address regarding 

giving of Official Language status to all the 18 languages in the Eighth 

Schedule. There are political parties from Tamilnadu which are part of the 

coalition. There are Central Ministers belonging to such ^parties. Yet they 

have failed to notice this omission. I demand that the centre should take steps 

to declare these 18 languages as official languages of the Union. 

Madam, Tamilnadu has been demanding for increasing the storage capacity 

of Periar dam from 136 feet to 152 feet. Since it is on the state border, Kerala 

has been refusing to do so. I appeal to the centre to intervene and permit 

storage of water to 152 feet. 

The Sethusamuthiram project, which has been hanging fire for several 

decades, has not been referred to in the Address. The Government should 

initiate measures to execute the project. The Address refers to creating one 

crore additional employment opportunities every year. I wish this is 

translated into action. This Government has been talking about protecting 

minorities. But what is happening in the country? I feel it my duty to share an 

information with the House. At Krishnambudhur in Kanniyakumari district of 

Tamilnadu, a church was set on fire. Certain people are objecting to the 

reconstruction of Church at the site. They are also indulging in road-blockade 

in protest. 

SHRI VIDUTHALAI VIRUMBI (Tamil Nadu): It is factually false. 

{Interruption).... 

*SHRI O.S. MANIAN: Madam, I assertively say that this kind of assault 

on minorities are going on. 'English translation of the original speech 

delivered in Tamil. 
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There is reference to land reforms in the Address. (Interruption) 

Madam the then Chief Minister of Tamilnadu, Dr. M.G.R. got the Land 

Reforms Bill passed unanimously in the Assembly, and had sent it to the 

Central Government for approval by Parliament. Later, my respected leader 

Dr. Puratchi Thalaivi had also sent it for approval. But it has not been 

approved so far. I hope this Government will get the approval at the earliest 

and help enforce land reforms in Tamilnadu. 

The Price of diesel has been hiked. The price was reduced by one rupee 

before the elections, but it was hiked by four rupees after the election. Diesel 

price was reduced before elections for the sake of votes. It was again 

increased after the election. 

People should not be taken for a ride this way. Because of this hike, truck 

operators are on strike all over the country. Industrial and agricultural goods 

could not be transported. The situation is indeed serious. The Government 

should not stand on false prestige. It should be resolved soon. 

While speaking on this Motion a little while ago, hon'ble Member Shri 

Viduthalai Virumbi, and a very senior Member Shri S.B. Chavan mentioned 

that the elections were held peacefully. They also admitted the fact that only 

those who have money power could contest election. There is no use of 

working hard for thirty days while compaigning for election. Because, on the 

day of polling, bogus votes are cast. This flagrant violation of electoral 

norms should be checked through electoral reforms. 

Madam, Vice-Chairman, there is a Member of Lok Sabha, who has been 

elected from Tamilnadu. He is also a Union Minister, There have been 

reports that he has coast bogus vote. (Interruption) 

This matter has been taken up by T M C and also the Communist party. 

(Interruption) 

[The Vice-Chairman (Shri Md. Salim) in the chair] 

SHRI S. VIDUTHALAI VIRUMBI: Sir, I am on a point of order. 

(Interruptions). 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): Your leader is speaking. 

(Interruptions). 

SHRIMATI JAYANTHI NATARAJAN (Tamil Nadu): Sir, I am on a 

point of order. 

SHRI S. VIDUTHALAI VIRUMBI: Sir, he is casting aspersions on a 

Member who belongs to the other House. (Interruptions). 
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SHRIMATI JAYANTHI NATARAJAN: He is a Minister. (Interruptions). 

SHRI S. VIDUTHALAI VIRUMBI: He must substantiate his allegations 

or withdraw his words. (Interruptions). 

SHRIMATI JAYANTHI NATARAJAN: My point of order is this. The 

hon. Member is referring to a very serious charge made against a person who 

may be a Member of the other House. But he is a Minister. He was sworn in 

as a Minister in the Council of Ministers. He himself has accepted it. There is 

no question of substantiating because he himself has accepted that his name 

was not on the electoral roll of a particular area, but he voted over there. The 

Election Commission has ordered action against the Returning Officer who 

permitted him to vote. This is a serious electoral misconduct. (Interruptions). 

SHRI S. VIDUTHALAI VIRUMBI: Sir, what she is mentioning is totally 

irrelevant. (Interruptions). He must substantiate the allegation or withdraw 

his words. (Interruptions). It must be removed from the records. 

(Interruptions). 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): If all of you speak 

simultaneously, I will not be able to follow anything. (Interruptions). 

SHRIMATI JAYANTHI NATARAJAN: Sir, the problem is what the hon. 

Member referred to is what I am talking about. Unfortunately, my 

colleagues, the DMK Members, are concerned about the other Minister. We 

are not referring to that. We are referring to Shri Ponnusawamy... 

(Interruptions). We are not talking about that Minister. We are talking about 

somebody else. (Interruptions). 

SHRI S. VIDUTHALAI VIRUMBI: I have not mentioned the name of any 

Minister (Interruptions). What I have said, is nobody can cast aspersions on a 

Member of the other House. (Interruptions). 

SHRIMATI JAYANTHI NATARAJAN: Sir, where is the question of 

casting aspersions? He is a Minister. We are entitled to raise it in both the 

Houses. He has accepted it. Where is the question of substantiating? 

(Interruptions). 

SHRI SANGH PRIYA GAUTAM: How can you say that he has accepted 

it? (Interruptions). It is hearsay. (Interruptions). 

SHRIMATI JAYANTHI NATARAJAN: He has accepted it. 

(Interruptions). 

SHRI SANGH PRIYA GAUTAM: On what basis are you saying it? 

(Interruptions). 

SHRIMATI JAYANTHI NATARAJAN: Sir, he does not know the name 

of the Minister. (Interruptions). 
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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): What is happening 

outside the House, we are not concerned with that. Mr. Manian, if you want 

to make any charges or allegations, you give in writing to the Chair and then 

you raise it. But now you have to conclude. You have already consumed 

your time. 

SHRIMATI JAYANTHI NATARAJAN: Sir, please ask Shri Gautam if he 

knows the Minister's name. He is defending him even without knowing his 

name. 

•SHRI O.S. MANIAN: Sir, the polling Officer, who permitted him to vote 

has been suspended. If the one who permitted such voting has been 

suspended, than what should happen to the person who had cast his vote. He 

should resign. If he does not resign, the Prime Minister should drop him 

from the Council of Ministers. With these words I conclude. 
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%� ;$%������4 =� ���8"� "�  (�e-(�e�:$ ह�, ��"�  >�Yf$ �� ��" �4��� "� 
L1 ��� ह'> ह1 �" ;�"�  %� ����"��� ���?� ह�, ��"� ���Z� �"�� %�:, J�� 
��h �� �ह� ह1, �ह �'h^��#fD ह12 ��� ��ह �� 	��#.8 "�06 :,$ 	��#.8 d�;q� "�  
%� ��&"��� =� "�D���� ह1, ��"� ��������6� "� � ���,� "��� ,��� %� ���+ 
"� %� �ह� ह�, ,� �'h^��#fD ह�2 :" I� %ह�$ ह�+ �$�,&�� "�  �'����" %� >�Yf �"�� 
4�� ह1, ,ह �#�� �ह9 ह'> ह1, ���+ "�� "��� "� %� ��� "� %� �ह� ह�, ��� J�� ह1 �� 
�ह � �'h^��#fD ह�4�2  

�ह���, �� >�"�  V��� �+ ���� ��ह�� ह# $ �" >% �" ��"�$e "� %� �UH� 0�T 
ह1 ��. >3.��. �%��+ ��"��� ��/��� ��Z� �e"��) "� �#�� �ह�� ह1, ���+ :" � 
���� �e"�� �ह9 ह12 ;��� �$��%� �4��� %� �"�� ह1 �" ह���� 0H�� "ह�$ ह1? ह�+ 
���� ��&"�� ��Z� �ह9 ह'> ह1 =� ,ह9 �#��� I� �,�/� 0��) �� ;� >�Yf "� 
�'�,&� "� ���Z� "��� "�  ��: :" ����� �� �ह� ह12 �� J�� -0H�� �+ �� 
�,�z���#,D" ���� ��$4 "� �*�� ह# $ �" ;�"�  ��: �ह >,@�" ह1 �" >�Yf �� 
�$�$�&� �%��� � ���� ह�, >��	 ह�, "��#� ह1, ;�"� �$�,&�� "� 9,9 ��'�#�� �+ 
8��� %�:2 ����%" /��� "� �'ह�3 ���� ,��� ��"�� �� ��'�#��� %��� =� 
%�%��� "�  >�Yf �,��&� %� � ������8� %��� �": ह� ��$�-���, �/ह+ ���Z� "��� 
"�  ��: "��D,�ह� "� %�:2 ;�� ��ह �� >�Yf %� ह1 ��"� ;$Z���+6 "��� "�  ��:, 
>�Yf ���� ��4# "��� "�  ��: :"  ���" "��#� ���"� �,&��" �0�'� �"�� %�:2 
��H ह� ��'�#��� %��� =� %�%��� "�  ��: %� >��4  
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ह1, �� >��4 "� � ,ह� �%h =� ,ह� �'�,&� ���� %� ;��F	� "��	� =� 
��	�� �#�� ��;�� "��	� "� ���� ह'3 ह12 %� ��&"�� =� 	-!��$ �/ह+ ��Z� ह1, 
%� 06�L ��"� ���� ह�, ,ह � ��"� ���� %��� ���ह: =� >�Yf �� �$�$�&� 
"�3 � >��	 %��� "��� "�  �ह�� >��4 �� ���ह-�	,�� �"�� %�:2 ��8�"� 
;%������4 "���%) �+ %� �'�,&�:$ �� ��� �ह� ह�, �� �'�,&�I$ "� ��"��� �*� 
%�: F�)�" >�Yf ह���� �U��" ��&"�� ह1 =� ;� �U��" ��&"�� "� ��4# 
�"�� %�:2 ;�� ��ह �� ;��+ :" �$�,&�� "� ���Y� "�  ��: :" >��4 ����� "� 
��� "ह� 43 ह12 ���� ��"��� �� >bह ह1, ���� ��,��� ह1 �" �ह %� "��	� ��� 
;��+ ��'�#��� %��� =� %�%��� "� � ���� ������&A, ���� %�:2  

�ह���, ह���� %� ��'�#��� %��� =� %�%��� "� ���% ह1 ;�"�  �ह�) "� �Y� 
ह� ह�� �+ ह��� ���ह: �� ह�+ J�� �ह�#� ह�4� �" ;� ,4D "�  ��4 � >4� �P 
��:$4� =� ;�"� � ������ "� ��&"�� ���� ह12  

�� ���7 %��� (�ह���Sd) : &/�,�� ����V�Y %� 2 ��Sd��� %� "�  ���Wf 
"�  %� 48 �1��b�L ह�, ���+ �'5� "' ( �1��b�L �ह'� �<(� �4� ह�, �%�"� �� �	$�� 
"��� ह# $, �%� �� �'5� 4,D ह1, ����� ह1 =� �%�"� >,@�"�� H�2 ���� �ह�� ��4 
�� �� �,&�� �� "� �'�� ��$� 4WD �*� %�: ;�"�  ��: "��#� ���� "�  ���� �+ ���� 
4�� ह12 ��H-��H ����� "� /� "�  �'��D��� "� � �0��, ह12 �� H�f� Y�e �� >�� ह# $ 
,ह �ह/�'0��� "� �� �T�� "� �'��, Y�e �'��, Y�e ह12 ,ह�$ �� 29-30 ��* �� g�� 
������ �#�� �+ �%D ह12 :" ��L �ह Y�e ह1 =� �#��� ��L "���� :" ��* �� 
H�7� >4�-��(� ������ �" �$X�� ,��� �'��4 Y�e ह1 2 ;�"�  ��: "' (  �,0H� ह��� 
"� >,@�"�� ह12 %ह�$ �� Y�e "� ह1 ,ह�$ �� "' ( 0��	� "$ ����	� �� �,��� �,@� 
ह��� ���ह:2 ;��� �7� ����� "� /� "� �,�%� ह��� � %E�� ह1 =� ,ह %.� �� 
%.� ह��� ���ह:2  

��H ह� ;��+ ��K�) "�  �	����" =� �,��� ��&"�� �ह�� "��� "�  ���� �+ "ह� 
4�� ह12 �'5� ��� ह1, �� �4� ����"� �� >�� ह# $ =� �4� ��4� �� >�� ��� ���� ��*� 
ह1 �" "� ,� :" *�� ���� ह1, "� ��&"�� �O�"� �� ��: %��� ह1 =� "� "�3 
�� ��&"��) "� "� "��� "� ����� ह12 %� ��"� "�  ��%���� "��� ,��� ��4) "� 
�4�� ह1 �" ;�"�  ��&"�� K���� ह� 4: ह1, �� ��4 �ह'� ��P�� "�� "� �ह� ह� =� 
�L� ���� F�� ह�4�, ;�"�  ��� �L� ��&"�� "� "� ���� ह12  

ह���� �ह�$ �ह���Sd �+ J�� ह'> H� �4� ��4� "�  �V�Y "� :8����0d��6, =� 
:F%�F�#�6, =� L�;�+���� �� ��&"�� �ह�� �": 4: 2 �4� ����"� "�  �V�Y 
"� 8�����F6 �'��, ह'> H�, %1�� �,&�� �� "�  ��0� "�  ��: �'��, ह��� ह1, ,1�� ह� 
�#�� 	ह� "�  ��4) �� ��"� �'�� H�2 ���"� "�� "� ���"� ��*�� "�  ��� �'�/� �� 
�,&��" ��4) �� ��.���� 	'E �"�� =� ��&"�� "� "��� "� ��$4 "� ��2 �%/ह)�� 
��&"�� ��: H� �/ह)�� ह� ��$� ��� "�  �/�� ��&"�� ,��� �� ��:2 �� ��"�� �� 
>% ��HD�� "��� ह# $ �" �4� >� �$���� 0�� �" ��&"�� �ह�� "��� ��ह�� ह�, 
>� ,ह ��&"�� �,@�" ���%:, �4� ,ह ��&"�� �/� ���) "�  ��� �,��� �� 
"��%:2 �ह� ���� "ह�� ह12 �ह��� ���� ;� ���Wf �+ �ह � ��*� ह1 �" ह���� �$�$& 
�����"� "�  ��H �ह'�  
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�<(� ह12 �H� �� �$�$& =� � �'&� �ह� ह�2 ;�"�  ��: �� �&���$e� %� =� ���� 
�,��	 �$e� %� "� &/�,�� ���� ��ह�� ह# $ 2 ���"� ;�"�  ��H ह� ��H �� :" ��� =� 
"ह�� ��ह# $4� �" �� �" %� � �'���� "�  ����� ह���� "�3 � �हA,�#fD �,�� 
�\� ह1 �� ह� ,ह "�@��� "� ह� �� "�3 =� ह� ह� ��� ह�+ �ह'� �<(� ��H ���� 
ह1 ��	�� "�2 :�	�� �� ह���� ��H ���� �� ह� ��	�� "� � #�� 2 ��"� � ��H �+ �� 
=� >4� �P�2  

�'5� �#��� ��� �ह "ह�� ह1 �" ��ह��) �+ *��"� ��%4�� ���� "� ���4 "� �ह� 
ह�2 ह� ��� :" "��7 ��4) "� ��%4�� ���q& "���� "� ��� "� �ह� ह�2 ;�"�  ��H 
ह� ��H �� �ह "ह#$4� �" ��ह��) "� ��L V��� ���� ��� ;� ��� "� V��� �*� %�: 
�" ��ह��) �+ %� L�� ह��� ह1 %1�� ��"���, �%�  ,�%�6��.� =� �# �� >�� ��"�  
������4 ह��� "� ,ह9 �� �/�)�0� �� ;$�%�� "��� ���ह:2 ;�"�  ��� ह� ,ह ��%�� 
=� ��.�� %1�� �1d� ��6� �+ >:2 ;��� ,ह�$ "�  ��4) "� ��%4�� ���q& ह�4� =� 
��"� 	ह�) "� ��L �U7�� � �/� ह�4�2 �ह ��4�� %���� �+ ह'> ह12 ,ह�$ �� ���� 
��*� ह1 �" ��4 	ह�) "� ��L �ह9 �U7�� ह1 �-." ,��� ��ह��) "� ��L %��� �4� ह�2 
�ह�$ �� � ;� ���4 "� %E�� ह1 ;���: ;�"� "��%:2  

�� :" =� ��� "ह�� ��ह�� ह# $ �" �e "�  �U��� =� �  �%�� >: ह� ���� ��"� 
��*� ह1 =� ��', �"�� ह1 2 �ह�$ �� L��� "� , %����� ���6j% "�  ���� �+ "' ( � 
�%? �ह9 �"�� 4�� ह12 �� ����� ��ह�� ह# $ �" ह� ��� "��7� E��) "� %����� �S6 
ह� %��� ह12 "3 ��4 >4 �+ %� %��� ह1, *��) "� �'"��� ह��� ह1 =� L��) "� � 
�'"��� ह��� ह�2 ;�"�  ��: ह���� �ह�$ "�3 ��	�� ��b�� �ह9 ��� ह12 ;���: ;��� 
�,W� �� "' ( "��� "� >,@�"� ह1 =� ��"�� "� ����� "� >,@�"�� ह12 
��"�� "� 4\� "��� ��� �&�� �$e� �� :" =� �<(� "�� �"�� ह1 �%�"�  ��: �� 
��"� &/�,�� ���� ��ह�� ह# $2 �� ?�7� Y�e �� >�� ह# $2 �&�� �e� %� �� ?�7� �$e� "� 
"� ����6 "� 06��� ���� ह1 %� �" :" �<(� ��� ह12 �� >	� "��� ह# $ �" ;��� *�� 
%4� �+ =� �/��� ह�4� =� ह�+ 0,fD  ��" ह�$��� "��� "� ��: �<(� �U"� 
����4�2  

>��� ��"��� ��� "� �%? �"�� ह1 =� �&�� �$e� %� "� � ���+ 	���� "��� 
"� ��� "� �ह� ह12 ;� ���) "� %E�� ह1 2 ह� �ह�$ ह� �,W� �� ह� ��� ��h "��� 
ह� =� ��', "��� ह1 �" "� � �ह�$ ��h �ह� "��� ह� �" ��� ��,� F�� ह12 "�6D 
"� ��fD� ����� "�  ��: �1��� �ह� ह1, �"�� "� ��fD� ����� "�  ��: �1��� �ह� ह1 
���"� ��� ��,� "� ��fD� :-F%F�#�6, ह��� ह12 �#��� Y�e) �+ ��"� ���4 ह'> ह12 
�ह�$ � ;�"� H�7� ���4 ह'> ह1 ;� �,W� �+2 "���4� "�  %,��) "�  4U�, �P� ह12 
�ह � ����� "� ��� ह12 ह��� ह� ��� ���� %,��) "� 4U�, �P��� ह12 %,��) "� 
4U�, ��� ��� ह��� "�  ��� ह� %,��) "� #� %��� ह12 �ह #� %��� �/� "��� 
���ह: =� ��"� %� � ��0�� ह� ��� "��D0,E� �'E0� "��� "�  ��: �'�,&� ��Z� 
"���� "�  ��: ह�+ "' ( � "' ( "��� ह12 �%� ��� %,�� �7�3 "��� ह1 �� �� ��� 
�*�� ह1, ���"� �7�3 *A� ह��� "�  ��� %,�� "ह�$ 4�� �� ह'��A�� ह� 4�� ��"�  
�����6,% "ह�$ 4: F�� "� �ह� ह1, ��"� "�4%) �+ %��� ���� ह1 =� >4� "' ( �ह� 
ह���2 ��� ह��� �ह� ह��� ���ह: ;�"� ह�+ "��� �7�4�2  
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>��� =� :" �<(� ��� "� �" �'��, �+ ��ह'�� "�, &��� "� ���4 �ह� ह��� 
���� =� �'��, �'&�� "��� "� >��� �0��, �*�, �1 ��"�  ��: � >�"� &/�,�� 
���� ��ह�� ह# $ =� ��"�  ��: &/�,�� ���� ��� �1 �ह ���g$ 4� ...(��� "� घ$6�) 
�� :" ���62  

1��$�2�3 (�� 
 ह:
� ��
) : >�"� >\ ���6 "� ��� ���� H�, �U ���6 
ह� 4�� ह�, �L� �� ���6 ह� %�:$4�2  

�� ���7 %��� : �'��, �+ �'&�� "��� "� >� %� ��� �ह� ह� �� �'��, �+ �'&�� 
"��� ��� �ह � ����� "� >,@�"�� ह1 �" &���, ��ह'�� "� ���4 � ह�2 ��"�  
��H ह� ��H %� |S6���� ���� ह1 ��"� � ��"�� "� >,@�"�� ह1 �H� >��� 
�$�ह�� "� �.�$घ� � ह�, �ह � ��*�� "� >,@�"�� ह1 ,��� �%�"�  ह�H �+ 8o8� ह1 
,ह �� "' ( "� %��� ह1, J�� �ह9 ह��� ���ह:, �ह ��*�� "� >,@�"�� ह12 �� %� 
�'��, ह'>, 13,9 ��" �� "� %� 4\� ह'> �H� ��H ह� "' ( %4ह �,&����I$ "� 
� �'��, ह'>, ���+ :" �'�� �\��� 4�� H� �H� :�.8�.:. "�  ��b�� �+ � ,ह �'�� 
�\� H� �" ��	 "� �&�� �$e� "U� ���,��	 "� ��Sd��� "U� ���2 ,ह ��	� ��� �� 
�,��	� ��+2 �,��	� ह� �"�� ह1 �� �ह9 ह� �"�� ह1 ;� �,W� �� ��h ह'3 =� ;� �'�� 
"� ��"� ��4) "� �'��, "��� "�  ��: ���,� �"�� 4��2 �'5� >	� ह1 �" ;� �,W� 
�� >� %� �'��, �'&�� "� ��� "�+4� �� ;� �,W� �� �#��� �'�� (�7� %�:4�, �#��� 
��� "� %�:4�, ���"� �ह �'�� ;��+ �ह9 >�� =� ;� �,W� �� � ��"�� "� %� 
"' ( ��"�  ह�H �+ ह1 ��� 0�S6 "��� "� >,@�"�� ह12 :" >�*�� ��� �ह ह1 �" 
�� �,W�) �� ��h ह��� ��� ����$�� "� ��� "�, ,��$�� "� ��� "�, (���4O 
"� ��� "�, >��� ;� �� "� l�S\ ��K� �����, "� >@,��� ���� ह1, ,�� ���� ह1 
�� ��"�  ��: >�"� 	'"���� ���� ह': "ह#$4� �" ह���� �ह���Sd =� "�h6" "� 
���� �,,�� � ���� ह� �'���� ह12 �ह���Sd =� "�h6" "� %� �'���� �,,�� �� �ह� 
ह1, ���4�$4 =� &��,�7 "�  :���� �+ %� ���\�,��� �ह�� ह� �� �� �A����� ह��� ह12  

�� �;. ह�#
��<�� ("fh6") : �ह ��� �ह�$ �\� �ह� ह�, ;� �,W� �� �'��, �+ 
...(������)...  >�"� %� "ह�� ह1 ��ह� >"� �'��, �+ �\�:$ ...(������)...  

�� ���7 %��� : >�"� %� "ह�� ह1 ...(������)... %� "ह�� ह1 �" ...(������)...  

�� �;. ह�#
��<�� : >��� �ह���Sd "�  ���� �+ �'�� �\��� ह1, ,ह�$ %�"� ��* 
���%: ...(������)...  

�� ���7 %��� : �� ��* �#$4� >� ��"� ���� � "��%:, >� ���� "�� ���*:, 
;����: ह� 15 ��$�� �'�"� ��: ह12  

�� �;. ह�#
��<�� : �&� � ��*� �&� F�� ह'> 2 ���� � ��*�� ह1, g�� � 
��*�� ह12  

�� ���7 %��� : "� �" >� ��4 :"-�#��� "� 4���-4��� "� �ह� H� �� 4�� 
��� �ह� ह� ह�2  

�� �;. ह�#
��<�� : ह��� 4�� �ह9 ������ ह1, ��"�  ��H, >� ��4) �� "ह� 
ह�...(������)... 
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�� ���7 %��� : �ह �,,�� �ह'� �'���� ह1, ���) �� �� �ह� ह12 ,ह�$ ���\�,����) 
�� �A����� ह� �ह� ह� 2 ,ह�$ �� �" �%��� � �'��, ह': ���4�$, �+, &��,�7 :���� ��, 
,ह�$ �� �'��, ��"�$e "�  ��'��� �ह���Sd :"�"�f ����� �� %��� =� ;���: 
;� �,W� "� � ��fD� %.� �� %.� ��"�� "� "��� "� >,@�"�� ह12 �ह� ���� 
�'�� ह1 =� �ह �� ��"�� �� >�,�� "�� ��ह#$4�, ��HD�� "��� ��ह# $4� �" ;� �,W� 
�� >� %.� �� %.� ��fD� "��2 &/�,��2  

1��$�2�3 (l� ��हT�� ���� ) : l� ���,/�� ��ह2 

����� "	���� ,�ह $#�(� (�$%��) : ��Sd��� %� �� %�;$6 ��i����+d� ��	� �+ 
%� ���Wf ���� ह1 ���+ �ह'� �<(� ��� "ह� ह12 %1�� �" 36,�$ �1�� ह1, 6�;� "� 
"�� ह��� "�  "��f �� �ह9 "ह �"#$ 4� ���"� ह��� J�� ���ह: �" ह� ��6j "� ���� 
��� "ह�� "� �,�� ����� ���ह:, ���"� ��06� ह1 ��"� �%�#�� ह1 ;���: �� �� 
"' ( �ह9 ��� �"#$ 4�2 ���"� :" ��06� ह1, ��"� ���� �%�#�� ह1, ;���: �� ���� 
�� ��� �ह�$ �� �ह9 �"#$ 4�2 ���"� :" Z,�;$6 %� "$ d� "�  ��: �ह'� �<(� ह1 =� 
�ह�� �L� ;�"� ����6+8 :��� �+ ���� 4�� ह1, L06D 6�;� �ह ��� >3 ह1 �" 
L1 8��%.� �� �ह'� %� ���� 4�� ह12 �� >��� "ह�� ��ह�� ह# $ �" �"��� �� "� 
��L �� %� ह��� 1973 �+ �ह�� �L� >�/��'� ��%�.�#	� ��� �"�� 4�� H� �� �� 
��� ��	 �+ "' ( ��4) �� �7� 	�� 	���� �"�� H� �" �ह ��4 ��"	���, "� ��� 
"��� ह�2 ���"� �ह ��� %� ��"����� "��	� ��� H� ���� � "ह� H� =� >% %� 
�ह/�'0��� �+ ��%� �����6"� ��i6��$ ह� ,� � �ह� ��� "��� �4� ह�2 >% %� ��%�� 
��i6��$ ह1 ,� ;� ��� �� %�� ���� �4� ह1 �" �4� ��	 "� >4� �O��� ह1, �4� ��	 "� 
�ह� ����) �+ ��F"� "��� ह1 �� ��	 �+ L1 8�� ��06� ��4# ह��� ���ह:2 ;���: �� 
%ह�$ �� �#�� %�� �� "ह�� ��ह�� ह# $ �" �ह %� ��� �ह�$ ��3 43 ह1 ,ह �ह'� �<(� ��� 
ह1 ���"� ;�"� ;T����+6�	� "��� "�  ��: >,@�" "�� �\��� ���ह: =� �%�"� 
;��+ ,���� �"�� 4�� ह1 �" %� ��"����� "��	� "� ����6D ह1 �� �� 4U� "��� "� 
"��		 "� %�:4� =� "��D �� ��"� ;T����+6�	� �"�� %�:4�2 �� �" �ह 
����6D ��� �7� H�2 ���"� �� ;� �� ��h ह'3 ह12 �� ��Sd��� %� "� &/�,�� "��� ह# $ 
%� �/ह)�� ;� �,W� "� �\��� ह12 ��Sd��� ���� ��i6�) "�  ��4) "�  ��H ��� "��� 
�4� ह�2�� ��i6�) "� � ���� 	q� ,��� ���� ���ह: %� "ह�� H� �" �ह 4�� ह1, 
>�/� ��ह� ��%�.�#	� 4�� ह12 ह��� ���+ %� ���+ "ह� H� ��"� �� �'���� %�� 
��"� ��"�8D �+ ���� ��ह�� ह# $ �" Those parts should remain with the Cintre. They 
are: Defence, currency, communication and foreign policy. ;� ��� "�  ��� %� 
�,W� ह� ,� 06�6) "�  ��� ह��� ���ह:2 �4� ;� "$ d� �� �ह� ��F"� "��� ह1 �� ;�"�  
��: L1 8�� ��06� %� ह1 ��"� �ह� ����) �+ ह�+ ��4# "��� ह�4� =� �� �" 
��.�� "� ��"�� %� 06�6 "� ��"��) "� ����� ह�, ����6 "$ d�� ��, �4� J�� �ह9 
ह�4� �� ��	 ��F"� "��4�2 �� �ह � "ह�� ��ह�� ह# $ =� ��Sd��� %� �� %� ���� 
:��� �+ ���� ह1 �" %� ��%�� ��6j% ह� ,� �7� %�� �� >4� >3 ह� =� ��	 "� ��F"� 
�+ ��"� �ह'� ��� "$ d�q�#	� ह12 ��.%�.��. %� ��6j ह� �� ��"� &/�,�� "��� ह# $ %� 
�/ह)�� �ह ���� ह1 �" ��	 "� ��F"� �+ ��%�� ��6j "� �ह'� �7� "$ d�q�#	� ह12 
���"� %� ��� ���%�	� ��6j ह1 �� ���� � �ह "ह�� ��ह�� ह# $ �" �� >� � ���� 
������ -F��� "�+ �" F�� >� L1 8�� ��06� ��ह�� =� F�� >� ��ह�� ह� �" �ह 
�ह� ����) �+ ��4# ह�2 �$�,&�� ����� ��� ह��� �%� L1 8�� ��06� "� ��� "ह� H� 
,ह  
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>�ह0�� >�ह0�� �#��6��� ��06� �+ ��� 4�� ह1 %� �" ��	 "�  ��: �ह'� �'�� ��� ह12 
;���: �� ��ह�� ह# $ �" %� ��� ���%�	� ��6j ह1 ��"� � ���� Z,�;$6 -F��� 
"��� ���ह: �" F�� ,ह L1 8�� ��06� "�  �Y �+ ह1? =� %� ��%�� ��6j% "� b�H 
ह� �ह� ह1 ��"� ,ह 6����6 "��� ह1 �� �ह9, ;� Z,�;$6 "� �/ह� -F��� "��� ���ह:2 
�� �" "$ d� "�  ����� %� �ह� ��06� ह1, 6#  ��6j ��06� %� ह��� ���ह: H� ,ह �� 
�" �ह� >�� ह1 =� ��%�� ��i6��, 06�6 ��06� ह�,� ह��� %� �ह� ह1 =� �%� 
�"�� �� 06�6 "� :����	$� �P� ह1 ��"� ��*�� ह': ;�� ���� %��� ���ह:2 ��"+ 8, �� 
"ह�� ��ह�� ह# $ �" ����8+6 :��� �+ :b�".�� "�  ���� �+ "' ( ���+ "ह�  43 ह12 �� 
��"� &/�,��� ह# $ %�  :4�".�� ������ �+ ;��+ �'&�� "��� "�  ���� �+ ���+ "ह� 43 
ह�2 �4� "$ d� "� ;T���;�+6 "� ��	� �+ >4� �P�� ह1 =� ��	 "� �ह� 8�,���+6 
"��� ह1 �� ह�+ :b�".�� "� >4� �O��� ह�4�2 ���"� �� ;��+ ;��� ह� "ह�� ��ह�� 
ह# $ �" :" ��� H� %� %� %,��, %� �"��� "� ���� ;� ��	 �� ���� H�2 �ह F�) 
���� H� F�)�" ��	 �7� �'-@"� �+ H� =� "� �����"�, � ��	�� "�  ����� "f$" 
"�  ��:, �� "� ��,�) "�  ��: "� �"�� ��% "�  ��: ह�H ������ H�2 ���"� �$%�� 
"�  �"��� >4� >: =� �$%�� �� ��	 �+ %� ���% "� "�� H� �� "�� "� ��Z�� �+ 
��� ���� =� ;�"�  "��f >% ह���� ��	 L# 8b�� "�  ����� �+, ह� "ह �"�� ह� �" 
��Z�� ह12 %� %,��, %� "���4� ;@�# �� ह���� %,�� ���� %�� "� ��,�ह � 
"��� ह':, ह�H���) "� � "�� H�, ���"� ;�"�  ��,%#� �/ह)�� �'���� "� ��*� ���� 
�" ह� ���� ��	 "� �Y� "�  ��: ��� हH��� �� �*"� ��	 "� :" ;$� &��� "�  �� 
��� �ह9 %��� �+4� =� ;���: ह� �� ��6j% "�  ��4) �� ���� ��	 "�  ��4) �� ��"� 
��#6 "��� ह': ��"� �T��� ���� =� 06�6 ��"��) �� � �" ��"� L� ���� "�  ��4) 
"� ��%4�� ���� ;�"�  ��: �/e �"��2 ���"� %� %� %,�� "� ��� ह1,,ह �� �ह9 
����� F�) �"��� �� �'-@"� �+ �7 4�� ह12 %� ��	 "� ���% ���� ,��� �"��� ह1, 
��"�  ���� �+ ;"�����" �,y >L ;-o8�� "� ����6D �ह ����� ह1 �" �$%�� "� �"��� 
5700 "��7 E��� "� "%h3 ह� 4�� ह12 �$%�� "� �"��� �"� ��: "%h3 ह� 4�� ह1? 
���� ��	 "�  ��: ���% ���� ह12 ���"� ���% "� ��6 ��;� ;$8�F� "�  ��H �ह9 ���2 
�ह �� ��*� 4�� �" 4��� "� ���% �0�� ���� ���"� ���#�� "� ��."' � X��� 
�ह9 �*� 4��2 ;���: �"��� "%h3 ह� 4��2 ����V�Y �ह���, �1 >�"�  %���� 
�ह "ह�� ��ह�� ह# $ �" �$%�� "� �"��� ��	 "�  ��: "%h3 ह'>, ��	 "�  ��: ���� 
���� �'F��� �"�� ह12 �$%�� "�  �"��� �� ���� %����� *A� "� ��2 �$%�� 
:b�".�� �#��,i�6�, ��&���� "� ����6D �ह'  ����� ह1 �" �$%�� "� %� ��8 ह1 ,ह 
�8Z��6 ह� �ह� ह1, ��"�  %� ��8F	� ,��� �A, ह1, ,ह *A� ह� �ह� ह12 �� �A,) "� 
�L� �� \�" "��� "�  ��: ,�6� �����y% *A� ह� �ह� ह�2 ��06���;8 ,41�ह "�  "��f 
�$%�� "� %� �� �� K���� �<(� ;�,���D�+6 H�,�� �� �<(� ,���,�f H�, ,ह � 
*A� ह� �ह� ह12 ;���: ह� �ह "ह+4� "ह9 "���� �1�� ह��� ह1, "ह9 >�� �1�� ह��� 
ह1 �� �#��� %� � ��% �1�� ह��� ह1, ��"�  ��: �� 06�6 "� ���.6� �� %��� ह1 
���"� �'5� �ह ��5 �+ �ह9 > �ह� ह1 �" �$%��� �"��� "� ���.6� ���� "�  �%�� "%D 
"�  %�� �+ L$ �� ���� 4�� ह12 ;���: �� �ह "ह�� ��ह# $4� �" ��"�� "� ����� ���ह: 
=� �� ��6j% "� � ����� ���ह:2 >% ��	 "� >���� �%� ��ह �� �O �ह� ह1 , 
�'���� "� >���� �O �ह� ह1, �$%��� %,�� "�, �$%��� �"��� "� ��	 "� �L� �� 
%E�� �7�4�2 "ह9 J�� � ह� �" ��	 �L� �� �'-@"� �+ L$ � %�: =� ���% 	��� 
��$4�  
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�� � � ����2 ;���: ह�+ �"�� "� �A���ह� "��� ���ह: =� ��"� "%D "�  
%�� �� ��"���� ���ह:, ��"� ह�.� "��� ���ह:2 �����V�Y �ह���, %� 
8�%� "� ��3� �O��� 4�� ह1, �� ��"�  ���� �+ � "ह�� ��ह# $4�2 8�%� ��3� %� 
�O��� 4�� ह1, �1 ��"�  ���� �+ �ह "ह �"�� ह# $ �" ;�"� �� �� K���� ���, �� �� 
K���� ��5 �$%��� �"��� �� �7�4�2 >� "ह "ह+4� �" �ह "1 ��, ��� "�  ��"� 
�ह0�� "�  �"��� "ह�$ 4��? ��� �ह ह1 �" �#�� �ह/�#0��� �+ �%��� d�F6� ह�, ��"� :" 
�UH�3 �$%�� �� ह�2 �$%�� �+ 9 ��* 6�#�,�� ;��4�	� "�  ��: ह�2 ;�"�  ;��,� ��	 �+ 
�%��� d" ह� ��"�  ����	D��6�� �$%�� �+ d" �ह'� K���� ह�2 ;���: �� �ह "ह 
�"�� ह# $ �" �$%�� "� �"��� �#�� ��	 �+ �%��� 8�%� "� *�� ह��� ह�, ��"� 30 
���	� *�� �$%�� �+ "��� ह12 ;���: %� ��� �� 6�F� 8�%� �� �4��� 4�� ह� 
���+ �� 50 ���	� �ह0�� E�� 8,���+6 "�  ��: %� ���� %��� ह12�ह�� �� �� 6�F� 
�4��� 4�� ह1, ���� =� ���� ��6j "� ��L �� ;�"� �,��& "��� ह# $ =� �ह 
"ह�� ��ह�� ह# $ �" �ह'� K���� ��5 8�� ���� 4�� ह1, ;�"� "���) �� ��� �7�4�2 
4,�D�+6 �� �ह�� �ह "ह� �" ��� ��� �+ �� �� "� ;����	� �ह� ह#, ��;��% 8�g� 
>3 ह� ���"� �� ,ह �� 6�D �+ %� �ह� ह12 ;� ��ह �� �ह :" �"D � �� %�:4�, ��� 
�� %�:4� =� �L� �� �$ह4�3 �P�4�2 ;���: "K�#�� =� ���#�� �� K���� ��5 
�7�4�2 d�8� "� �� "�3 �'F��� �ह9 ह�4�, ,ह �� �4�� �� ��"�� ���� ह1 2 ;���: 
%� �ह 8�%� "� ��;� �P��� 4�� ह1, ;� �� �L� �� 4U� "��� ���ह:2 �� ���� 
��6j "� ��L �� "ह�� ��ह�� ह# $ ....(��� "� घ$6�) "' ( ह���� 6�3� ह1 =� "' ( 
ह���� ���H�) "� 6�;� ह1 2 

1��$�2�3 (�� 
 ह:
� ��
) : ���H�) "�  6�;� "� J�� ��� �+ �$6,��� �ह9 
ह��� ह12  

����� "	���� ,�ह $#�(� : ,ह "ह �ह� ह� �" >� ��� �+2  

1��$�2�3 (�� 
 ह:
� ��
 ) : ,ह �$�e�$8� "�  �,0��� �+ ह��� ह1, ��� �+ �ह9 
ह���2  

����� "	���� ,�ह $#�(� : �� ��� ���6 �'5� �� ���%:2 �'5� ���� ��� "ह ���� 
���%��, �� %.�� �� "ह ���� ह# $2 8�%� �� %� ��� ह1 �%�"� E�� 8,���+6 "�  ��: 
���� %��� ह1, �� >�"�  %���� �ह "ह�� ��ह# $4� �" �$%�� "� K���� ����� ���ह: 
F�)�" ह� 	��� � K���� "�+4� ;���: ह�+ 8,���+6 "�  ��: 6�F� "� K���� �ह0�� 
����� ���ह:2 ����� ��� �+ ��F�'���K� "�  ���� �+ "ह�� ��ह�� ह# $2 6�3� �� >� �'5� 
�� �ह9 �ह� ह�, ���� �ह�� � �%? �"�� H� =� ह���� "ह�� "� L%D � ह� ���"� ह���� 
��� �'� �ह9 �ह� ह1 , ��	 ,��� � 	��� �'��� �ह9 ��ह�� ह�2 ��F�'���%� "� ��� �ह�$ 
"ह� %��� ह12 �'5� ��* "� ह1���� ह��� ह1, �� �'� "� ह1��� ह��� ह# $, �� ��i6��$ %�� 
%�� �� ��.�� "� "ह�� ह� �" ��F�#���K� ;� "$ d� "� ��� Z,�;$6 ह1, �� "ह�� ह� 
�" ह� K���� ��"' �� ह�2 �ह'� �'�� ��� ह� �4� :" � ;/��� "� �U� ह� %�:2 :" 
%��,� "� �U� � ह� %�:, ,ह � �ह'� �'�� ��� ह12 ह���� ��	 &�k ��4) "� ��	 ह12 
���"� ;� ��	 �+ "ह9 ��;����6� "�  �� �?-@��$� "� 8�H ह� %��� ह1 �� ���� 
��i����+6 �ह ��� "ह�� ह� �" �ह'� 4�� ह1, �ह'� 4�� ह12 ह� �ह "ह�� ��ह+4� �" 
;� ��	 �+ ��F�#���K� "�  ��� �� ��%&��� "�  �/�� ��� ��� ह%�� "A� ह� %��� ह�2 
��� ��� ��� "�  ��� "�3 "A� "� �'"��� ���� ह1, � "�3 L� � "��� ह1, � "�3 
��� "��� ह�, �'5� ��5 �+ �ह9 >�� �" �ह "1 �� ��F�'���K� ह1, �"� ��F�'���K� 
"� ��� "� �ह� ह�, 8�� ������ "1 �� �� �ह� ह1? �ह �4� ��	 "� ��%&��� ह1 �� 
��"���, "���'�  
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"� �ह0d� �'� ��2 ;� ��i����+6 �+ �L4� >3 ह� �" ���-��� ह%�� ��4 ,ह�$ "A� 
ह': ह�2 ;���: �� "ह�� ��ह�� ह# $ �" ह�+ ���� ��4) "�  �� �+ �ह� ��� �1�� "��� ���ह: 
�" �4� "$ d� "� >4� �� %��� ह1, �ह� �#��6� "�  ��H >4� �P��� ह1 �� ��F�'���K� �� 
�#�� %�� �� ह�+ :"�� ह�"� %�� ���� ���ह:2 "ह9 :" %��,� "� �U� ह��� ह1, �,�	� 
"� ह��� ह1 �� ,ह�$ �� � ह� ��"� �L��� "��� ���ह:2 ���"� ;� "$ d� �+ �%��+ 
;���-;��� ���� ह%��) ��4) "� �U� ह� 4�� ह1, �� �" �"�� �� ���� � �ह9 "�2 �ह 
�'5� �7� �L��� "� ��� �4�� ह1 =� �ह�$ "ह�� ह� �" ह� ��F�#�� ह�2 �ह ��5 �+ �ह9 
>�� ह1 �" "1 �� ��F�'�� ��4 ;� ��i����+6 �+, ह��� �+ �1\� ह': ह12 �ह�$ �7� "���� 
��4 � �1\� ह� =� �7�-�7� ��i6��$ � �1\� ह�2 ;���: >����� ,�;� ������ ��ह� �+ 
>�"�  %���� ���-��� Z,�;$�� ©�L �+ "ह�� ��ह�� ह# $2 :" �� %� 8�%� ��;� "� 
��;% "� 4�� ह1 �ह 4�� "� 4�� ह12 �� ��"�  ��H �ह9 ह# $ =� %� ��%�,�	� "� 4�� ह1 
,ह �<(� ��� ह12 "��� ���ह: =� %� �$%�� �+ ��8 "� 8�Z��	� ह� �ह� ह1 ��"�  ��: 
�+d� 4,�D�+6 "� ह�.� ह��� ���ह:2 %� ����d� "� "���4� "� ;@�# ह1 ���+ �� �ह 
"ह�� ��ह�� ह# $ �" ���� �&�3 �� ह1, ह� � �&�3 ���� ह� ह���� %,��) "� ���"� ��H �+ 
�� :" ����,�� ���� ��ह�� ह# $2 �4� �ह/�'0��� �+ :" >�j �+ � J�� ���� �4�4� �" 
���#��	� "�  ��� �� ;�����+6 ह�4� �� �ह ��� ��	 "�  ��: ���"0��� "� ��� ह12 ,ह�$ 
�� ����6 ह��� ���ह: �" �"�"� "� �"��� ह1, �"�"� (��� �"��� ह12 �4� ,ह�$ � 
�ह �ह9 ��*+4�, ���#��	� ��*+4� �� �L� ;� ��	 "� ����A�� ह� �*� ह12 ;���: ह� �� 
;��� ह� ���+ "ह+4� �%� �� 4U� "��� ���ह:2 ��"� %� ��%�8+6 ��ह� �� "ह9 ह� ह� 
��"� � ���6D "��� ह�, &/�,�� "��� ह� �" �<(� "ह�, �<(� �1�� �ह�� �L� ;� 
�Wf �+ ��: ह�2 &/�,�� 2  

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): Before I call upon the next 

speaker, I have to take the sense of the House. We have a few speakers left. 

We want to conclude the debate. If you so agree, we can sit beyond five 

o'clock and conclude this discussion. 

SHRI H. HANUMANTHAPPA: Sir, provided the time allotted to each 

Member is not encroached upon by other Members by way of interruptions. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): Being a veteran Member, 

you must have observed that we are trying to enforce the time-limit. 

SHRIMATI JAYANTHI NATARAJAN: Sir, there is a statement by the 

Minister. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): Yes, that is a listed 

Business. 

SHRIMATI JAYANTHI NATARAJAN: We can have that after the 

discussion on the Motion of Thanks. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): Yes, before the House 

rises for the day. 

DR. C. NARAYANA REDDY (Nominated): Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, I 

am thankful to you for allotting me a few minutes to speak on the President's 
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Address, in spite of the constraint of time. Sir, I was delighted to hear the 

honourable President stating that it is natural for our country to look at her 

past with pride and her future with hope and confidence. I treat this statement 

as highly realistic. According to Stephen Spender, an eminent modern 

English poet of 1930s, "Past is a bucket of ashes". I recollect, I remind the 

august audience here, he said that Past is a bucket of ashes. But one should 

not forget that under the ashes, there are bright spots. It depends on one's lung 

power to blow up the ashes and discover his path. \n this context, I can say 

that we have been undermining our glorious past, the legacy of our unique 

culture. It is high time the Government took every possible step to protect our 

rich heritage of culture and efforts should be made to build the future on the 

foundations of the past. I also appreciate the efforts of the Government to put 

all the Indian languages on the computer network. Just now, we heard the 

speech of a honourable Member in Tamil, one of the richest languages of 

India. Why not we prepare our Indian languages to suit, to match, all the 

strategies, plans and innovations that are applicable to English? I am, happy 

to state a realistic fact that much before most of the European languages were 

born, most of the Indian languages were not only born, but they also produced 

rich literary works. We must be proud of them. In this context I would like to 

say that we do not find our languages finding a deserving place even after 50 

years of independence. I would like to quote Lord Macaulay's statement made 

in 183S while presenting the new Education Policy of India. He said: "I am 

going to give a new culture to India. Whether the British regime in India 

exists or not, our language and culture will remain for ever". So, it is not our 

culture; it is their culture, the English culture, foreign culture, foreign 

language. That was the statement made by Lord Macaulay. Even today, after 

50 years of Independence, it is relevant. It is unfortunate that his prophecy is 

being proved true in Independent India till now, in letter and spirit. 

Westernization in every walk of life is the fashion of the day. I am not against 

employing English in different sectors, but it should not be at the cost of the 

mother tongue. It is unfortunate to note that in some of the privately-managed 

schools, convent schools, the mother tongue is not at all compulsory, even as 

a second language. I do not mind if the medium of instruction is in English. I 

do not mind if the first language is English, but at least the place of second 

language should be given to the mother-tongue. Now, what is happening is 

that they put the mother-tongue in the second place and say that the student 

can substitute it with 'special English'. A student, who joins those schools 

does not know the alphabets of the regional language or the mother tongue. It 

is highly deplorable. The Government has to take stern measures in this 

regard. It is evident why in the place of the mother tongue, he speaks the 

other tongue. 
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SHRI S. VIDUTHALAI VIRUMBI: Double tongue. 

DR. C. NARAYANA REDDY: Double tongue belongs to the political 

area. Please do not bring in such expressions here. We proclaim that the 

culture of a nation is the identity of a nation. Please go through the slogan 

given by the Department of Culture. We proclaim that the culture of a nation 

is the identity of a nation. 

���� �-0��� ह1 �$0"M ��, :" ��Sd "� �-0��� ह12 ...(������)...   

�� 
����� ���� : �ह/�� �+ ����� ���ह:2 ...(������)...  

(�. ��. �����= ��>� : %�, ���� ;��� �ह�� ���� H� �" F�) ��� �ह� ह# $, ���" 
>�"� ��� ��� 2 >�"� ��� ���4� �ह �" F�) ��� �ह� ह# $2 ��5��� "�  ��: ��� �ह� 
ह# $, ��',�� �� �#� �ह�� "�  ��: ��� �ह� ह# $, ��2 \�" ह12 ...(������)...  

There is every possibility of losing our identity, of losing our culture, of 

losing India's languages. 

In the early part of his speech the Hon. President has given a glorious 

picture of the regional parties in shaping the destiny of our nation. He rightly 

said: "The participation of regional parties in managing the affairs of the 

country at the national level in a stable and coherent coalition, augurs well 

for our democracy and federal polity". Sir, I compare the polity of a country 

to a green tree. The national parties are like the main branches and the 

regional parties are like twigs—small branches. The tree will not have a 

totality and grandeur without either of them. Similarly, a polity cannot be 

successful without the harmonious blending of the national parties and the 

regional parties. The hon. President has, therefore, rightly appreciated the 

participation of regional parties in strengthening the federal polity. 

It is heartening to note that the government has decided to create a separate 

Depatement of Primary Education and Literacy. Here, I would like to make 

an observation on literacy. In view of the size of our population, the efforts 

of the machinery shall have to be increased manifold. In a period of ten 

years, that is, from 1981 to 1991, we could register an increase of 8.65 per 

cent in the rate of literacy, that is, from 43.56 per cent in 1981 to 52.21 per 

cent in 1991. It is interesting to observe that the increase in female literacy is 

9.53 per cent, whereas the increase in male literacy is 7.75 per cent only. It 

clearly indicates the onward march of 'Nari Shakti' over 'Purusha 

Sir, we must congratulate the people of Kerala for their sustained efforts in 

this regard. The State has 89.81 per cent literacy and it is 100 per cent in 

Ernakulam District. The Honourable President has also referred to the 

participation of youth in the sports and arts fields. It is the misfortune of this 

country that though we have about 100 crore population, we are unable to 
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get a medal in the Olymic games. According to reliable information, sports 

organizations are engulfed in political bickerings, with very little time left for 

promoting sports. It is high time we create sports infrastructure in every nook 

and corner of the country and provide a sports atmosphere. I hope the 

concerned sports authorities would accept my comments sportingly. 

Before I conclude, Sir, I would like to emphasise that our Government 

should take every possible step to promote our culture, languages, arts and 

sports, to shape our younger generation into perfect human beings. I am quite 

optimistic in this respect. I am not at all pessimistic about our bright future. 

We have to strive hard to achieve the goal. Sir I would like to quote one 

'sher'—before the bell rings—from my Urdu gazal—a Telugu poet writing a 

gazal in Urdu—to strengthen my stand in this regard, as a final remark about 

the future. 

`�� 4�� ह1 �" *7� ह1 ��ह >4� 4'-.L��$,’ 

L# � ������ ,��� ��ह >4� *7� ह1, J�� �ह9 ह1 ... 

‘�� 4�� ह1 �" *7� ह1 ��ह >4� 4'-.L��$, �� ��� "�$6) �� �'0�"��� "� ���� "�  
��:’2 

Thank you  

�� ��� 	%� &9�
 : ����V�Y %�, ��Sd��� %� �� ���� ���Wf "�  �$� �+ �$�� 
��0�) �� :" ���Y� "� ह1 �" ��4) �� >� "� �'�"� �%� ह1, �/ह+ >� �� �7� 
���Y�:$ ह�2 ,� ��4 >	� "��� ह� �" �$�� "� "��D,�ह� �<�-0�� "� ह�4� =� �� 
��0� ���� ��4� ��%���� "� (�7"� >��� �ह��� =� �ह��4 "� �,�� �� 
"��D "��4�2 �/ह)�� >4� �ह � "ह� �" �'5� �,@,�� ह1 �" �$�� "�  >4��� �e �+ �H� 
;� "�  ��� "�  �#e) �+ ���) ���) �+ ����A�" �����h ह�4�2  

�� ;� ��� "�  �� �T����� ��0�) "� �%/ह)�� ;� �����h �+ �� �" �4 ���� 
ह1, �&�3 ���� ��ह�� ह# $, ��"� >�� ��i	� "��� ��ह�� ह# $2 �ह���, �� "� �� �'� 
�ह� ह# $2 �ह�$ �7� �"���A�" �ह� =� ��h ह'3 ह12 >����� ह'3 ह1, ���"� �������� 
ह'3 ह1 =� �'5�,) "�  ��H �������� ह'3 ह1 �%��+ ��Sd�ह� "� ����� �*� 4�� ह12 
;���: ��Sd��� %� "� ;� ���Y� "�  ��'"# � ह� �$�� ��0� *�� ��� �ह� ह12 ;� 
��ह :" >	� "� �"�f ह� "� �%� >�� ह12 ����V�Y %�, �� ��Sd�� %� ���� 
4\�$&� ह1 %���$�e", ��"� �&�3 ���� ��ह�� ह# $, ;�"�  ����I$ "�, ;�"�  घ6" ��) 
"� �&�3 ���� ��ह�� ह# $2 "�	 �", l� %��@,� ��l %� �ह�$ �� ��-0H� ह���2 �/ह)�� 
�7� �<(� �Wf ����, �7� ��� �/ह)�� �0�'� �":, ���"� �/ह)�� :" ��F"�  "�  :" 
ह� �ह�# "� �����Y� �"��, "�	 ,ह ��F"�  "�  �#��� �ह�# "� � �'���2 ��(�� :" 
�	" �� ह���� ��	 �+ �����%", >iH" =� ��%�1��" Y�e �+ �7� Y�� ह'3 ह1,�7� 
��� ह'> ह1 =� �7� �4��,6 >3 ह12 ��%�1��" Y�e �+ �� �ह'� �4��,6 >3, 
�-0H��� >3, ��%�����) "�  ���-�T��� �+ "�� >3 =� ��%�1��" ��) ��, 
��%�1��" ����I$ �� 41�-�%T�������� �ह'� �� J�� "�� �":, �%��� %��� "� �,@,�� 
���+ घ6� 2 ;���: ��	 "�  ����� ���� �ह�� :" �'�� �ह H� �" ;� ��%�1��" 
�-0H��� "� "1 �� �#� �"�� %�:, 4��� ह'3 ��%�1��" �,&��f� %� ��4) �+ ह���� ��� 
ह� 43 ह� ��"� "1 ��  
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�#� �"�� %�: 2 ;� ��	� �+ ���") "�� �\�: %� �"�� H�, ���"� ���� (�6� �� 
����4 "�  >&�� �� ��� "�� �ह'� %E�� H�2  

����V�Y %�, �ह�� ���, �%�"� I� �� "�$b�� "�  ��0��� "� V��� *���U� 
�� ��ह# $4�2 "�	 �" ;� ��	 �+ ��Sd�� ��%�1��" �� � �%�#� �ह�� =� Y�e�� ��) 
"� � �हA, �ह�� �� �ह ;��� Y�� � ह���, ���"� ह���� ��Sd�� ��%�1��" �� 
"�%�� ह��� ��� 4:2 "�$b�� "� -0H�� ���*:, ��"�� �+ 1984 �+ 415 ��0� 
��,h��� ह':, 1989 �+ 195 �ह 4:, ��%�, 4�$&� %� "� हA�� "� ह���j "�  ��,%#� 
1991 �+ 231 ह� >:, ��� हA�� � ह'3 ह��� �� 	��� 8�P �U ह� �ह��, 1996 �+ 141 >:, 
1998 �+ 139 >: =� 1999 �+ 112 ह� �ह 4:2  

;-q���:;@" ह1 ���� ह1 F��2  

>4� >4� ���*: ह��� ह1 F��2 ...(������)...  

"ह9 %��� �� � �ह %�:$2 Z��%, �'� ���%:2 �ह ��	 "�  ��: �'h^� "� ��� ह1,J�� 
�ह9 ह��� ���ह:2 :" ��Sd�� ��%�1��" �� "� �%�#� ह��� ���ह:, ���"� �� �&�3 
���� ह# $ ����� %��� ��6j "�  "��D"�hI$ "� , ��HD") "�2  

�� �"� �� ह� ��� H� %���� �$�%�, 

�4� ��4 ��H� >�� 4: =� "�,�$ ���� 4��2  

����V�Y %�, 1984 �+ >: H� 2, 1989 �+ ह� 4: 86,1991 �+ ह� 4: 120, 1996 �+ ह� 
4: 162, 1998 �+ ह� 4: 181 =� 1999 �+ ह� 4: 182 =� �4� ���� �����"� � ह��� 
�� %� 30-40 ���� >� घ6� ��:, ,ह ����"� �,� �� �U ह���2 ...(������)... �1 
0,�"�� "� �ह� ह# $2 >� �'��:2 >� �+ ���� "� ��% �ह9 �" %� >� 4��� "� 0,�"�� 
"� ��2 �� ��Sd�� ��%�1��" �� �%�#� ह�, %� -0H��� "�  ��: :" �'�� >&�� �� 
�"�� ह12 ;� ��L V��� ���� %E�� ह12 %� :" ��Sd�� �� �%�#� �ह9 ���� =� 
�ह'�� ���� "� -0H�� �+ �ह9 �ह'$��� �� �" ;� ��	 �+ :" �घ� ��%�1��" 4\�$&� 
Y�e�� ��) "�  ��H ह��� ���ह: =� ,ह �घ� 4\�$&� �� ह� �"�� ह1 , %� "��D?� 
:" ह�, ���� ह�2 �� �&�3 ���� ��ह�� ह# $ ���� Y�e�� घ6" ��) "�, ��Sd�� %���$�e" 
4\�$&� "�  ����I$ "�, �" �/ह)�� �'��, �� �ह�� :" �घ� 4\�$&� �����, "��D?� 
��&h��� �"�� =� :" ���� �+ �,@,�� ����2  

����V�Y %�, ����� ��%, �4� -0H��� �L� � � >: �� �L� �$�,&�� "�  g�� 
� ����� ���ह:, ��"� ���Y� "��� ���ह:2  

;� ���) R-S6"� f) �� �� �&�3 ���� ह# $ ��Sd�� %���$�e" 4\��$&� "� �" �/ह)�� 
��%����" -0H��� �1�� "�"�  ;� ��	 "�  ��4) "�  ���) "� ��"�� �"�� ह12  

�� %��@,� ��l %� "ह �ह� H� �" 8�%� "�  ��� �P 4: =� �7� �'"��� ��	 "� 
ह� �ह� ह1, ���"� �/ह+ �ह � %���� ���ह: "� ���-��� %� �'��, ह��� ह� �� ��*) 
"��+ �7") �� �U7�� ह� =� 8�%� "��) �+ �7") �� ��h� ह��� ह12 �4� �� �'��, 
%.��-%.�� � ह) �� F�� ह� ��� ��� �ह9 �"��? ;� ��	 �+ "��7� �<�� �41� 
�'0�") =� "�4%) "�  �O �ह9 ����, %.��-%.�� �'��, ह��� ह� �� F�� ��k =� 
��06�) �+ "�4% ��h� �ह9 ह���? �ह :" �#��� �@� ह12 ;���: �'��,  
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%.��-%.�� � ह), J��  �,0H� ह�+ ���� ��	 �+ "��� ���ह:2 %� �1�� >% 
�0����) ��, �7") ��, "���%) �� *�D ह��� ���ह: ,ह �'��, �+ *�D ह��� ह1 =� 
���� %��� "� �,@,�� घ6�� ह1 =� ;�� "��f ���16+% >L ����4 ह� ��� �4��� 
��� %� �ह� ह1,��4) "� ����0�� �'��, �+ "� ह��� %� �ह� ह12 ;���: �'��,) "� 
%.��-%.�� ह��� �� ��"�: "�  ��: ��%����" -0H��� �1�� "��� %E�� ह1 =� ;�"�  
��: �1 ;� ��"�� "� �&�3 ���� ह# $2 

����V�Y %�, "� l� ���� %� �� V��� ������ �H� �" ;� ���Wf �+ F�� �'�� 
ह��� ह1, F�� "$ 6+�� ह��� ह12 ��(�� ��� "� ���ह �ह�� "� ��"�� �� �,	�W E� �� ��� 
�'�� ��"� "�  ���� ������$ ���3 H�—��	 "� �'�Y� 	'����, �����%" ������ =� 
0,���	�2 :" >�"� घ6�� �'���� ह# $2 �� 4��%����� �� > �ह� H�, %�7� "�  ���) �+ �'�ह 
��$� �%� �1d�� �T� �� :" �"� �� �1d�� 8���� ,��� H�2 :" �T�-�, �%��+ %�,� 
�ह�� ह': ��ह�� H�, �1d�� �,�"� %� �1\�� ह� ,��� H� �� :" >��� %� ���� 
H�,���� :" ��� 8�� �*� H� =� %� 4/�� ह��� ह1, ��"� :" �7� 6'"7� �� ��� 
�+ �� ;� ��ह ��ह� "�"�  ���� �� �T�-� "� "ह� �" �4� ,� %�,� �ह9 ����� �� 
4��� ��� �#$4� =� ;� ��ह ���� �/ह+ �#6 ���� F�)�" �� �T�-� �� ��5� �" 
,�0�, �+, ���'� ��,�.,� ह�4�2 ह���� ��	 "� ;��� 	-! H�, ���"� :6� �� �ह9 H� 
ह���� ��� ;���: (�6�-(�6� ��	 ह�"� &�"� ���� "��� H�2 ;���: ह��� ���� ��	 
"� �'�Y� "� �%�#� �"��2  

��/�,�, ��%����", �����%" "��D"�hI$ "�  %�,� �+ 	'���� >,@�" ह12 �� 
�&�3 ���� ह# $ ���� ;� ��"�� "� =� ;��� �ह�� ��"�� "� �" �/ह)�� �����%" 
%�,� �+ 	'���� "� ����� ���� =� �"�� � ��ह "� |S6���� �� �� ��ह "� "��D 
�ह9 �"��2  

����� ��% ह1, ��/�,�, �����%" ������2 "� �� �� �'� �ह� ह# $, :" � "T�'�� 
���6 �ह9 ह'> 2 �� :" �K%� �� "ह� �H� �" >��� ��� "� �$�47 ��� ����2 >� 
%���� ह� �" �1 0,$� �.��$X�" ह#$, ���� ���,�� �� >�� �'-}06 ह# $ �12 �'5� ���� ह� 
ह���j ह1 ;��3, ��*, �'�����, ���� �%��� �'5� �'-}06 �� ह���j ह12 ���"� �� 
:" ��� �#(�� ��ह�� ह# $ �" ;� ��	 �+ &�h/��f ह��� ह1, ;��3 ��4 ��*) "� 
&�h/��f F�) �ह9 "���? ;��3 ��4 �'�����) "� &�h/��f$ F�) �ह9 "���? %� 
�'�����) "� &�h/��f ह�4� �� �� F�� "ह+4� =� %� ��*) "� &�h/��f ह�4� �� 
F�� "ह+4�? ...(������)...  ���"� �� �ह/�'I$ "� ह� &�h/��f F�) "��� ह� =� �ह/�'I$ 
"�  &�h/��f �+ � �� ��� F��� "� &�h/��f F�) �ह9 "���? ...(������)...  

1��$�2�3 (�� 
 ह:
� ��
 ) : �$घ ��� %�, >� &�h/��f "�  �,W� �� �� 
����:, &/�,�� "�  �0��, �� ����:2 

�� ��घ 	%� &9�
 : �1 ;�� �� ��� �ह� ह# $2 �%� ��� �#��� &�h,�$���) "� &�h/��f 
ह��� �4�4� �� >�"� ���#� �7�4�2 �ह ����) "� ह� &�h/��f F�) ह��� ह1? ;���: 
�" ,� "�%�� ह1, 4��� ह1, 	��W� ह1, ��7�� ह�, ��	�Y� ह�, ��घ� ह�, ��4'��ह ह�, �4� 
���� ��हq�� ह1 �� �ह�$ ��3����6�% "�  �1"7) ;$06�®#	$� ह1 F�� ,ह�$ ��%,y	� 
������ ��4# ह1? F�) �ह9 ��4# "��� >� ��%,y	� ������ �4� >�"� ���� ह���j 
ह1 ��? 
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�� �7� �,�z�� "�  ��H "ह�� ��ह# $4� �" ;�"�  �*��L %� �$4� ह��� ह1, �� ��"�  
�*��L ह#$2 �� ����  �-!4� %�,� �� �4� >�"� ����� "��g$  �� ���� 23 ��D,� 
%�� "�6� ह1 ;�:" ��: =� �A��bह �"�� ह1 �����%" ����� "�  ��: 2 �� ��4 
"ह�� ह� �" :" �,	�� ,4D "�  ��4 ��.���� ह�2 �ह/�'I$ "� &�h/��f ह��� ह1 ;���: 
�ह/�# �$4\� ��.���� ह� �4� �ह9 ह��� �� �ह9 ��.���� 2 �� ;�"� ���� "��� ह# $ 
�.��$X�") �� "�3 � �A����� �ह9 ह��� ���ह:2  

�UH� ��% �ह ह1 �" 0,���	� "� "$ ��Z6 �7�  ���" ह12 ह���� ��	 :" "M W� �&�� 
��	 ह1 ह���� ��	 "� �HD �,0H� *��� �� �$����: ह��� ह12 �� �&�3 ���� ��ह�� ह# $ ���� 
��"�� "� �" ��(�� ��� ���� ��Sd�� �%6 "� 60 ���	� *��� "�  ��: ��&h��� 
"�"�  �/ह)�� >% *��� "� ��% "� ;��� �P� ���� ह1 �" �� "� ��� ��� "� �$�� 
?�� ह'3 ह1 =� ह� >A���D��� "� I� >4� �P� ह12 ;�"�  ��: �� �&�3 ���� ��ह�� ह# $ 
���� ��"�� "�2 

�� �����%" /��� "� ��� >�� ह12 ह��� "ह� �" ह� ��&"�� �+4�, �����%" 
��&"�� �+4�2 

�ह���, �ह�� ��� ;� �$�e���W� �+ 8 ��ह��:$ �$e� ��� ह12 ;��� �7� �����% 
/��� ��ह��I$ "� �ह�� "� �ह� ���� (��� "� घ$6�)  �� �� ���� 15 ���6 ��"� 
ह12  

1��$�2�3 (�� 
 ह:
� ��
 ) : >�"�  %� �#��� ��H� ह�, ��"� ����ह9 ����4� 
�L�2  

�� ��घ 	%� &9�
 : \�" ह1, 2 ���6 =� �� ���%:2 �ह���, �ह�� ��� 11 ���� 
��4 ��"�� �+ ����06� ��� ह� =� 3 "1 ����6 ����06� ��� ह1, %� "� �"�� ��"�� 
�+ �ह9 ���2 �ह �����%" /��� ������ ,��� ��"�� ह12 >% ;��� �7� �����%" 
/��� "� ��&"�� ����) =� ��ह��I$ "� ���� ...(������)...  

��
�� ����� �?����� :  >�"� F�) �ह9 ����? 

�� ��घ 	%� &9�
 : �� �ह��$e� ह# $2 �$e� ��"� (�6� ह� %�g$ 4�2  

�� ������� 
#'�@ : (�-@��� �$4�� ) ��"� (�6� ��� ���� >���2  

�� ��घ 	%� &9�
 : ह���� ��� �� ���� �ह�$ �1\� ह': ह�2 �� ��"�  =� ����V�Y %�, 
>�"�  ��V�� �� �&���$e� %� �� =� ���� ��"�� �� �ह ��,��� "��� ह# $ �" 
>��f�� �6� ��ह��� ,�%���� %� �� :" L��,8D ��*� H� %��$घ "� 8�F�#�+6 %� 
�1��� �"�� 4�� %�,�� 14,1973 �+ H� ����� �/ह)�� %� ��*� H� ,ह �� F,�6 "��� 
��ह�� ह# $2 �ह��� "� ���� �,��&� �� �� �ह� "ह� H� �" �	Y� =� �,� "�  Y�e �+ 
4���) "�  ����� "�\��3 �1�� ह� �ह� ह12 �� � 4��� ���% �� ��"�"� >�� ह# $2 
,�%���� %� �� L��,8D �+ ��*� H� �"  

�ह���, �� �#��� ��HD�� =� "��� ��ह�� ह# $ �" ह��� ���� ��Sd�� :%+8� �+ "ह� ह1 
�" ���'! "��#��, ��"��� �H� ����%" ����) "�  {��� =� �7� �1���� �� �	Y�� 
�H� 	-! �T�/� ���  
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��'�#��� %����) =� ��'�'��� %�%����) �H� ��(7� ,4k "�  �ह�) "� ��hZ� E� 
�� �$�Yf �"�� %�:4�2 �'��� "�6D "� �ह��� ��"� "�  ;� "�� �+ "� "�3 ��&� �ह9 
>�� ���ह:2 ���� :% : ���� ��*� ह1 The superme Court overruled its many 
dicisions. ;���: "�3 L�;�� �ह9 ह1 %� �'��� "�6D "� E��4 ह12 %� ह���� 
��%����" ;<(�-	-! ह� �� ह�+ "��#� ���"� "�  ��'�#��� %����) "�  ��: %� 
��,&�� ह�, %� ह���� �$".� ह1 ��� �#�� "��� ���ह:2 ;� 	q�) "�  ��H l� �Ef 	U�� 
%� {��� �0���,� =� l� �,ET� {��� ��iH� �0��, "� �� ��'���� "��� ह# $2 
&/�,��2  

SHRI KORAMBAYIL AHAMMED HAJI (Kerala): The hon. President 

delivered his Address. The people of this country expect that the noble 

traditions of this great country would be upheld and safeguarded. The main 

function of every Government is to unite the country. In our country, 

approximately, a hundred crore pepole of different religions, languages, 

culture and different geographic features live together. So this country can go 

ahead only with the co-existence and cooperation of different sectors of the 

society. Unity in diversity is India's individuality. Our country can go ahead 

only in this way. Any acitivity ignoring this fact will destroy our country. 

Another vision of the Government is to work for the welfare and progress of 

all the people and their general uplift, without any discrimination. It is also 

the Government's duty to give equal opportunity to all the people and 

bringing them into the national mainstream. 

Protection of the geographical boundaries of the country is the main duty 

of the Government-Insecure boundaries are dangerous for the safety of the 

nation. Sir, we should try to solve all sorts of problems with our 

neighbouring countries in a peaceful manner. I hope the Government will 

continue with their efforts to solve all the problems, keeping this in view. 

The Lahore bus journey was good. But we should see that the enemy does 

not misunderstand our efforts for peace as our weakness. 

A war will bring untold miseries to the people. Then the precious resources 

have to be utilized for meeting the war. So, we will have to avert wars and we 

will have to seek the path of peace. In the wake of the military coup in 

Pakistan the Government should be more vigilant and alert and see that the 

Military Government in Pakistan does not pose any threat to our country. 

Effective and suitable measures have to be taken to eliminate delays in the 

judicial system, as pointed out by our President. Due to various formalities 

the judiciary has become inaccessible to the ordinary people. So, the outdate 

formalities have to be repealed and justice should be made easily available to 

the poor people. In the best interest of the people belonging to the southern 

States, it is necessary to constitute a Bench of the Supreme Court in south 

India. Before I conclude I wish to state that the Government should realize 

the realities in our country and strengthen the unity and the secular nature of 
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our mother-land. Thank you. 

SHRI K.M. SAIFULLAH (Andhra Pradesh): Sir, I thank the President for 

his Address and I support it provided it is implemented properly. In the 

President's Address there is a mention about stability, welfare of OBCs and 

minorities, 33 per cent reservation for ladies and a package of assistance for 

the welfare of the families of the jawans who laid down their lives during the 

Kargil operation. With regard to stability, the whole India is watching 

whether there is stability in its true sense, whether the stability is for power 

or whether the stability is for a prosperous India, because some of the leaders 

who accused each other have joined together. In that context, the whole of 

India is watching whether they will stick on to the stability of the country or 

whether they will stick on to power. I request the NDA Government and 

other people to keep up the image and get a good name by working for the 

stability of the country and not for power. They have mentioned about the 

welfare of the OBCs and the minorities. But they have not mentioned what 

they are going to do for the OBCs and the minorities. They have simply 

mentioned about welfare. In that context I want to tell the Government that if 

they want get good name for the Government, if they want to remove the 

apprehensions in the minds of the minorities that they are not for the 

minorities, it is the best opportunity for the NDA Government to provide 

some reservation for the OBCs and the minorities, both in politics and in 

employment so that the apprehensions created against them will vanish. This 

is the best opportunity for the Government to take advantage and give 

reservation to the minorities and the OBCs both in politics and in 

employment so that the bad name which was created by somebody else will 

go away. I request the Government to take this opportunity and act 

accordingly. 

With regard to 33 per cent reservation for women, it was stated by three 

Government. All the women and everybody was watching when it would 

become a law. Still it stands as a dream. The President and the people say 

that there is stability now. In that context of stability, I request the NDA 

Government to introduce 33 per cent reservation for women and see that 

their dream is fulfilled. As regards 33 per cent reservation, I would like to 

oring to the notice of the Government of the NDA that in my State, in 

Andhra Pradesh, Mr. Chandrababu Naidu, had already introduced 33 per cent 

reservation in the Panchayat Raj Institutions, municipalities and local bodies 

and everywhere 33 per cent reservation is going on. 

[The Vice-Chairman (Shri Sanatan Bisi) in the Chair] So far as reservation 

for minorities is concerned, it can be done by amending the Act. That is why 

the State Government of Andhra Pradesh has given the right to all the 

monority communities to become a member of the Panchayats and 

municipalities. In every municipality and every Panchayat and Zilla Parishad 
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there will be one or two members of minority communities to safeguard the 

interests of the monorities. If the Government of Andhra Pradesh can give 33 

per cent reservation and also reservation to minorities, why can't the NDA 

Government do to? The NDA Government should do it immediately to 

remove the apprehensions in the minds of the People. I would request the 

Government to take this opportunity so that there is stability in the country, 

so that this Government can rule the country for five years. 

So far as Kargil is concerned, we are proud of our Jawans who fought for 

the nation. By successfully testing nuclear weapons the Government has 

created confidence in the minds of the Indians that we are also strong. 

Whichever Government comes, we want a strong India. We must give full 

support to our Jawans who have fought in Kargil. Thank you. 
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ह�2 ह���� ��	 �+ "��� �� ������ ���� :" "��7 �<�� *��"� 4���� ��*� "�  
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���� ;���8"� 	� "�  ���� ���%�6, ��b�� ����� ह�4� �ह� �� �ह ����� ,��� ह1 �ह� 
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%� :" J�� ��$� ���4� �%�"� ���'� �+ �,S� ह�4, %� ;$8-0d���6 8�,���8 06�6 
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:" ��� "ह"� �� ���� ��� ���Z� "E$ 4� �" ���"0��� �+ %� "' ( ह'>, ह� �� 
%���� ह12 ���"0��� �� =� ���"0��� "�  "��f =� �#��� �/� "��f) �� ;$6���	�� 
6�����K� "� ,M-} ह'3 ह12 ह���� ��	 "�  �/�� � ��ह-��ह "�  6�����06 b'� "�� "� �ह� 
ह12 ;$6���	�� 6�����K� "� ���6 �� ����� "�  ����, *��"� "�  ��ह�� "� %� ����� "� 
�Q8D� ह1, ;$8� ����� ��8D� ह1, ,ह �ह'� ह� ���� �Q8D� ह1 =� ��$̂ ����	 "�  ��H � 
��ह�� "� %� �ह0�� %'7� ह'> ह1 ,ह � ���� �Q8D� ह12 ���� ;��+ �P� ह1 �" �$4����	 "�  
��H %� ��8D� ह1 ��"� घ�� ���� %:4� ���"� ����� "�  ��H %� ह���� �Q8D� ह1 =� 
�#��� %� �Q8D� ह1 ��"� ह� F�� "�+4�? 0�4��4 ;��� ���% �� ह��� ह1 "�3 �ह��� �ह9 
ह1 =� ��H ह� ��H >3.:�.>3 "� �#�� ��� ��ह�� �+ %�� L1 ���� 4�� ह1 2 �"�� 
E��) "� ���64 ह� �ह� ह12 ��$�-��$� E�: "�  ��6 (� �ह� ह1, �U-�U� EZ�� "�  ��6 (� 
�ह� ह12 "U� �� L� " ��� ह1, "U� �� ���� ��� ह1 ��� ह� �ह9 ���� ह12 ;� ह��� "� 
�4� �'&���� ह1 �� ;� ���� �Q8D� "� %� ��."' � 0�4�� �1��8�;% ह1, ��� ��"�: 
"�  ��: �ह� "�� �\��� �7�4� �ह9 �� �ह'� �'-@"� ह�4�2 >4� >�� ,��� ���) �+ 
;��� ���	��� �P %�:4� �" ��� �$���� �'-@"� ह�4� �� ��Sd��� %� "� &/�,�� 
���� ��ह# $4� �" �/ह)�� ���� ���Wf �+ ���� 	-!, �',� 	-! "� �.��* �"��2 ���� 
	-! ;� ��	 "� >&� >���� ह12 *1� 33 ���	� >�Yf ,��� ��� �/ह)�� "�  ;�"�  
��: �+ ,�D��� ��"�� "�, ह���� ��"�� "� &/�,�� ���� ��ह�� ह# $2 ���� ��*� ह1, ;� 
��� %� ��%��� "� ��06 >3 ह1 ���+ � ��068 ह1 2�� ��ह# $4� ;� ��� �� ��, ���) 
���) "� , ��" �� "�  �H� ��K� �� "� , �� ���"�, *��"� �'X� �,��&� �� 
"�$b�� ��6j ;��+ ��H ��"� "� �� "� ;� �,&��" "� �� ;� �e �+ �,@� ����� 
"�� �� ��" >�� ,��� ��P� �ह "ह+ �" "� �� "� :" "�� �� "�$b�� �� "$ 0d-F6, 
�"��, "�0d-F6, ,"D  "��� �+ ��"�� "� ��H ����2 ;��� ��� "ह"� �� >�"� 
&/�,�� ���� ह# $2  
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5.00 P.M. 

SHRIMATI JAYAPRADA NAHATA (Andhra Pradesh): Sir, I would like 

to congratulate the Government for taking a resolve to start the second 

generation reforms, multi-sectoral growth and also the pledge to overcome 

the scourtage of poverty, unemployment and discrimination, and the usher in 

an era of economic and social change. This is a bold departure from the past. 

It is clear from the persual of the President' Address that the Government has 

decided to give top most priority to social sector development. In the field of 

education, a separate department of Primary Education and Literacy has 

been created. The Government also proposes to announce an action plan to 

give a greater thrust to female literacy and primary education, besides 

formation of a programme for provision of primary school buildings for all 

unsound habitations. Apart form the formulation of a National Health 

Policy, the Government has decided to improve the rural infrastructure. The 

Government has made a firm commitment to provide clean drinking water to 

all the villages in the next five years. 

Sir, coming to the crucial point of representation of women, I would like 

to draw the attention of the House that women constitute half of the 

population of the world, but they are a politically deprived lot. This is not a 

myth, but a harsh reality. I would also state that giving of administrative, 

legislative, political and economic power to women is the most burning issue 

of the present-day world. But is spite of the plans and promises of the 

repective Governments is most of the Afro-Asian countries and elsewhere, 

the members of the fair sex, at times, become the target of various kinds of 

injustice, physical violence, mental torture, discrimination in employment, 

etc. Sir, almost all the constitutions of the world talk of equality between 

men and women. But, in practice, the latter is the loser and the sufferer. 

According to a recent U.N. bulletin, women have not achieved equality with 

men in any country. No one has raised his or her voice in this respect. It 

seems to have become an accepted norm in the corridors of power that men 

have to be given the first preference. This tendency has to go. It is a matter 

of dismay that in a large number of countries, across the globe, there is no 

urge in men to share their powers of governing the society and running the 

administration with women. I would like to say that no national could 

prosper unless there is a serious effort to empower women, and invest in the 

girl child. 

Keeping the plight of women in view, I am happy to note that the 

Government has now decided to reserve, through legislation, 33% seats for 

women in Parliament and State legislatures. I hope this will be done as early 

as possible. 
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Sir, I am happy to say that my Guru, my mentor and philosopher, late 

Supremo Shri NTR, has introduced me to politics and has given me the 

social status at an early age. He has also given property rights to women. I 

am really happy to say that our hon. Chief Minister, Shri Chandrababu 

Naidu, has taken many steps in order to empower women. True to his 

commitment, he allocated more number of seats for women in the Assembly 

as well as in the Parliament elections, than any other political party has done. 

The TDP is the first party to pass a resolution favouring 33% reservation of 

seats for women in the Legislature. 

I am very happy that the Government has decided to provide free 

education to the girl child up to the college-level, including professional 

courses, and setting up of a development bank for women entrepreneurs in 

the small-scale and tiny sector, which will go a long way in resolving the 

sufferings of women." Sir, I congratulate the Government on this prevision 

and I sincerely hope that our friends in the Opposition would extend 

cooperation, especially in regard to pssing the proposed legislation which is 

being brought by the Government very soon. 

I would also draw the attention of the House to the extensive damage 

caused to public and private property in Srikakulam district in Andhra 

Pradesh, as a result of the cyclonic storm'which struck north coastal Andhra 

Pradesh on 17th October, 1999. In this context, already, our dynamic Chief 

Minister Chandrababu Naiduji, has requested for Rs. 40 crores as initial 

assistance for relief. I would, therefore, humbly request the hon. Prime 

Minister to release the amount as asked for by the State Government. 

Once again, I am thankful to the President for addressing the Joint Session 

of both the Houses. I am thankful to the Chair for giving me this opportunity 

to say a few words. Apart from this, the Government of Andhra Pradesh has 

submitted a memorandum on giving relief to farmers who have suffered 

heavy losses on account of the drought in the State. I hope, the Government 

will, definitely, come to the rescue of the State Government for helping the 

drought-affected farmers also. 

�� 
 ह:
� ��
 (�-@��� �$4��) : >��f�� ����V�Y �ह���, �� ��% �� 
��Sd��� "�  &/�,�� �0��, �� �ह�$ ��h ह� �ह� ह12 �ह'� �� ���+ ह� �'"� ह�, �� ��"� 
��ह���� �ह9 ��ह# $4�2 �ह�$ �� :" �,�� 06�����6� "�  ���� �+ �\� ह1, 0H���A, "�  ���� 
�+ �\� ह12 ��(�� "3 �'��,) �+ � �ह �,�� �\�� �ह� ह1 =� ;� ��� � �ह� "ह� 
4�� ह12 ���"� �LD  181 �� 182 ह� %��� �� ;$06�����6� *A� ह� "� 06�����6� > %��� 
ह1, J�� >$"7� "� �ह ����� �ह9 ह12 �ह ��� �� ह1 �" ह� �U� �+ �ह "ह� %��� ह12 
"� �ह "ह� %��� H� �" :" �� "� ��"�� ह��� �� 06�����6� ह�4�, �ह'� �� �� 
ह)4� �� 06�����6� �ह9 �ह�4�2 �� ,ह ����� ��� 4�� ह1, �� �� "���	� ����� ह� 
�7�4�2 �� �L� >� "ह�� ह� ��-��� =� ��06 ���, :" :" ,! :" :" �"0� "� 
��U�� ���3 %��� ह12 ���+ ह���� "�3 �ह� "� ����� �ह9 ह12 ���"� �� �� ��� ��� 
� ��* �ह� ह� 
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�" �$X�� ;&� �&� ��, %�7-��7 "�"�  � ;"s� "� %� �"�� ह1 =� >��� 
���� �����"�  "� ��� "� �0��� "� �� ह1, ह���$�" ��� ���	 "� ��� �ह9 "ह 
�ह� ह# $ ...(������)...  �� �ह9 "ह �ह� ह# $2 �� �ह 	q� �ह9 ;0����� "��� ��ह�� ह# $ 
...(������)... ���"� �#.��. �+ ह��� ��*� �" �$X�� "� ;"s� "� ���� �� �ह'� 
06�����6� ह� %��� ह� ...(������)... J�� �ह9 ह12 ��" �� "�  �'��, �+ � >� ��*�2 
�� � �ह+4� ,� ��� �ह9 ह1 ".��f ��ह �ह+4� �� �ह9 �ह+4�, ह)4� �� �ह9 ह)4�2 �� ��LD  
�$X�� "�  >&�� �� �4� 06�����6� �4�� %: �� �ह 4�� ह�4�, �� �ह "ह�� ��ह 
�ह� H�2  

�#��� ��L :" ��"�� ��� ह1 ��.�� �+2 �&�� �$e� %� "�  ���� �+ ��4) �� "ह� �" 
:" �ह� �� ��� ह1 �� %4ह2 ��4) �� ��ह� �" J�� :" �&�� �$e� ह)2 ���"� ��"�  
���� ह� �� "� ��"��+ %ह�$ H9 ,ह�$ 06�����6� �P� �� ��� 4��? J�� ह��� ��(�� 
:" ��� �+ ��*�, ;� �'��, �+ � ��*�2 >�"�  ��� 4'%���, �ह���� =� �ह 5#��� 
ह'> ��� ���	 H�2 ��-.��� �+ >��� ��"�� �����2 ;�"� ���� ह1 �" %� 
"/��/�� "� ��� "� �ह� ह� ��"� ��� �ह9, "��		 ह��� ���ह: �" ��"� ��"� 
�"� ��ह �� ��� %�: =� ,ह ���� "� �ह�� 	�D �ह ह�4� �" ��4-��4 ��%�� 
��6j%, ��4-��4 06��� "� %� :0���	$� ह� %� >	�:$4 ह� ��"� � "��D?�) �+ 
%4ह ���� �7�4�2 "/�$ 6�	�-06 �� 8)6-"� ��, ;� ��ह �� �4� �$�e�$8� ����� 
%�:4� �� �L� ,ह �� �ह9 �"�� ह12 :" �� >�"�  �$�� %� ��4 ह�, :�.8�.:. "�  
�$��, ��-"�.8 ��	�� 8���?� �6"  

:���$�, ;�"� "�>i8��	� ह� �� %� � ह�, ,ह �"� ��ह �� ���4�? 
...(������)... \�" ह1 ,ह ��*� %�:4� 6-7 �ह��� �+ 2 ���� ;��� �ह9 ...(������)... 
��� "�  ���� "ह �ह� ह� �" ��� "� >�$�e� �"�� 4�� =� %� L�D :��;% ह�, ����� 
:��;% ह� ��"�  ���� �ह�$ ��� �+ "ह �ह� ह� �" ह�+ ���#� �ह9 ह� �" ��"�� �� ��,� 
�� ह� �� �ह92 �ह %� 41� ह� %��� ह1 "T�'��"� 	� "� �ह :" �7� 	F� � �� �"�� 
ह� ...(������)... �� "� ��� �+ ����� ��ह �ह� ह# $2  

�� L� 8���.K� "� ��� ह�2 �$घ "� %� P�$�� ह1, ह���� %� ����D ह1—��8D� ;$�8�� 
"� ��� "ह� 4��, ��Sd��� %� �� � "ह� �" ह���� 50 ��� "� ���-q�" "� 
:F������$� ह1 =� >�� ,��� ��� �+ �������� �+ ह� %� �ह� ह� �� ��"�  %� �'������ 
����D ह� ���+ :" %� L� 8���K�, �$घ�� O�$�� ह1 ��"� >�"� V��� �+ �*�� 
�7�4�2 >� �7� ��6j ह� =� >�"�  %� :��;% ह� ��"� � ��0��F6 �*�� ���ह: 
F�)�" ��LD  ��� 06��� �+ 4,�D�+6 ह12 %� ��i6�����6� :��;% ह1 ,� � "ह�$ ह�2 ���-
��i6�����64 :��;% � ह�2 ���"� ;�"� V��� �*��� �7�4� �" ��&"�� ��K� %� ह� 
,� ��4-��4 ��i6�) "�  {��� �������� ह1 =� >�"� ��"�� ����� ��� ;�"� 
V��� �*�� �7�4� �� ;� ��	 "� 06�����6� "� �,�� > �"�� ह12  

;�� ��ह �� 8���?� �� �#��� ह���� ���� ह12 �ह %� ��i����+d� 8���?� �� ह12 
��i����+6 "�  %� ���� ��� ह� ��"� � %� ��h�� ह1 �� �� � V��� �*�� �7�4�2 
��K� �� �+ >�"� �ह'�� �ह9 ह1 2 ;�"� ���� �ह �ह9 ह1 �" ��K� �� "� 
(�7"� ह� ���:$4�2 ��(�� �U� �+ ह� ह��� �ह ��*� ह12 ����V�Y �ह���, >�"� 
;�"� �<(� %��"��� ह12 �ह ��K� �� "����� >L 06��� ह� =� ह���� $
��i����+d� 8���?� ��, ह���� "�$06�6�#	� =� ह���� %� �$घ�� O�$�� ह1 ��"� :" 
�हA,�#fD ���� ह�2 >� �4� ��"� (�7"� ���+4��" ��� ��3 ��� "�  E6 �� �� ���� 
ह� �� �L� 
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06�����6� "� �,�� �ह9 �ह�4�2 �$X�� �ह�� �� � ��" �� �+ �ह9 �ह�4�2 ;�"� 
>�"� V��� �+ �*�� �7�4�2  

�����, ह���� ��F�#���K� ह1—&�D�����Y�� %� ��(�� ��� �.%.��. ���MA, "� 
��"�� >3 H�, 4\�$&� "� �� ��Sd��� %� "�  ���Wf �+ ��F�#���K� �$b�%� �+ �� 
H� ���"� ��� �ह9 F�) �$घ ���,�� "� >�-� ह1 &�D�����Y�� 	q� �+ �� %� �ह�� �+ 
;�"� ��',�� ह'> �� ��F�'���K� "� ��F�'���K� ह� �*� 4��2 ���� ���+ �#��� 
"�3 �ह�� �ह9 ह��� ह1 F�)�" �ह 	q� ����� �$���� "�  ��H �ह9 ह1 J�� "ह� 4�� 2 
;� ��� ���� ��*� �" ���� H�7� >4� �P� ह� =� �$H�����Y�� �ह �ह�� �+ "ह� 4�� ह12 
%� � >� "ह+ �%� ��ह �� � "ह+ ���"� %� ��4-��4 �$���� "�  ��4 ह�, &�D 
�,@,�� "�  ��4 ह� ��"�  �� >� ...(������)... �� %��';, ,� �ह9 "ह �ह� ह�2 
;/%��';�, %��';� "' ( �ह9 "ह �ह� ह�, �$H�����Y�� "ह �ह� ह�2 %� � "ह+ ���"� %� 
ह���� &�D�����Y�� ह� =�  

���+ ��4-��4 &�D �����Y�� "�  %� ��'��� ह�2 ��"� %� >	$"�:$ ह� �#� "��� 
"� �%T������ ��"�� "� ���� �7�4� =� ��"�� "�  %� ��i6�) "�  ��.��D ह�, ����� 
%��� ��6j "�  %� ��.��D ह1, ��ह� �%�$4 �� ह�, ��ह� �,@, �ह/�' ���W� ह�, �%�"� 
>��� ��(�� �� ��� 4,��� �"��, 2 �� 182 >�� �+ =� %� �+6��+�� �H� ;��	$� "� 
>��� 4,��� �"��, �� ��"� ��� � >�"� �"7 "� �*�� �7�4�2 ...(������)... 
�ह9, ���� ���� "� "ह�, �$घ ���,�� "ह� �� ���"� %� ह1 ,ह घ�7� �� �O�� >��� 
ह1, ���"� घ�7� "� �4�� "� "� "� �"7�� =� � K��> %E�� ह12 ��� >� �"7�4� 
=� �ह� O$4 �� ����+��, �ह �� >��� ��'��& "E$ 4�, ,��� �L� �� ह� ��4 ह� ह�2 �L� 
ह� �4�� �"7+4�2  

����� ���, ��LQT�D "�  ���� �+ ह1, �����"�f "�  ���� �+ ह12 �ह�$ �� �� �� �� ��� �� ह# $ 
=� �$घ ��� 4U�� %� >� � �'���� ह12 ह��� 0,��	�-0,��	� �ह'� �'��2 >�"�  ��� 
�Wf ���� ,��) �+ �� �ह�� ��� 0,��	� �W� �+ ���� ह� �ह9, ;� ��� �+ %� �� �ह�� 
>�� H� �� �ह�� �W� "�  ���� �+ �ह'� "ह� %��� H� =� �W� "�  ���� �+ �,�� � 
�\��� %��� H�, ���"� �� 	��� :F�1Z6+� �O 4�� ह12 ��� �+ �� ��� �� �$b�%� �W� 
�+ ���� =� :" �ह/�� �+ ����2 �'5� �7� >@��D ह'>2 ��"��� %� �� �Wf 	'E �"�� 
��� �F�6� "�  �Wf �� 2 ���� �ह ह���� >	$"� "� ��� ह12 �ह�$ �� ;� �Wf �+ 
�ह "ह� 4�� �" ह���� :" "$ �+�� ह12 L��y� �L� ��D �+ :" ��	�� "$ �+�� ह12 
...(������)...  %� ह���� �,��	� ���� "�  ���� �+ ��(�� :"-7�P ��� �+ "' ( ��7-���7 
���� "� "��		 "� 43, ���"� >�� ,��� ���) �+ >% "� ���� ह'3 -0H�� �+ >� J�� 
"��		 �ह9 "�+4�, J�� ह��� �+ %�"� ��K� ��"��+ ��4-��4 ��i6�) "� ह1 =� 
�ह�$ >�"�  �$��, >�"�  ��	�� 8���?� �6" :���$� "�  �$�� ��4-��4 ��	� "�  
��4 ह12 �� ���) �+ �� :" ��� "�  �$�� >�"� �ह'�� �ह9 ह1 =� �� %4ह �� >� 
"$ �+�� ����� "� �%�� ��7+4� �� ,ह �ह'� घ��" ह�4�2 �ह ����,�� �� 	'E �� ह� ���� 
��ह�� ह# $2 ;�� ��ह �� ��LQT�D "�  ���� �+ � ह12 >��� *': "ह� ह1, ���ह� ह1, �	Y� "�  ���� 
�+, 0,�0�� "�  ���� �+ =� �ह "� �ह9 "�+4�2 >�"�  �$e� ��4-��4 %� "�"�  "ह 
�ह� ह12 ��ह�� �+ %� "�"�  "ह �ह� ह� �" ह� 6# ��K� �+ ��;,�6 ��i6����	� "���+4�, 
:�.%�.I%. "� ��i6����	� "�,��+4�2 "�3 �$e� �$4�� �+ %� "� "ह �ह� ह� �" ��� �+ 
ह� ��;,�6 �1F6%D ��i6����	� "�,��+4�, :�.%�.I. "� ��i6����	� "���+��2 �4�  
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��;,�6 �1F6� "�  ��� ह� ;��� �U�� ह��� �" ,ह >�"� ��"�� "� %� �%T������ 
ह1 ��� ����� "�  ��: >�"� �� "�"�  ���� �� �L� >�"� �,��	� ��,�	 "�  ��: 
��%��� 365 ��� "�  �$�� 360 ��� �,��	 �+ %� "�"�  "�6�� �ह9 �7�� =� "ह�� �ह9 
�7�� �" >� �#$%� ��,�	 "��2 ��"�  ��: >�"� �#�� ���� ह1 =� >�"� %� 0,: 
��D� �HD ���� ह1 ���+ ;� ��ह �� ���� �1�� �ह9 "��� �7�� =� ��� ����� "�"�  
��7�� �ह9 �7�� �" ह�"� �,��	� "�  �#$%� "�  ��,�	 "� %E�� ह12 "ह�$ �� L$ 8 >��4� 
,ह �� >�"� ��*�� �7�4�2 >��� "ह� 8����%D ;� � :F��+8��� ]L 4,�D�+6, 
��"�� "�  *�k �+ "�� >��4� =� ;�� �Wf �+ �ह ह1 �" �"��� �: �,�4 *��� 4:2 
>��� "ह� �" "��D"' 	��� �P��� "�  ��:, ���"� �#�� ��	 "� ��� ह1 �" ��4-��4 
�� %� ��	�� 8���?� �6" :���$� �+ >�"�  ��H >: ह�, ���+ �� "' ( ��4 �ह0�� 
�ह9 �� �ह� ह�, ���"� "� �4� ,� � "ह+ �" ह� ��"�� �+ �ह0�� �+4�, %1�� >$² ���	 
,��� ह� �4� "� ��� "�"�  "ह+ �" ह� �ह0�� ��4+ �� ह����f� ,��� "ह+ �" ह� 
�ह0�� �+4� �� �L� >�"� =� � �ह'� �� �,�4 *���� �7�4�2 ...(������)...  ह�$, =� 
� �,�4 *���� �7+4� =� �L� >� ���� �Wf �+ �ह "ह+4� �" "��D"' 	��� �P��� 
"�  ��:, :L���:�� �O��� "�  ��: �� �:-�: �,�4 >� *�� �ह� ह� ��LD  �$�e�) "� 
�$X�� �O��� "�  ��:2 ...(������)...   

�� �� !� "�# : ���6� "�  ��:2  

�� 
 ह:
� ��
  : �$e� "� ���6�� "�  ��: �� �$e� {��� ���6�� "�  ��:2 �ह ��� �� 
�ह9 "ह �ह� ह# $ ...(������)...  �ह :" "$ d��8F	� ह12 ��"�� "' ( {$� �� 	'E ह'3 ह12 
;� {$� "�  ��L �� ;	��� "��� ��ह �ह� ह# $ �" :" ��L �� �ह�$ �ह'� ��" ;���� "� 
��� "ह� 43 ह1, �ह'� ��" ;���� "ह� 4�� ह1, >�"�  ������ �16�D 50 ��� =� >�� 
,��� 1000 ��� �+ ह���� ��	 �+ F�� ह��� ���ह: ,ह � ;��+ ह1,:" ���������� "�  
��: � F��-F�� ह��� ���ह:, �ह >� ���� %� �8%���D ह� ,ह �� ;��+ ह�, ���"� 
%� \�� "��D?� ह� ��ह �ह� ह�, ,� �ह9 ह12 ;��+ J�� �ह'� �� ��%+ ह� %� ��(�� �Wf 
�+ � H9 =� ��"�  ��� ��"�� ���3 432 ���"� ��� ��4# "��� "� %� ��� ह1 >� 
�4� ��� ��ह �� ��*+, =� �4� �� (�6�-��6� ����� �#$ , %1�� ��" ��� ���, ��d� 
�,�%�1� "��	� "�  ���� �+ ���, ��ह��I$ "�  ��: 33 ���+6 >�Yf "�  ���� �+ ��� 2 
;� ��� ���� ���� "�  ���� �+ >� �� �ह9 "ह� %��" ��(�� ��� "ह� H� =� �ह�� 
	q� H� �" ह� ���� ���� "� �%�#� "�+4�2 ���"� ह� �� 13 �ह��� ��*� �" ���� 
���� "�  0,	��� "� �"� ��ह �� ���7� 4�� 2 �$�e�) "� ���� 4��, ���"� ��8D 
�ह9 ���� 4�� =� ��K� �� �+ ���, � �ह9 ���� 4��2 �� �ह "ह�� ��ह�� ह# $ �" 
�%� ��ह �� ह���� ��%����� %��� "�  ����� �,@,������ *� �ह� ह�,>� ��Sd��� 
%1�� Iह�� "� F�) ;� ��ह �� ;0����� "� �ह� ह� "� %� >� "��� �ह9 ��ह�� ह1, %� 
>� "�  ;���� �ह9 ह1, ,ह �� >� ��LD  �Wf ���� "�  ��: ;0����� "� �ह� ह�2 >�  �� 
;� ��� ���� ���� "�  ���� �+ F�) �ह9 "ह� %��" ��(�� ��� >� �� ���� ���� "�  
���� �+ �ह'� �$��-�U7� ��� "� H� >� �� �� ������ ह����� "�  ���� �+ "ह� ह1 %� �" 
��(�� ��� � "ह� 4�� H�2 :" "��7 ����%4��) "� �U"�� "�  ���� �+ ��(�� ��� � 
"ह� 4�� H�,;� ��� � "ह� ह1 >� "� �,@,������ �O %��� �4� >� "ह�� �" 
ह� �� :" "��7 �ह9 80 ��* "� ��:, 80 ��* �ह9 30 ��* "� ��: =� �� ह� 
:" "��7 "�+4�2 ह� 20 ��* ह����� �ह9 "� ��:, ���"� 2  
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��*, 4 ��*, 5 ��* �": ह1 =� �� "� ��� 20 ��* "�+��2 ;� �+ �ह �ह9 ह1 %� �" 
ह��� ���ह: H� 2 ;�� ��ह �� >� �� :" "�  ��� :" "��	$�, "��6�%, 6��" L��D 
"� घ�Wf� "� �� ह12 �� ��LD  �$e� ह� �ह9, 8���?� �6" :��;$� �+ =� � 8���?� �6" 
:0���	$� ह1 �%� �+ >� "� �ह'� �� ����06� 06�6 ����06� "� ��ह 6�0" L��D "�  
�1����� ����� �7+4�2 ;� ��ह >� �� �ह � घ�Wf� "� �� ह1 �" �ह'�-�� ,"+ ��% ह� 
����%4��) "�  ��: ���"� %� �'X� �,�� ह1, ,ह �ह ह1 �" >� ��&� "ह�$ �� %'6�:$4�, 
;� ���� �+ :" � 	q� �ह9 ह12  

�� ��घ 	%� &9�
 : ��$��) "� 20 ह%�� "� ����, "ह�$ �� > 4�� �1��? 

�� 
 ह:
� ��
 : �� �ह��� ह�+ ह��	� ह� ह'3 ह1 2 ह� ��ह �ह� H� �" �: �������� 
"� 	'E>� �+ %1�� ��Sd��� �ह��� �� "ह� ह1 �" :" �: �$�e�$8� "� 4\� ह'> 
ह1,��� ��ह �� :" �3 ��	� �+ �3 ��"�� :" \�� "��D?� ��"� %���� "�  ����� 
��� �,@,�� ������ "�  ��: ह� �� ���"� �ह��� "�  >&�� �� �: �'4 "� 	'E>� 
"�+4� ���"� J�� �ह9 ह'> ह12 ;� �+ ,ह� �'���� "ह� ह'3, �'�� ह'3 ���+ =� ��L�%� ह12 
�ह ��"�� "� ��W ह1 �" �� �� %� �'���� ,���� H�,�� "� �#�� �ह9 �"�� =� �L� �� 
;� ���Wf �+ 8�� ����2 �� �� :" � "��D?� "�  ���� �+ "�3 \�� :F	� Z��� �� 
6�;�-��$�8 ��b�� �ह9 �*� ह12 �� �T��� "E$ 4� �" >�� ,��� ���) �+ ��"�� ;� ���� 
�+ "��		 "��4� =� %� �,��&� �Y "� ��� ह1, �� "� �ह���ह� "�  ���W�f "�  
&/�,�� �0��, �+ ���6"� ��Sd "�  ����� �%�4� "��4�2 &/�,��2  

† Ŕźŵˆ  ŀŶŧΈ Ê Ńˇ Ŕźŵˆ  ŀŶŧΈ Ê Ńˇ Ŕźŵˆ  ŀŶŧΈ Ê Ńˇ Ŕźŵˆ  ŀŶŧΈ Ê Ńˇ""""À ĶΠŷſ Ё ŃŰΈÀ ĶΠŷſ Ё ŃŰΈÀ ĶΠŷſ Ё ŃŰΈÀ ĶΠŷſ Ё ŃŰΈ:":":":"  śˆ   ± Ä ̄   Ä ¬ Þ Í ¬ ŗŸΈ ňųźΊ ¬ ¢  Ķ₧ˆ ¤ ¢ ÑźΉ ̄  ¬ ¡ 
  ŗųΉ ¢ ›Έ ›Ό Śųǽ  ŗΌ ›ƒ Ķſ Śˆ Ĺυ  ι ŚΌ ̄   ŗΌ Ñǽ Ńǽ Ã Ķϊ  Ń Ô ĶŢˆ  Ń  ¬ ¢ Ä  śŷΊ ¬  ╒ Д ↓ˇ ¢ ̄

  ╒ ЕźŵŠźţˆ ¢ À ¢ ŗˆ őΎ ¢  Ń Ã Ķϊ ø ĶΠΉ ŗΌ Ķǽ  ›ω  ĶΉ ¢ ŃΊ Ä ¬  ╒ Á ĶΞŧŢˆ ¢ Þ ι  Ķ₤ ¢ ›Έ  Í ̄  Ķſ
  ĶźΆ  ĶŸ΅ Śϊ Śⁿ  ̄  Ķſ ³ ¢  ̄  Ä ¢ Þ ι  ĶΌ ̄   ĶŢ₤ ¢ À ¢ ŗˆ ÑΎ Śⁿ ›Έ Ô Ķŷǽ Й΅  śŵŹѓ ø ι  Ķ₤ ¢ ›Έ Í ̄  Ķſ

 » Ń¯ ŕųź· ø ιëòë  śˆ  ëòì ø ι Ѓ ĶǼ ¡ Е· ķźţˆ ¢  Ń΅  ŗΌ ŔŢǿ Е· ķźţũΫ ¢  śˆ   śΉ  ĶǼ  ŗΌ 
 ÑΎ ›Έ  ̄  Ä ¬  ŃΌ Ñ΅  ι ÑΎ ¥ Ķſ ø ι ›ω ÑŵΈ ĶůΈ  ÑΎ  ĶΟ Ã Ä ńųΉ ¡  śũ∆ ¢  Ķƒ ĶǼ  ĶŸ΅ ÑΎ Ś₧΅ Þ ι  Ķƒ ĶǼ  ĶŸ΅

 ›ω Е· ķźţˆ ¢  ŗΨ  śŴΉ ŗΌ À ¬  śˆ  Ĺυ ÞБ ŗΌ Е· ķźţˆ ¢  śˆ   śΉ  ŗΌ  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ А À ¬ őΎ ¢ Ñ΅  ι
 Ê Ń ›Ό  śŢΛ΅ ¤ ¡  Ń  ŗΨ ø ĶΡ Í ń ŚΌ  ĶΉ Ķŷſ ŕŪά ŗ΅  ŗΨ £ ¢ Þ ι  ĶźΆ  ύǽ ÑŵΈ ĶůΈ Ç Ä £ ¢ øБ ι ̄

ĺˆ ŗΧ  ̄  Ä ¢ À ŗΧ 

†[ ] Translitration in Persian script. 
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  ĶΟ Ļя Ј ŗ΅  ¢ ̄  ĶŶΌ ›Ŷˆ ¢ ø ι Ѓ ĶǼ Ј Ķŷſ Ê ̄  ŗδ₣ А Ŕũ΄ őΎ ¢ őΎ ¢ ›Έ Ĺ΄ Ä őΎ ¢ őΎ ¢ ÞÀ ŗΧ
  ° ŗΨ  ° ŗǼ Þ śˆ   ŃΊ ¬ ¢  ŃΊ ¬ ¢  ¬ ¢ ŀůΨ Ñ΅ ›Ό  ι ̄  ŘųΎ ¬ Śⁿ ›Έ Ňά Ń  ŗΨ £ ¢ ŕųź·  ι ›ω ÑŵΈ ĶůΈ

  ̄  Ä ¢  ι Дųˆ  ĶǼ А ЕŹ΅ ¢ Śⁿ  ╒ Ń΅  Ńƒ ¢ ÑųΉ ύǾÞ ι ν Ń΅ ŔźŵũΨ  ŗΨ ¥ Ķſ А ŚŲέ κ ĶΉ З ¢  śΉ  ¤ ¡
 Ã ŗΌ  ĶΌ ̄   ÑŸ΅ ›ω Á ĶΉ  ĶΟ ňά ¬ Ńƒ"...Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ ..." ›ω  ŀŠˇ ÑΎ ›Έ øÃ ŗΌ  ĶΌ ̄  ÑŸ΅ ›ω ›Έ 

 Ã ŗΌ  ĶŢΌ Ķǽ  ĶΉ Ń΅ À ĶŶůΰˆ ¢"...Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ ..."  śŷΚ· Ń΅  ĶţŹ΅ ¢  ŗ΅  ¬ ¢ ŀůΨ Ñ΅  ĶŹųΎ ¬  śΉ  ŔΌ ›ΈøЂø ŗά ŕųź· 
 ι Ѓ ĶǼ  ŗΌ  ЕŵŠźţˆ ¢ Ĺυ  śˆ "...Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ ..." ›Έ Ô Ķŷǽ  ╒  Ķ₧ˆ  ½ ŗ· ø ι ›ω  Ķũά ¢ 

 ø ╓ ›Ό ̄  ›ω  ĶΎ  ╓ ›Ό ̄  ŘŴŷˆ Â Ķźŵ΅ ø ι ›ω ÑŢ Ç Ä  ╓ ›Ό ̄  Śⁿ Śⁿ ¢ ø ╓ ›ŹųΎ ¬ ¤ ¡ Śⁿ
 ÑΎ ›Έ Þ ĶΡ ŗΌ ŋŵ˝ ÑΎ  ŗΨ  śΏ  ĶǼ ЗΆ Е· ķźţˆ ¢  ŃΆ ¢  Ń  ̄  ĶΊ ¬ ¡  ╒  ¬ ¢ ŀůΨ » Ń¯  ŗΨ ø śŴΉ Ä ›ω  ĶΎ  śŴΉ ŗΌ

 Ê Ńˆ Ä ¬ ø Ķ₣  ĶΌ ̄  Ç Ķǽ  ĶŷŸ΅  Í ̄  Ķſ  ╒ Ћ Ê →ŷΈ Â ĶΊ ¬ Ń ø ›Έ  ŚŵΌ ¬  ι Зſ  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ őΎ ¢ » Ń˙
 Ê →ŷΈ Â ĶΊ ¬ Ń őΎ ¢  śũ∆ ¢ Ñ΅  ĶΌ Ķǽ  śΉ  Ã ŗΆ ŗ·øÑŴǼ ķˆ  ι Зſ Śˆ  ŃŸ· őΎ ¢ Ñ΅  ĶŸ΅  śΉ  Ã ŗΆ ŗ· ›Έ
 ŔΌ  Ķũά ¢ éЙΆ Śŵǽ  ĶΎ ŚΊ ńſ Еź· ķźţˆ ¢ Ã ĶΌ Ä ›₣ Ã ĶŸǼ ŖΎ ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ А À ¬ ŚΌ  śŷΓ ¢  śųΉ ¢ ŕųź· øÃ ŗΌ

Þ ĶŹųΎ ¬ ›Έ À Ķˆ őΎ ¢  śŵŹѓ  śΉ  ̄  Ä ¢ œǽ ĶŶΌ Þ¥ ¢ ŃťΆ ³ Ķ  ╒ ¤ ¡ ø ĶŹųΎ ¬ Śⁿ ›Έ Ô Ķŷǽ ³ ¢ 
 А Ňũγźũγ΅  ŗǼ Ñ΅  ι ķŵŭΈ  ĶΞˆ ¢Þ Ј Ķŷſ  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ śΉ  ¤ ¡ ›Έ ŚŵΌ ¬ ø Ķ₣ ňά ¬ Ń  Ńƒ ¢  ¢ ŗΌ  ĶŢ· ŗŹǼ
 Ç Ä  ̄  Ä ¢Þ śΏ  ĶǼ  ύǽ  śˆ  ª Ń˙ Ň΅  Ń΅  ╔ ŗ΅ ķˆ Ñ΅  śŻΕ Ķǽ І ŗΌ ňˇ ŗ΅ Śųˆ ¢ Þ›Ό  ι ̄   Ń΅ ¥ Ķſ

 ̄  Ķ œŷẄ ̄  Œ· ¢ Œ· ¢ Ñ΅ Б ŗΌ ÑΎ · Ńˇ Śŵφ А  śŷŵǽ Śⁿ  ŗųΉ ¢ ›Ό ›Ώ Ķˇ ¡  ŗǼ А ĺźţˆ ¢ Œ· ¢ Œ· ¢  ≡Ǻ
 À ŁŷΈ Ê →ŷΈ  ŃΆ ¢  śˆ  ª Ńŭˆ ¢Þ ź΅ ĺΉ Ä ڈ  ĶΎ  ĺũγŪδţΉ Ńűγ΅ øБ  Í ń ЗΎ ¬ ÑŴǼ ›Έ Ã ŗΈ ¢ ŃΆ Ä Ń

øÊ ڈø ŕΎ ¢ Þ ›Ό ¿ ŗ·  ŗǼ  ̄  ŀΉ ¢  ╒ ¤ ¡  ŗΨ őΎ ¢ ø ĶŢųˆ ›ω œǽ Ç Ä  Ń  ŗΨ  ĶΡ śΏ  ĶǼ  ĶΎ ύǽ 
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  ̄  ŀΉ ¢  ╒ ø Í ¢"ŇγΏ κ ¢ őţΎ Ń΅ ŗŶΎ ڈ œŷŪδΉ  Ł· ĶΟ ŗˆ " ª Ń˙ Ň΅ Ç Ä ŗΌ Śⁿ  ŗǼ  ĶΎ ŗΌ ŕŪδΉ Ê ڈ ̄  ¡  ŗ΅  ĶΞˆ ¢
  ĶΡ  śŵΗ  śˆ"...Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ ..." ø ĶΡ  śΏ  ĶǼ  ĶŹųΎ ¬ Ç Ä  ι őź₤ ðøñ  Ķŷƒ ¢ ķŵŭΈ ø›Έ  śŷΚŸΈ 

›ω"...Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ" ... ŗǼ  ̄  Ä ¢  ĶźΆ  Ķź΅ ¥ →ŷΈ ¡  ŗ΅ ¤ ŗΧ Ñ΅ ›Ό  ι ̄  ÑŸ΅  ĶŢźΉ  ╒ Â ŀˆ Ê Ń Þ ›Ό   ŅΏ κ ¢ Á Ń 
  ι Ê ¬ ¥ ŗ˜ ¬  śΉ   ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ  ι ›ω Á ŗŵůΈ ›ŶΌ Ñ΅ ›Ό  ι ̄  ÑŸ΅ ›Έ Â ŀˆ Ã Ķϊ  ĶŢźΉ  śųΉ ¢ ›Ό  ŅΏ κ ¢ À ŗΧ

  ι  ĶŢųˆ  ╔ Śⁿ œΞˇ Ê ńſ őΎ ¢ ÑΎ  ĶΟ ŕŪδųźΉ ŗδŶΟ  ι  Ķƒ ĶǼ  ŗΌ ĸźΆ  ŗǼ ÑΎ ø›ω  ĶΎ"...Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ"  ...
 øÃ ŗΌ ĶΌ ̄  Ç Ķǽ  Ķŷ· ŗΦ ›Έ Ĺ΄ Ä  Ŕ΅ ›Έ  

  
   А Á ± ¢ À ̄  Łź £ ¢ ›Ό ³ Ńŵ  ŗǼ  Í ̄  ĶŶΌ Þ ι Ñẁ ĶΊ  ڈ  ŗǼ  ĶΟ ŘŴŷˆ ø ι ¥ Ķſ .....  ĶΎ ŁΉ ¢ Â ̄ ĶΈ ڈ 

  ¢ ̄  ĶŶΌ Ñ΅  ĶŸ΅ Śⁿ  śΉ  Ћ Д ↓ˇ ¢ ̄  ЙΆ ŚŸ΅ ¥ Ķſ Аïê ›Έ Ê ŀ¯ ν ¢ Ä  śΉ  ¡  ι Ñſ Ńі  ĶΟ őŵŠšΎ ̄   ĶΟ À Ķˆ 
 Ñẁ ĶΊ ڈ ÑźŹŴŷˆ Á Ņ· ̄  Łź  ŗǼ őΎ ¢ ›Ŷˆ ¢ ›Ό ³ Ńŵ Ê ¬ Ķźŷſ Ä ¬  ŗǼ  śųˆ ¢  ŗΨ ›Ό  ι ̄   ĶǼ ŔΌ ›Έ ŔźŷźŵΈ

 ŗųˆ ¢  ι ĺųź ŅΎ ̄   Śⁿ ŚųΉ ¢ ›Ό  ŅΏ κ ¢  ╒ ¤ ¡  ̄  Ä ¢ ›Ό Є ̄  Ķ Ê ńſ ¤ ¡ ø ĶΡ  Í ń  ĶŷŹ΅ ̄  ›Έ Â ĶźΊ ¬  ŗ΅ ¤ ¡ 
 Ã ĶŸ΅ Śⁿ Ç Ä ›Ό  ŅΏ κ ¢ Œŷţźšˆ Є ̄  Ķ  ŗǼ ø ι ĺŷŶΉ ̄  ŗΆ ›Έ ĺźţˆ ¢ ‹ƒ » Ń¯ ÑųΉ ŗδ΅ Þ śŻΕ Ķǽ ЗŹ΅ ̄

ÑźǼ ¢ ̄   Ńƒ Ç ¬ ĶΎ ± Ñ΅  ĶΠΎ ń  ĶŷŹ΅ ̄  Â ĶźΊ ¬  ĶΞˆ ¢ ŕųź· ›Ό Śⁿ   ŅΏ κ ¢ Œŷţźšˆ Є ̄  Ķ Â ĶΉ ø›Ό Œ· ¢ Œ· ¢ Ç Ä ›Ό  ŗǼ 
 őŵΈ ³ ¢ Ś₧ƒ   ĶΠΎ ń  ĶŷŹ΅ ̄  Â ĶźΊ ¬  ĶΞˆ ¢ Ĺ΄ Ä  śƒ  ύǽ  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ  ŗ΅ ¤ ¡  ̄  Ä ¢ ›Ό Ĺ· Ķẅ Ń Ñůά ̄  ®  ╒ Ã ŗδǺ ̄  Ķ

 ø ι  ĶŢųˆ ¡ À ¢ ŗˆ  ĶΟ Á ĶΞŧŢˆ ¢  ╒  
  

   Śũά Ń΅ ŗŶΎ ڈ Ê ↓ŷŶź· ̄  Ķ  ŗǼ ÑΎ  ι  Ńŵ  ¢ ̄  ĶŶΌ  ¢ Ńˆ Ä ¬ Śũά Ń΅ ŗŶΎ ڈ  śˆ  ª Ń˙ Śˆ ¢
Ύ │  ŗǼ Śⁿ ŚųΉ ¢ ›Ό Â ŀˆ Ã ŗΫ Ä ¬  ŗǼ  ╒ ĺŷŶź· ̄  ĶÞ ι ø ĶΡ Í ń  ĶŷŹ΅ ̄  Â ĶźΊ ¬ Śⁿ  Ń ³ ¢  ι Ç ¬ Ķ

 ›Ώ ύǽ ŔΌ  Ń΅  ° ŗŹǽ  ŗ΅  Ķ₧ˆ ÑźǼ ¢ ̄  Ñ΅  ι ›ω ÑΎ ķŵŭΈ  ĶΞˆ ¢  ι ›ω ĹΈ ŗυ  ĶΟ ¤ ¡ ›Έ  Ķ₧ˆ ÑźǼ ¢ ̄
  ̄  Ä ¬  śŵŹѓ  ╓  
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 ÑΎ  ι Ê ̄  ĶΞΉ ĶǼ ŚŹǽ ¢  Śųˆ ¢  ŗ΅ ¤ ¡  Í ¬ ŗŸΈ ňųźΊ ¬ ¢  Ķ₧ˆ ¤ ¢ ø ι  ĶŹųΎ ¬ ÑΎ  śΉ  ŔΌ ŚΌ ›Έ
 ŕˇ ŗδǺ ЕũΫ ĶΟ  ¢ ̄  ĶŶΌ Śũά Ń΅ ŗŶΎ ڈ Ê ↓ŷŶź· ̄  Ķ Ê ̄  ĶŶΌ  ̄  Ä ¢ ›Ό Ňαźţˆ ¢  ̄  Ä ¢ œũΫÔ ĶΟ  Ķ₧ˆ ÑźǼ ¢ ̄
 Ñ΅  ╓ ›ǽ ŗˆ  Ń΅  ° ŗŹǽ  ŗųˆ ¢  ŃΆ ¢ ¤ ¡ ø ι Â ŗΰˆ ŔΌ ¢ őΎ ¢ ³ ¢  ι Ñẁ ĶΊ ڈ ÑźŹŴŷˆ  ŗǼ  ¢ ̄  ĶŶΌ  ̄  Ä ¢

 ³ Ķ Ј Ķ  ŗŵǽ  śŷΕ ̄    ¬ ¢ ŀůΨ  ĶΡ ι ̄  ›ω À ¢ ŗˆ  ĶΟ Е· ķźţˆ ¢  Ń  ŗΨ ›Ό  śŢΚ·  ╔  śˆ  ¦ Ä ̄   ╒
 ø ĶΠΎ ń  ĶŷŹ΅ ̄  ›Έ Â ĶźΊ ¬  ŗ΅ ¤ ¡  ŗ΅ ³ ¢  ĶΡ ι ̄  ›ω ›Έ  Ķ₧ˆ ½ ŗ· Śⁿ  śˆ  

  
   ›Έ ¥ ¬ Ķź΄ А  ĶšǼ Ķⁿ  ̄  Ķſ ŚŵŹѓ ķǼ ø ĶŢŪųź ŃΉ Á ŃΊ ¬ ø ι Á ± Ń·  ŗųźˆ  ¢ ̄  ĶŶΌ  ¢ Ńũδƒ

Ћ Д ↓ˇ ¢ ̄   ŗΨ А ŕΊ ŀŷſ   ℮Ά Ś₣ Ј ¡  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ  Ķ₣  ŗΨ ›Έ Ê ŅΎ ŃŴΉ ¢ Á ± Ń· ŗųźˆ ›Έ ŕˇ Ķ₧źⁿ ¢  ╒ 
  ĶΞˆ ¢ ›Έ Ê ŀŷΌ ķǼ  ŗΨ ›Έ  ŀźˇ  ĶŢŪųź ŃΉ Á ŃΊ ¬  ι Д ¡  ŗ΅  ̄  ¢ ŗά  Ń ŘŴŷˆ Ã ŗδ΅ ›ω ÑŢ ŕųź·
  Ķƒ  ŗΌ ›ω Ê ŀŷΌ Ј ŗ΅  ¢ Ńˆ Ä ¬ ›Ŷˆ ¢ ķŵŭΈ ø ĶźΆ  ĶŹ΅ ̄  ŚΌ Á ± Ń· ŗųźˆ  ŗ΅ Á ± Ń· ŗųźˆ  ŗΨ  ¢ ŗΌ ÑŶǼ Ńƒ

ω ⅜ Ķˆ  ╒  ¢ ↑Έ Ń  Ñźƒ ̄  Ķⁿ  ŀŠˇ ÑΎ ÑųΉ ŗδ΅  śˆ  ³ ¢ Ñ΅  ĶŹųΎ ¬  śΉ  ›Έ  ̄  Ķſ ³ ¢ ø ĶźΆ  ĶŸ΅  Ķũά ¢  ι ›
 Śⁿ ª Ń˙ ŇǼ ›Ÿ΅ ¤ ¡ Śⁿ  ŗǼ  ι  ĶźΆ  ĶŸ΅ ›Έ Ê ŀŷΌ ÑΎ  ĶŢŪųź ŃΉ Ωŷ  ̄  Ä ¢ ›Ό  śΊ  ńſ  ╓ ¡  ¢ ° ŗ₣
  ¤ ¡ Ѓ Ń  ╒ Â ¢ ›Ό  ¿ ŗ·  ╒ ³ ¢ ŗˇ Ä Á ŃΊ ¬ ›Ό ¿ ŗ·  ╒  śΏ  ¢ ¬ ↑Ŷˆ Œ· ¢ Œ· ¢  ŗǼ ŕųź· ›Ÿ΅

"...Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ ..."  ι ̄  ÑŸ΅ ›ω Ç Ä Â ŗγźǼ Śⁿ ¢  ι ̄  ÑŸ΅ ›ω ŘŦ΅ Â ŗγźǼ ÞÂ ŗγźǼ Â ¢ ø›Ό
 ›Έ ³ ¢  ̄  Ä ¢  ι  ĶŢŪųź ŃΉ Á ŃΊ ¬ Ê ̄  ĶŶΌ  ŗǼ ŕųź· ›Ÿ΅ Śⁿ  ŗǼ Þ›Ό  ι ̄  ÑŸ΅  ĶŢŪųź ŃΉ Ωŷ Þ›Ό
  śΉ  Ń΅  ̄  Ä ¬ ›ŹΉ ¢  ̄  Ä ¬ ›ω ¢ ›Ό ›Ώ ĶΞŷˇ ¡  ŗǼ А Â ¢ ›Ό  śΏ  ¢ ¬ ŗŶˆ  ŗǼ  ╒ ³ ¢ ŗˇ Ä Á ŃΊ ¬ Œ· ¢ Œ· ¢

  ŗǼ  ╒  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ  ̄  Ä ¢ Б Í ń Зź·  ŗ΅  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ Ê ̄  ¢ ¬ ÑΈ ® А Є ̄  Ķ  ĶŢŷǼ Ñźƒ ̄  Ķⁿ ›Ό Â ŗΰˆ  ╒ Ã ŗδǺ ̄  Ķ
 ŕǼ Þ ŗΌ   ŀŪά Ń  Ä ŀŷΌ  ŗˇ Ä  ι Ķǽ Þ ŗΌ À ¬ ŒΉ Ńэ  ι Ķǽ ›Ό Â ŗΰˆ  ŗǼ  ╒  
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  ĶźΆ  ¢ ̄  ¢ ŗΆ À Ķˆ ³ ¬  śŵŹѓ  śŷΓ ¡  ŗ΅ì  śˆ  ëòì  Ķź΅  ¢ ̄  ¢ ŗΆ  śΉ  ¤ ¡  ŗ΅ ŇαŷźΈ Еŷźˆ  ŗǼ  ̄  Ä ¢ ›Έ  śΉ  ¡ 
 ŗΨ Б  Í ń ЗŹ΅ ̄   Ń΅  ńų  ŗų ¡ Śⁿ ³ ¢ ̄  ŚųΉ ¢ "...Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ ..."  ι  ĶŸ΅  ŗ΅ Á ĶŶƒ  śΉ  ›Έ ›ω

  ŗ΅ Á ĶΠ· А  Í ° ŗŹΆ ŕųź·Þ ι Â Ķˆ ¡  ĶŷΊ ńǽ  Ń  Í ° ŗŹΆ Ç Ä ι  ŗǼ  ĶΞˆ ¢  ŗΨ  ĶŸ΅  ŗ΅  ̄  ¢ ŗά Ń  ŘŴŷˆ
 ›Ώ ύǽ  śˆ  ŒŷΊ ڈ ľźŧ¯  ̄  Ä ¢  ╓ ŖΎ ńų ¤ ¡  śˆ  ¢Þ ι Ê ̄  Ä Ń˘ Ç ¬ ĶΎ ± Śⁿ  ̄  Ä ¢  ĶΉ ńų  Ń΅ Ň΅

Ϋ ¢  śˆ  ¤ ¡ ›Έ ÑΎ Þ ╓ ø ╓ ŖΎ ńų Á ĶΠ· ŔΌ  Ń ÞŚΌ ›Ό ¿ ŗ· ŔΌ  ŗΨ  Ń ÑΉ ̄  Ä  ĶΠΉ Ä Ń΅ È ¬ Ä ̄  ŗ  
  

   Ã Ķϊ ø ι ›Έ  Í ̄  Ķſ  ╒ Â Ń΅ Ê ̄  ¢ ¬ ¢  ι ›Έ  Í ̄  Ķſ  ╒ ŇΈ ̄  Ķűά ̄  ¥ Ķſ Ê Ńũδƒ
 ŚŪά ¬ ŗˆ  śΉ  ŔΌ Þ›Ό  śΉ  ¢ Ń Śⁿ ¤ ¡ Ћ Ŕƒ ŗΆ ÑΎ Ń ŘŴŷˆ ̄   Ä ¢ Ã ŗΌ  śˆ  À Ķˆ ³ ¬  ŗΨ ›Έ  Ń

φ  śˆ  ›Έ Ã ŗ· ¢ Ä  śŷ∆ ¬ ŕˇ Ķⁿ  ̄  Ķǽ  ╒ ¤ ¡ ø Ķŷˆ Ĺυ ŚŪά ¬ Ä ›Έ  Ķˇ Ķ₣ ŚŪά ¬ ŗˆ  ŗΨ ‹ƒ  śŵ
  Ķƒ ĶǼ  ĶŸ΅ ŘŦ΅ Ĺυ ›Έ  Í ̄  Ķſ  ╒  Ķˇ Ķⁿ   śŵφ  ŗΨ  Ķ₣  ĶΎ ¡  śŵφ ķǼ ›Έ Â ŀˆ ³ ¢ø›ω ŚΌ  ╔ ŗΦ
 ø ι  ĶźΆ È ńſ  ŇγţšũųΎ ¢  ŀΎ Ķˇ Śⁿ ¢ ŕųź· Þ Ķ₣  Ķƒ ĶǼ  ĶΎ Ķ₤ ¢ Śⁿ À ¢ ŗˆ ›Έ  Í ̄  Ķſ  ╒  Ķˇ Ķⁿ ̄   Ä ¢  Ķ₣

Έ Ê ŀŷΌ őΎ ¢  ̄  Ä ¢  ╔ ŗΦ ›Έ  Ķˇ Ķⁿ Ê ŅΎ ŃŴΉ ¢  ŗΨ ‹ƒ  śˆ  ›Έ  ̄  Ķǽ ø ¢ ŗΌ ķťůΨ  ¢ ńſ  śŹΜΈ ø ╔ ŗΦ ›
 Þ ι ¥ Ķſ А  ĶΞŷˇ ¡ Ê ̄  ĶŶΌ ÑΎ ķŵŭΈ Þ śˆ  ŕˇ Ķⁿ  ╒ ‰ŷŵ΅ œſ  Ķź΅ ¹ Ä Ńˇ ŕˇ Ķⁿ  śΉ  Ћ І ĶΞŵΈ
 őΎ ¢ ›Έ  ³ ź ¢ Â ̄  Ķ Þ ι Ňũγźũγ΅ őΎ ¢  ¢ ̄  ĶŶΌ Ñ΅  ι  ĶźΆ  ĶŸ΅ ÑΎ ›Έ ŕˇ Ķⁿ ³ ¢  Ń Ã Ķϊ

  ι Ňũγźũγ΅ œŷŪδΉ őΎ ¢ ›Έ  ź ¢ Â ̄  Ķ  ι Ňũγźũγ΅ œŷŪδΉ"...Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ.." .  ŗǼ
 ňˇ ŗ΅ А  śŷ∆ ¬  ° Ä │  ° ŗΨ ŘŦ΅ ›Έ À Ķˆ È ńΎ ڈ őΎ ¢  śŵŹѓ  ›Έ  Í ̄  Ķſ  ╒ ДźΉ ŚŪά ¬ Ä Ê ̄  ĶŶΌ
 ¤ ¡ Ã Ķϊ  ̄  Ä ¢ ›Ό А Ã ŗδǺ ̄  Ķ  Œ· ¢ Œ· ¢ ŖΎ ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ ÑźǼ ¢ ̄  ÑųŠǼ ›Έ Ĺ· ĶǾ Śũά ¢ Þ ╓ ŖΎ Ń΅ ›ω
 Ã ŗΫ ŀˆ  Ä ¬  ø›Ό ¿ ŗ·  ╒  Ķˇ ¬ Œ· ¢ Œ· ¢  ̄  ŀΉ ¢  ╒ ŇγΏ κ ¢  őţΎ Ń΅ ŗŶΎ ڈ œŷŪδΉ ╒ ¤ ¡  ̄  ŀΉ ¢  ╒  
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  śΉ  Ķŷſ Ňũγźũγ΅ ¤ ¡  Ń ÑŴǼ ³ ¢  ̄  Ä ¢  ι ›ω ĹΈ ŗυ  ĶΟ ¤ ¡  ̄  ŀΉ ¢  ╒ Â ŀˆ  őΎ ¢  śˆ  ›Έ
 Śˆ ¢ øÃ ŗΌ  ĶŢΌ Ķǽ  ĶŷΎ ¬ ŚΌ  śˆ  ¹ Ä Ńˇ ›Έ І Ä ĶŢźǽ ÑΎ ø ĶΡ ŗΌ  őƒ ĶŹΆ Ĺυ Ç Ä  ŗΨ ŖΎ ° ŗΨ  śΏ  Ķэ  ╒

ⁿ ›Έ  Í ̄  Ķſ  ╒ Á ̄  Ķ ̄   śˆ  ª Ń˙  ╒  ĶŪųˇ Þ ι  ĶΌ ¢  ŃˆÞ ι  ĶŸ΅  ¬ ŗǿ śΉ  ¤ ¡ ø ι Ś
  Ń΅ ĶǼ Œ· ¢ Œ· ¢ Ê →ŷΈ  ╒ ¤ ¡ øŖΎ Ń΅ ›ω Ś₧΅ ÑΎ  ̄  Ä ¢ ›Έ  Í ̄  Ķſ  ╒ Ωˆ  ¢ ŗˆ Þ›Έ  Í ̄  Ķſ
 ›Ώ ¢ Ń΅  ŕŪδšũδǺ ̄  Ķ  ĺΎ ŗδΏ ¢ Ń ›Έ Á ± ̄  ŗΩ ŔΌ Ñ΅ ›Ό  ι ̄  ÑŸ΅  Ń΅ ĶǼ ›Έ  ̄  Ķυ ø›Ό  ι ̄  ÑŸ΅

 ›Έ œΎ ̄  Ñ΅ ›Ό  ι ̄  ÑŸ΅  Ń΅ ĶǼ ›Έ À ĶΠŷſ Ê →ŷΈ Ј ŗ΅ ø ╓  ± ↓ųźˆ  ĺΎ ŗδΏ ¢ Ń ŔΌ
  Ń΅ ĶǼ ›Έ À ĶΠŷſ Ê →ŷΈ Ј ŗ΅ ø ╓ ›Ώ ¢ Ä Ń΅ ŕŪδšźǺ ̄  Ķ  ĶΟ  ± Ä ¢ Ћ ŕΎ ¢ Þ ╓ ›Ώ ¢ Ä Ń΅ ŕŪδšũδǺ ̄  Ķ
  ĶΟ  ± Ä ¢ Ћ ŕΎ ¢ Þ ╓ ›Ώ ¢ Ä Ń΅  ŕŪδšźǺ ̄  Ķ  ± ↓ųźˆ ĺΎ ŗδΏ ¢ Ń ŔΌ ›Έ œΎ ̄  Ñ΅  ι  ĶΌ ̄  ÑŸ΅

Ñ΅  ι Ѓ ŗΌ Ĺ· Ä ¬ Зƒ ¢ ŚΌ ³ Ķ  ╒  ↓ųźˆ  ĺΎ ŗδΏ ¢ Ń  ŃΆ ¢ ø ╓ ›Ώ ¢ Ń΅  ŕŪδšũδǺ ̄  Ķ Śų ¡ Ç Ä 
  ŗǼ А  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ  ňά ŗΫ  ŚŪά ¬ Ä  ŗų ¡  Ń  ĶŢΎ ¬  ╒  Ń΅ κ  ŗ΅ ¤ ¡  śŻ·  ╒  śΉ  Ķ₧Ή  śˆ  ¢  ι Ê ̄  ¢ ¬  ĶΈ ®  

 ÑΉ ¢ ± Ä ̄    śŻ·  ╒íðï  ̄  ŀΉ ¢  ╒ Â ¬ íðê ⅜ ̄  ¢  ̄  Ä ¢  śƒ  ń ›ω  śŷǺ ĶΟ  ╒  Ń΅ ĶǼ ›Έ ňά ¬ Ä Â ¬ 
 ›ω  ĶΉ  ° ŗΨ  ╒  Ń΅ ¢ │ Ńǽ  śˆ  ¢  ̄  Ä ¢ Ѓ ń І  Ń΅ ›ω  ¢ ŀź    ° ¢ ̄  ¬  śˆ  ª Ń˙ ³ ¢ ›Έ ³ ¢  ι ДźΉ
  ĶŷŹųΎ ¬  ŗų ¡  ŗΨ Ç Ä  ĶΠŻΎ ¡   Łŷ  śˆ  Ã ĶŸ΅ ø ι ¥ ̄  Ä Ń˘ А ňά ŗΫ ŚẀ ŗΧ  А ňά ¬ Ä  ŗ΅ ŔΌ Ñ΅  Ķƒ ń

   ĶŸ΅  śΉ  ¤ ¡ ø ĶΠΎ ń" ›Έ Ã ŗǽ Ńǿ  ╒  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ ÞĺŷŶΉ ̄  ŗΆ » ¡  Ńѓ  ŁŷźšũųΎ ¢ Ê ¬ Â ¢ ± Ńˆ ÂÔ ¢ ¬
  śΏ  ̄  ĶΟ Ñ΅  ĶŸ΅  śΉ  ¤ ¡ ø ╖  ╔ ŗŹ΅ ¿ Ķⁿ Ä  śŻΉ  śŷŢ΅  Ñ΅  ι ÑΎ ›Έ ŕˇ Ķⁿ Śˆ ¢  ̄  Ä ¢ ŚŴźΏ ¡ ŚŶΟ

 śΉ  ĶΊ ńſ  ĶŢŵŪ΅ őţΎ Ń΅ ŗŶΎ ڈ œŷŪδΉ ŗǼ À ¬ Œ· ¢ Œ· ¢ Ñ΅  ι ÑŢ  ŗ΅ ňά ¬  Í ̄  ŗΧ ŕųź· Þ śŻ·  ╒ 
œΟ  ŕųź·Þ›Ό  ι ̄   ╔ ›ω ÑūǾ ¿ ŗ· ŘŦ΅  śˆ  ›Έ Â ¢ ›Ό  śΏ  ¡ ⅜ Ķˆ  ╒ ¤ ¡ ›Έ ŇγΏ κ ¢  
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Ǿ ›Έ  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ  ŔΌ Ñ΅ ›Ÿ΅ Śⁿ Ç Ä  ŃΆ ¢  ŖΎ ń  śŷ· ŗŹ΅   śΘůˇ  śˆ  Ĺυ  ̄  Ä ¢  ŗ΅ ¤ ¡  Ń  ŗΨ  ╓ ›· Ñū
"...Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ ..."  ╓ ›Ÿ΅ ÑΎ ›Έ ŕˇ Ķⁿ  śŷΓ ¢ ¤ ¡  Ń  ̄  Ä ¢  ╓ ŖΎ ń  śŷ· ŗŹ΅  śΘůˇ Ś₧΅  ̄  Ä ¢ Ã ĶΌ

 À ŗŹ΅ ¤ ¡ ¿ Ķⁿ Ä  śŻΉ  śŻΉ  ŗΨ  śŻ·  ╒  śΉ  ĶΊ ńſ ŚũγΎ ¢  ŚŪδ ¢ Þ  śŻ·  ╒  śΉ  ĶΊ ńſ  ĶŢŵŪ΅  śΏ  ̄  ĶΟ Ñ΅
 śΉ  ĶΊ ńſ  ¬ ¢ ŀůΨ А Ã ŗά →ŷΈ » Ń¯ ›Ό  ι ̄  śŻ· ╒ "...Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ ..."  

        
   ŗũΦ œšƒ ŗŵźΉ Ê Ńˇ ŗũΦ œšƒ ŗŵźΉ Ê Ńˇ ŗũΦ œšƒ ŗŵźΉ Ê Ńˇ ŗũΦ œšƒ ŗŵźΉ Ê Ńˇ : : : : ø śŻ·  ╒  śŷţźŶˆ   

  
  Ŕźŵˆ  ŀŶŧΈ Ê ŃˇŔźŵˆ  ŀŶŧΈ Ê ŃˇŔźŵˆ  ŀŶŧΈ Ê ŃˇŔźŵˆ  ŀŶŧΈ Ê Ńˇ : : : :  ╒  śŷţźŶˆ Ñůά ̄  ®  ╒ Ê →ŷΈ  ĶΎ  śŻ·  ╒ śŷţźŶˆ  ╒ Ê →ŷΈ 

 Ã ŗΌ  ĶΌ ̄  ÑŸ΅ ›ω ›Έ ¥ Ķſ ÑΎ Þ śŻ·"...Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ ..."  ŀΉ Ä ¬ ŘŦ΅  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ  ø ι ŕŪ΅ ڈ ¢ ↓ŷ΅ őΎ ¢ ÑΎ
 ̄  Ķˇ ¢ ›Έ » Ń˙ А   ŀΉ Ä ¬ ³ ¢ Þ śˆ  Ј ŗΌ ¹ Ä Ńˇ  śˆ Ĺυ Ã Ķϊ  ŗΨ » Ń˙ őΎ ¢ Ã ŗΌ  ĶΌ ̄  Ç Ķǽ  ĶΉ Ń΅ Ç

 À Ķˆ ³ Ķѓ ³ ↓źΈ Śũδ· ŗΧ Śų ¡ Þ ι  ĶźΆ  ĶŸ΅ Ç ¬ ¢ ̄  ¢ őźΉ Ĺυ  ι ЙΆ ŚŸ΅ ¥ Ķſ А Ç ¬ ¢ ̄  ¢ őźΉ
 őΎ ¢  ι ›Έ ³ ¢ Śⁿ Ç Ä  śŻΕ Ķǽ  ĶΉ ŗΌ  Ķź΅ ›Έ ňά ¬  Í ̄  ĶŶΌ ›Έ À Ķˆ  ŗˆ  ╔ ¢ Ä  śΉ  ¡  ̄  Ä ¢

 ÑΎ  śŻΕ Ķǽ  ĶΉ ŗΌ  Ķź΅  Ķź΅ Śⁿ  śŻ· ╒ ŔźŷźŵΈ' ≡Ώ Ķ À ¡  ' ³ ŃΏ ¢ ŅΎ ڈ  ŗǼ ŕųź· ›Ό ›Έ ³ ¢ ķˆ Ç Ä ›Ό 
 ›Ό ŖΎ ≡ǽ Śˆ Ĺυ Śũά ¢ ›Έ ³ ¢ ø›Ό ›ω ›Έ ³ ¢ ›Ό  ι ̄  Ç Ķǽ ŔΌ Á ¢ ŃΆ Ä Ń ³ ŗ₤  ŗǼ
 ¥ Ķſ  ŗǼ А  śΉ  Ń΅  ŗΆ κ  śˆ  ¢ ŕųź· ÞЙΆ Ј ύǽ  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ  ŀůΦ  śųˆ ¢  ̄  Ä ¢ ›₣ ›Έ ŕˇ Ķⁿ  śŵŹѓ  ŗǼ

 ½ ŗ·  śũΚǼ Ã Ä ¬ À ĶŤΈ Є ŗΈ Є ŗŹǽ ›Έ ŃΆ ¢  ̄  Ä ¢ ›ŹųΎ ¬  śˆ  ª Ń˙ Śˆ ¢  ŃΆ ¢ ¤ ¡  ι Þ œſ À Ķ
  śŻ· ╒ ‹ƒ ¢ ŗǿ Þœſ ›Έ  Í ̄  Ķſ  ╒ ŕŪδŶΟ ŇγŵźẄ Ä À ↓ŷźˆíí  ╒ ŕŪά Ä ̄  ŅΎ ̄   ŀūδ 

  Ķ₣  ĶŸ΅  ̄  Ķſ ŚŵŹѓ ÑųŠǼ  ĶŸ΅ ›ω  śΉ  ¤ ¡ ›Έ  Í ̄  Ķſ  ╒ Ѓ ̄  Ķⁿ  ̄  Ķˆ Ń  ̄  Ķſ ³ ¢ Þœſ ›Έ  Í ̄  Ķſ
  ̄  Ķˆ Ń ŔΌ Ñ΅  Ķ₣  ŀŠˇ  ύφ  ̄  Ä ¢  
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  śΉ  ŔΌ ŕųź·  ╓ ŖΎ Ń΅ · ŗήŬΈ  ŗ΅ Ѓ ̄  Ķⁿëí  ŗ΅ ŕˇ Ķˇ ŗˆ  ╒ Ѓ ̄  Ķⁿ  ̄  Ķˆ Ń Ñ΅  ĶŹųΎ ¬  śŷΚŸΈ 
 œſ ›Έ  Ķ₧ˆ ÑźǼ ¢ ̄   ̄  Ä ¢  ĶźΆ  κ ŀſ ›ω  ڈ ̄  ŗΦ ŕųź·  ĶźΆ  κ ŀſ  ŗ΅ Ã ŗά →ŷΈ ø ĶźΆ  ¢ ° Ä │  śˆ  ª Ń˙ Ň΅
  ╒ Á ¢ ŗ˜ ¿ ŗ· Śˆ Ķźˆ  Í ̄  ĶŶΌ  śˆ  ª Ń˙ ŇǼ Ñ΅ Ã ŗΌ  ĶŢΌ Ķǽ  ĶŷŸ΅ ÑΎ ›Έ ø ĶźΆ  ĶΎ κ ›ω Śⁿ

Έ Ķˆ  Ń΅ À ĶŶůΰˆ ¢  śˆ  ª Ń˙ ³ ¢ Ã ŗδ΅  ╒ Ç ŀŸ˜  śũΚǼ Д ↓ˇ ¢ ̄  ¤ ¡ ›Ό  ι ̄   ŗŹ΅  ¬ Ķůΰ˜ ¢  śŷ
 ķˆ ¤ ¡ » Ń¯ Ç Ä ø›Ό ›ω Í ¬ ¢ ̄  ¢  śųΓ ¡  ŗǼ Þ›Ό  śŢΕ Ķǽ ›ω  ĶΉ Ń΅ ¤ ¡  ŗǼ Ñ΅ ›Ό ι ̄
 Ã ŗδ΅ ›Έ  Í ̄  Ķſ  ╒ Ѓ ̄  Ķⁿ  ¬ Ķˆ Ń  ̄  Ķſ ³ ¢  śΉ  ¤ ¡ ›Ό  ι ̄   Ń΅ À ĶŶůΰˆ ¢   śŻ·  ╒  śŷ∆ ¬ ŕˇ Ķⁿ

 śΉ  ¤ ¡  ̄  Ķſ ŚŵŹѓ ÑųŠǼ  ĶŸ΅ ›ω øŚ₣ А ¥ Ķſ Ê ° ŗǽ Вό Ĺυ ›Έ  Í ̄  Ķſ  ╒ Ѓ ̄  Ķⁿ  ̄  Ķˆ Ń 
 ĶΌ ‹ŵΈ  Ä ¬  śΉ  ¤ ¡   śΒ   ° Ä Ń΅ őΎ ¢ ø Ķ₣  ĶźΆ  ĶŸ΅ Śⁿ  ̄  Ķſ ŚŵŹѓ Ñ΅  ŗǼ  ι  ĶŸ΅ ›Έ  Í ̄  Ķſ  ╒  ŅˆÔ

 È ńſ  ¬ ┘˜ ¢ ø ι  ĶŸ΅ Śⁿ  ̄  Ķſ ³ ¢  Ķ₣  ĶźΆ  ĶŸ΅ Śⁿ  ̄  Ķſ ŚŵŹѓ ›Έ  Í ̄  Ķſ  ╒ Ê Ń΅ ŗΫ  ŗ΅ Ã Ä ̄  ĶΡ ± Ä ̄
 Ä Ń΅ őΎ ¢  śΉ  ŔΌ Ñ΅  śŢΛ΅ ¤ ¡  ŃΆ ¢  Ķƒ ĶǼ ›ω  °òê  śΏ  ¬  Ń΅ Ř΅ κ òêê ›ω Ř΅ κ íê  ̄  Ä ¢  śΏ  ¬  Ń΅ Ř΅ κ 
 ŔΌ ø ╓ ŖΎ Ń΅  ° Ä Ń΅ őΎ ¢ ŔΌ £ ¢ìê ĶΌ Ř΅ κ   Ř΅ κ б Ķ Ř΅ κ  ̄  Ķǽ Ř΅ κ  Ä ¬ ŕųź· Þ śΏ  Ķ  Ń΅ ›ω  ŅˆÔ

  ̄  Ķſ А £ ¢  ̄  Ä ¢ ø›Ό   śŻ΅ìê  ŗΨ ø Ķ₣  śŻΕ Ķǽ  ĶΉ ŗΌ Ñ΅  ŗǼ  ι ›ω ÑΎ ›Έ ³ ¢  ╓ ŖΎ Ń΅ Ř΅ κ  
 őΎ ¢  ŀůΦ  ╒ őΎ ¢ śˆ  ª Ń˙ Śˆ ¢ śŷΓ ¡  ŗΨ ø ι  ĶΎ ¬  Ń΅ Â ύ˜ ¢  ĶΟ ³ ̄  ŗ őˆ ĶǺ  Þ ≡ţźŶΟ ÞŕŪδŶΟ

 ›ω ŚΌ Ê →ŷΈ » Ń¯  ŗΨ Þ ι ŕŪά ↑ũά ¢ ›Έ ŇγΏ κ ¢ őţΎ Ń΅ ŗŶΎ ڈ ›ω ŚΌ Ê →ŷΈ » Ń¯
 ‹Έ  źǽ  ╒ ³ ̄  ŗ őˆ ĶǺ ª Ń˙ А  ↓ũγΈ ĺźţˆ ¢ Þ ↓ũγΈ  śˆ  Ĺυ  ŗų ¡ ›Έ ŇǼ

 ≡ũγźųΎ Ä Śˆ Ĺυ Ñ΅  ι Ê ¬  Ń΅  Ķŷˇ ŗŹΆ Śⁿ ÑΎ  śΉ  ¤ ¡ ª Ń˙ ³ ¢ ø ╓ ŖΎ ń śΉ  Ķŷſ  śΒ  ›Ό 
 ›Ώ ĶţǼ  śˆ  Ã ĶŸ΅ ŕΊ ¬ Ķˆ ¤ ¡  Ñ΅  ι ÑΎ Ç Ä  ι À ¢ ŗˆ µ Ķǿ  ŗǼ ŕųź·Þ śŻ·  ╒ Ã Ä ̄  ĶΡ  ± Ä ̄

 ø ι ›ω  ŀŠˇ Śⁿ őΎ ¢ ›Έ  Í ̄  Ķſ ³ ¢ Þ ╓  
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Ŕƒ ŗΆ ÑΎ Ń ŘŴŷˆ Ê ŃˇŔƒ ŗΆ ÑΎ Ń ŘŴŷˆ Ê ŃˇŔƒ ŗΆ ÑΎ Ń ŘŴŷˆ Ê ŃˇŔƒ ŗΆ ÑΎ Ń ŘŴŷˆ Ê Ńˇ : : : :  ĶΟ Ã Ä ŀũΫ Ķˆìêũδ  ĶźΆ ¡  śˆ  Ã ĶŸ΅ Þ  Ķź·  Ń΅  ̄  ¢ ŅΌ  øÑ  
  

  Ŕźŵˆ  ŀŶŧΈ Ê ŃˇŔźŵˆ  ŀŶŧΈ Ê ŃˇŔźŵˆ  ŀŶŧΈ Ê ŃˇŔźŵˆ  ŀŶŧΈ Ê Ńˇ::::  śŻΉ Ñ΅  ś₣  ι ̄  Ç Ķǽ ŔΌ ÞЈ ŗΌ Śˆ ŗά ĶΈ ›ŶΌ Þ Í ¬ ŗŸΈ  ŗΨ 
   ĶΟ À ŁŷΈ Ê →ŷΈ  śŻΉ őΎ ¢ Ñ΅  ι  ĶŸ΅  śΉ   Í ¬ ŗŸΈ Д ↓ˇ ¢ ̄   śũΚǼ ›Έ ¥ Ķ˜ Ä Ńˇ А ŔźŷźŵΈ
  ╒  ĶŢŷǼ  Ńųź· Á Ń΅  śΏ  ̄  ĶΟ ³ ŗ₤ őΎ ¢  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ ЙΉ Þ›Έ Ķˇ ¬ ЙΉ őΎ ¢  śˆ  ª Ń˙ ³ ¢ Þ ι  ¢ ŗΌ Þ‰ŹΆ

  ╒  śΉ  κ ¬ ³  ¢ ŗˇ Ä  śˆ  ¢  śŷΈ Ķˆ ¥ Ķ˜ Ä Ńˇ А ŒΎ  śŻΉ  Ń  ̄  ĶΊ ¬ ¡  ╒ ДŶŸˆ  ŃųŵΈ ķˆ ŔΌ  śŻ·
  ĶΟ  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ ÑΎ ø ι Ś˚ Ķű·  ̄  Ä ¢ ›ƒ Ķſ Ј ŗΌ ŚŸ΅ І ¢ Ń ŚΌ Ä ›Ŷˆ ¢ Þ ι  ¢ ŗΌ ›ω  Ķũά ¢ ŕųź·  śŴŷΎ Ń΅
 ›Έ ŕˇ Ķⁿ Śⁿ ¢ ³ ¢  śˆ   Ń  ̄  Ä ¢  Ķź΅ ›ω  ¢ ̄  ŗΧ  ŗųΉ ¢ Þ ś₣  Í ŀ˜ Ä  śΉ  ¢ Ń  ŗǼ  śΉ  ³ ¢ Ñ΅  ι ´ Ä ¬

ſ  ╒ Á ¢ ŃΆ Ä Ń  Śⁿ őΎ ¢  śΉ  ³ ¢ ø ĶΎ ¬ À ¢ ڈ Á ¢ ŃΆ Ä Ń  ŁΉÔ Ķſ ŔΏ ĶǺ  ĶΎ Â ύ ŕŪųΎ ¢ ³ ŗ₤ Ј ŗ΅ ›Έ  Í ̄  Ķ
 ňˇ ŗ΅ ›Έ  Í ̄  Ķſ  ╒ ³ ¢  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ ›Έ Ã ŗΫ ¬  ╔ ¢ Ä  śΉ  ¡ Ñ΅  ĶΡ Ã Ä Ń΅  ŀźΈ ¢ ›Έ ø ι  ĶŹ΅ ̄  ›ω
 Ô ĶŢˆ Ń  ¬ ¢ Ä śŷΊ ¬  ╒ ŕˇ Ķⁿ  ╒ ŔŸΈ ĶŸΈ  ŗ΅  ³ ¢ Þ ι  śΏ  ¢ ̄  А ňų  ŚΊ ¬ Ä ̄  Ä  ŗǼ  ̄  Ä ¢ Б  Í Ń΅

 ¢ Ä  śŷΊ ¬ øБ  Í Ń΅  ŃΆ ĶǼ ¢  śŷΈ Ķˆ  ╒  ↓ˇ ¢ ̄   Ń΅ ĺźŶˆ ›Έ    ø ¬" ŀˇ ŔŢǿ"  
 

SHRI SHANKAR ROY CHOWDHURY (West Bengal): Mr. Vice 

Chairman, Sir. the President, in his Address, has carried out a very 

comprehensive and detailed survey of what the Government proposes to do 

in the forthcoming administration. In his Address, tribute has been paid to 

our officers and soliders who have made a supreme sacrifice in Kargil. It has 

also been mentioned that the Kargil conflict has also underlined the need for 

modernization of our defence forces. I wish to say that independent India has 

a long histroy of neglect and sidelining of our armed forces. This has 

generated an unhealthy degree of skepticism and cynicism within the armed 

forces. Almost all the Governments since independence have made promises, 

but they have not kept those promises. It is not good for the armed forces. It 
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is not good for the nation because it adds fuel to the feeling that God and 

soliders are remembered only in times of need, and thereafter they are 

forgotten. Kargil'99 is merely symbolic. Four hundred and sixty-two officers 

and men have been killed. I am going by newspaper figures. They may or 

may not be accurate. Six hundred and eighty-four officers and men were 

injured earlier. I would like to state that these figures are symbolic because 

this is the fifth time that Indian Army and the Indian Air Force have fought 

at this very place in Kargil. The first was in 1948, then twice in 1965 and the 

fourth time was in 1971. In 1999, it was the fifth time that our forces have 

fought the same enemy at the same place, that is, at Kargil. India achieved 

Independence on 15th August, 1947. The Indian Army and Air Force was in 

action in Kashmir within three months, that is, on 27th October, 1947 and, 

since them they have fouth three general wars with Pakistan; one general 

war with China; and an almost continuous succession of insurgencies, proxy 

wan and internal security operations. A saying has come up in the Army that 

the nation has been at peace, but the Army has always been at war. As a 

resul. of this, in addition to the figures that I have quoted in regared to 

Kargil, which, I say, are only symbolic, since 1947, the Defence Forces have 

lost in the neighbourhood of approximately twenty thousand soliders and 

about three times that number have been injured. One hopes this 

Government will honour the promises it has made because armies, navies 

and air forces are not created overnight. They require time, they require 

money, they require attention, they require dedication and I would like to say 

that they also require love. The defence expenditure has been a subject about 

which 

all parties have said that it should be reduced. This is logical, but I am afraid 

it is not applicable to our country because we live in a very unstable and 

dangerous part of the world. It is incorrect to view defence expenditure as a 

mere question of defence versus development; rather, I think, we must 

reorient our outlook and visualise defence expenditure more in the nature of a 

life insurance for the nation. It has to be paid. The Government must make' 

up its mind to devote three per cent of the G.D.P. to defence, on a sustained 

basis. The defence forces also base their development on a series of Five Year 

Plans, internally drawn up, internally scrutinised, internally presented. For 

example, the 8th plan was from 1992-97 and the 9th defence plan is, 

hopefully, in progress from 1997, which will last till 2002. But I regret to say, 

Mr. Vice-Chairman, that our defence plan has been a total farce because 

finances have neither been adequately allotted, nor have they been allotted on 

an on-going basis. 

I now come to the question of civilian control over the defence forces. 

Civilian control over the defence forces is the very basis of a democratic 

system, and it is the basis of the democracy that we run in India also. But I 

am afraid civilian control of the armed forces pertains to civilian, political 
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control. It has been aberrated, it has been distorted, in our country to mean 

civilian bureaucratic control and there is a great deal of heart-burning within 

the Services on this issue. This is not good for our armed forces, is not good 

for our country, is not good for our Government. 

This must be corrected by giving the Armed Forces their requisite say is 

decision-making in departmental matters of defence as well as in national 

security. The present Government in its previous incarnation, if I may use 

the word, had proposed the integration of the Service Headquarters with the 

Ministry of Defence so that the Defence Forces would have a direct say in 

decision-making on the Armed Forces. I would urge upon the Government, 

when they develop the defence planning further, to see that this plan is put 

into execution. 

Procurement procedures for equipment must be simplified and revised, 

because these procedures take an unusually and unduly long time to finalise. 

The price of an equipment, which is contracted for at a particular period of 

time, by the time the procedural formalities are completed, increases 

manifold. We speak of inflation. Seven per cent inflation is the usual figure, 

but as far as defence equipment is concerned, inflation figures are more, in 

the region of 20 to 30 per cent a year. So, if we think of acquiring a piece of 

equipment in one year, if our decision-making process takes three years, 5 

years, 10 years or 15 years, by the time we agree to accept that equipment, 

the whole price is beyond our reach. 

I have recently read in the papers that the Government has decided to 

acquire new equipment for the Army and the Navy, without going into the 

details, may I say that procurement of these equipments were proposed five 

to ten years ago. And now, under the impetus of the Kargil operations, under 

the impetus of the Kargil blood-letting, we have now suddenly woken up and 

have decided to import these equipments. This is not a new story, it has been 

happening since 1962. After every war we have fought, similar pious 

sentiments have been expressed and, after a while, they have been quietly 

forgotten. 

Structured plans for acquisition of equipment are drawn up, are ignored, 

are delayed, until there is an operation, men get killed, officers get killed, 

and then, suddenly, there is a rush to spend money to acquire-equipment. 

This must not happen in future. 

The proposed integration of the Ministry of Defence and the Service 

Headquarters must be done on principles of modern management. They are 

top heavy; they are unwieldy and they must be restructured to enable a fast, 

quick and a streamlined modern decision-making. 
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The National Security Council has been established, but I do note there is a 

grievous omission. The National Security Council, incidentally, is not a new 

idea. It was there is 1947, when Lord Louis Mountbatten, the first Governor-

General, proposed, a Cabinet Committee on Defence, in which the then 

Prime Minister, the then Defence Minister, the Home Minister and other 

Ministers were part of. In that Committee, the three Chiefs were Attending 

Members. I notice that in the National Security Council, • as presently 

constituted by the present Government, the three Chiefs are not Attending 

Members. I think this lacuna should be removed. 

The Arun Singh Committee Report, which was formulated sometime in 

1980, has been gathering dust. I am aware of the contents, but since it is a 

matter of detail, I would not like to go into it here. The Arun Singh 

Committee Report must be studied and implemented. 

As far as indigenisation of the equipment is concerned, the Defence 

Research and Development Organization plays a very major role in this. 

Allocation to the DRDO must be increased. I would like the Government to 

ensure that the DRDO is also held accountable and responsible for the 

progress of the various experimental measures that they are taking so that we 

have, at the end of their efforts, something tangible on the ground. We had a 

long history of projects which have gone on almost permanently; at the end 

of it, the desired equipment is still nowhere in sight. Defence production 

factories, ordnance factories, defence public sector units, must have similar 

norms of accountability These norms should be imposed upon them. They 

must be made to understand that what our Armed Forces require is good 

equipment at compatible prices, of a compatible quality, in a compatible 

time. With that, I will conclude my statement this evening, by thanking the 

President for his Address. Thank you, Sir. 

SHRI KULDIP NAYYAR (Nominated): Mr Vice-Chairman, Sir, thank 

you very much. I want to draw your attention, the attention of the House, and 

the attention of he country, to the diplomatic aspects of the Kargil opeation. I 

want to commend the Prime Minister for having led the whole thing with 

sagacity and restraint and we have come out very successfully. I want to 

know about the meetings between Mr. Niaz Naik and Mr. Misra. There were 

about five visits to Pakistan and to India. We do not know what was behind 

them. It has been said that they had the official blessing. But what was it 

about? I am told this was part of the agreement reached in Lahore. The 

House, the nations does not know about it. What was it? It has been said that 

Mr. Nawaz Sharief had paid the price? Is it so? The information is that he has 

been beaten up two or three days ago. I am sure that the Government is 

aware of that. If Mr. Nawaz Sharief has paid the 
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price for trying to reach an agreement with Vajpayeeji, then, don't we have 

any duty? 

I would like to know whether it is a fact that Mr. Clinton, President of the 

U.S.A. was very emphatic that we should talk to the military Government in 

Islamabad. Our Prime Minister has very rightly rejected it. But is it a fact 

that there is a pressure that we must talk to Gen. Musharraf? As our Foreign 

Minister had said earlier, there will be no talks with Pakistan until they end 

the cross-border terrorism. Unless there is some kind of a democratically-

elected Government the, we cannot talk. Now whom should we talk to? This 

takes me to the question on our side of Kashmir. Sir, Pakistan has taken itself 

out of purview. But we must do something on our side of Kashmir. Kashmir 

is Kashmir. There were allegations from very responsible persons. Two 

former Union Ministers, Mufti Saheb and Soz Saheb, have stated that the 

elections in Kashmir were rigged. If that is so, what has been done? Don't we 

have any duty? I personally think, this matter calls for the appointments of a 

parliamentary committee to go into these allegations. 

Let us talk to the people in Kashmir because it is very important. We are 

not after the territory, we are wanting the people of Kashmir with us. And 

this Parliamentary Committee may be able to know what is happening there. 

The TADA which does not exist in the rest of the country is still operating in 

Kashmir and people are detained without any rhyme or reason. From all 

sources it is clear that, the administration in the state exists only on paper and 

it does not exist on the ground. Don't we owe any duty to that part? When we 

are enjoying democracy in the country, should not the people of Jammu and 

Kashmir also enjoy democracy? It is no use only sending forces. Maybe you 

have to deal with terrorism, but I am reminded of an incident. One Chief 

Minister of Jammu and Kashmir—who is now dead—came to New Delhi to 

talk to the Prime Minister of that time here—also dead—and said, "I want 

two factories or two public sector undertakings in Kashmir". And the reply of 

the Prime Minister was, "I can give you two divisions, but I cannot give you 

two factories." Now, if you are not willing to invest there, if our problem is 

always that we have to win it over through some kind of force, the police or 

the army, then, what message are we sending about our democracy, what we 

stand for? All the time we are saying that we are going to help them 

economically. Vajpayeeji also said so. But there is nothing reaching there. 

And there is so much of corruption. I very much emphasise that the 

Parliamentary Committee must be appointed to go to that place to tour the 

State and also try to negotiate with the people there and talk to them and also 

find out if the election which has been held has been a rigged one. I mean, 

the percentage of polling has been so low. In that case, maybe there is a need 

for fresh elections. Let us have a fair and independent election. We want 

Kashmir. It is part of our country. But we should also see 
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to that is democracy there. As I said, they also Know what democracy is in 

this country. My feeling is that the problem in Jammu and Kashmir has been, 

for years, that while we have practiced one kind of democracy here, it has not 

really been allowed to be applied there and we are in the midst of this kind of 

trouble. 

Probably, somewhat the same thing is in the north-east. Not many people 

go there. But whenever you go there, you feel as if democracy is not allowed 

to prosper there. I recall, when I was briefly India's High Commissioner in 

London, Phizo died. He said, "My demand, my experiment has been wrong. 

Nagaland must have some kind of status within India". If it is within India, 

then, what is the problem? We can apply Article 370 there also. That is not a 

problerm. Autonomy can be given. But is anybody making some effort about 

these things? 

I think the Vajpayeeji Government will tomorrow be judged on the basis of 

how it solves the two problems—the north-east and the Jamu and Kashmir. I 

am not talking of Pakistan. I am talking of our own area. How do we sort out 

these problems? 

Lastly, Sir, I would like to lodge a complaint. A caretaker Government is a 

care-taker Government. Parliament consists of two Houses, the Rajya Sabha 

and the Lok Sabha. I tried my best. I wrote about it. I wrote to the President. I 

wrote to the Prime Minister saying, "This is the Rajya Sabha. Let it meet. Let 

it have some kind of say on the Government. Nobody heard me. I think the 

time has come when the Rajya Sabha must assert itself. The Rajya Sabha is a 

part and parcel of the Parliament and some method should be evolved 

whereby the Rajya Sabha is also taken into confidence. When the Kargil 

conflict was going on, at least, the Members of the Rajya Sabha should have 

been informed about the whole conflict. But it was not done. It is really a 

tragedy. As far as I am concerned, I can say: "Look here, I have been here for 

two years. There have been two elections within six months and my period 

has shrunk by two, three months." I request that the role of the Rajya Sabha 

should be discussed separately. The Rajya Sabha, being a Council of States, 

is a continuing House. This House must have a check on Caretaker 

Governments. 

SHRIMATI JAYANTHI NATARAJAN: Sir, I rise unfortunately not to 

endorse the Address of the Hon'ble President to the Joint Session. Sir, I have 

been carefully listening to the speeches that were made yesterday and today. 

"While, on the one hand, I deeply appreciate the Government for extending 

the olive branch towards the Opposition, seeking reconstruction of India, 

seeking regeneration of India, seeking a constructive basis on which to build 

the country for the future—indeed, this should be the endeavour of every 

single citizen of the country and I welcome this attempt on the part of 
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the Government— I would like to place on record that it is not so easy to 

brush aside a fundamentally flawed foundation, it is not so easy to forget the 

past thirteen months, the past elections that have taken place, the important 

events that have been dispatched with a certain cavalier attitude because these 

are events which have a pfofound and far-reaching significance for not just 

today's Indians, but the entire future generation of India, and I speak, Sir, 

particularly for the women of this country who have had, till today, very little 

say in decision-making, very little say in the process of decision-making. 

How can we embark upon a reconstruction that is based upon a 

fundamentally flawed foundation? How can we embark upon a reconstruction 

which is based on an election mandate that has been secured without any 

fundamental principles or ideology? How can we embark upon a 

reconstruction by forgetting the tremendous sacrifice made by nearly 500 

jawans and by over 600 of them who were wounded. Sir, celebrating the 

victory diwas in Srinagar, on the death of our soldiers, was an act which was 

extraordinarily in bad taste. There were intruders in Kargil. We have 

differences of opinion. We believe, the Government has been guilty of gross 

negligence in allowing the intruders to come in the first place. Many of us 

believe that the Prime Minister embarked from Pakhran to Kargil by bus. But 

the events at Pokhran set off what happened at Kargil and there has been a 

gross negligence. But these are not matters to be spoken of lightly. Therefore, 

I will not speak of them lightly. I will only say that it was extraordinarily in 

bad taste; to celebrate it as a victory day because it was certainly not a victory 

day for the families of those jawans who were killed, for those jawans who 

were wounded, for those widows and children who are languishing without 

the members of their families who were killed in the war. It should have been 

a day of mourning; it should have been a day of introspection, it shold have 

been a day when the country took stock of what stand it had taken, why these 

lives were lost; why we are not able to build bridges of friendship with our 

neighbours, why it has become a gesture of strength to take on our 

neighbours and kill people. What happened to the legacy of the freedom 

movement? Sir, this is a fundamentally flawed theory on which the concept 

of a jingoistic nationhood is sought to be created by the present Government, 

which I deeply regret. How can we forget the terrible consequences of 

nuclear weaponisation? Sir, I find it utterly appalling when they make this 

claim that the bomb and Pokhran tests had enhanced our prestige. I have no 

hesitation in standing up here and saying that this country does not need 

nuclear weapons. I know, many of my colleagues may disagree with me, but I 

have very good reasons for saying this. How do we forget the terrible 

consequences of this nuclearisation? Sir, how do we forget, above all,—just 

not based upon the past, even based upon what Mr. Advani, the Home 

Minister, has said,—based upon what the President's Address has said. 
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the dangerous sugar-coated fascism that is being offered by this Government 

as a palliative for instability, a fixed term for the Lok Sabha, a fixed term for 

Parliament? Sir, it is fascism, a sugar-coated fascism, and I will come to that 

later. Therefore, these are fundamentally flawed theories which have been 

offered to a troubled nation because they have been coated with sugar and 

presented to us as a panacea for all evils. Sir, the Twelfth Lok Sabha was one 

of the shortest Lok Sabhas in the history of India, and I think—and I stand 

correct if I am wrong—it was the shortest Lok Sabha in the history of this 

country. It lasted for 412 days. We all know the troubled history of the 

Twelfth Lok Sabha; there is nothing for me to go into it any more. 

As regards the Thirteenth Lok Sabha, Sir, I would like to make here one or 

two very important points. Sir, the Thirteenth Lok Sanha elections were 

fought and the mandate that was secured by the ruling party is a mandate that 

was secured by a Coalition that exists without ideology. Sir, I am sorry to say 

that far from moving from the basis of ideology into a cohesive alliance, it 

seems to me—and I say with responsibility and I say with respect—that in 

my own State, Tamil Nadu, the Parties like the DMK and the AIADMK 

which were on opposite side of the spectrum have simply changed over to the 

other side to suit their own purposes. I ask myself, "What ideological basis is 

it that these Parties have shifted their stand and have gone over to a 

completely opposite side?" Sir, this has happened all over the country. This 

has happened in Haryana, this has happened in Tamil Nadu, this has 

happened all over the country. Sir, the reason why I am pointing out this is 

not to score a narrow political point. It is easy for Mr. Advani and for the 

Prime Minister to say, "We put all the contentious issues on the backburner. 

We will not talk about the contentious issues. Let us talk about building the 

nation." But I have a major problem here, Sir, because the parties which are 

part of the NDA in Tamil Nadu, for example, the PMK and the MDMK, in 

their election manifesto have said that they will seek a separate EELAM in 

Sri Lanka. The BJP has, of course, kept out of this by not having a manifesto 

at all. The BJP I think, is equally significant, which has given the Prime 

Minister to this country, or, in whose name these elections were won does 

not even have a manifesto. 

SHRI SANGH PRIYA GAUTAM: Last year, we had our manifesto and 

we were working on that. ...(interruptions)... 

SHRIMATI JAYANTHI NATARAJAN: The NDA had a manifesto. The 

BJP did not have it. Sir, certain things, which I say, I can only say, based on 

what I believe in. Sir, I cannot make certain people understand; it is not 

possible. It does not lie within my capacity to make those people understand, 

nor is it my duty! Therefore, this manifesto stands for a better ideology. I 

don't want to take much time of the House. There are only two or three 
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remarks which I want to refer to. Nobody can dispute when I SAY that every 

single item in the NDA's manifesto is almost the same as that of the Congress 

Party's manifesto. So, what the BJP and the other NDA parties have really 

done is this. They cobbled together an alliance for the purpose of coming to 

power, and these things, according to me, is suspect. All right, they have 

come to power. But I now call upon them to make sure that the conflicting 

claims of their various partners—for example; the PMK has now said in 

Tamil Naidu that they should allow the sale of liquor, that they should allow 

the sale of arrack, that they should liberalize the prohibition regime, are 

resolved. The Chief Minister of the State has already said that it is not easy to 

do so. But there are divergent, totally divergent views, on very important 

issues among the alliance partners. The only reason why they have come 

together is for the sake of power. And, therefore, to call this a mandate from 

the people, is, I think, stretching the truth a little too far. Another very 

important issue about the elections— Sir, I will not take much time of the 

House—is that these elections have never, in the history of this country or 

any other country, been characterized by such a low level of debate. Again, I 

do not want to waste the time of the House. I am deeply disturbed, as a 

citizen and as a woman, at the kind of talk on the women of the country that 

senior leaders of the NDA have indulged in. Mr. Pramod Mahajan compared 

Mrs. Sonia Gandhi, the President of the Congress Party, with Monica 

Lewinsky. How can a Cabinet Minister refer to a Leader of the Opposition 

like that? Comparing her with Monica Lewinsky. What did Mr. George 

Fernandes say? He said....(Interruptions). 

Please, let me make my speech. (Interruptions) 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SANATAN BISI): Gautamji...(Interruptions) 

SHRI SANGH PRIYA GAUTAM: Earlier, you were in <he Congress 

Party. Now you are talking about other parties. You have crossed the floor. 

What for? Everybody is sitting here for power. 

SHRIMATI JAYANTHI NATARAJAN: What are you talking about? I 

am saying that this election has been characterized by an extraordinary low 

level of attack against women. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Who started this? 

SHRIMATI JAYANTHI NATARAJAN: Shri Pramod Mahajan started it; 

Shri George Fernandes started it, Dr. Murli Manohar Joshi continued it; and 

the Prime Minister did nothing to stop it. It was an extraordinarily low attack 

on women. It is a shame; it is a blot on Indian civilization. You should be 

ashamed of yourself to be sitting there. (Interruptions). 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SANATAN BISI): Madam, please 

conclude now. 
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SHRIMATI JAYANTHI NATARAJAN: Yes. I am coming to the next 

point. I will make just two more points. The other issue that I would like to 

talk about K...(Interruptions). The House has been extended. (Interruptions). 

The House has already been extended. The other issue that I would like to 

raise is that the lead motive of this Government seems to be to militarize, to 

muscularise and to masculanize. We say, we are together, we are a great 

people. We welcomed the Bomb. We say that we have joined the elite 

nuclear club. But then, Sir what is there to be so proud about a weapon of 

destruction that was cynically tested on the Buddha Purnima day? We are 

celebrating the 50th anniversary of Independence and the Prime Minister, in 

one stroke, totally erased the legacy of the freedom movement, the Panch 

Sheel, non-alignment, non-violence and the dream of a world of alternatives. 

Sir, there was so little a debate on the cynical attempt by the BJP to create 

this jingoism. I just want to read this and then I will conclude. The concerned 

citizens of this country are saying this. 

Whilst applauding the undoubted capability of our scientific and 

technological community, let us understand clearly that there was never any 

doubt or question and it certainly did not need these five tests to denonstrate 

about the talent of our scientific community. For the BJP to claim political 

mileage and the credit for acting tough and decisively is another myth. Those 

who have made these tests possible have been working quietly and invisibly 

for over two decades and every government in power has contributed to that 

process. There is no question that the nuclear—haves, as with many in the 

developed world, have demonstrated cynical double standards with regard to 

the less well-to-do countries. Sir, in fact, the CTBT, and the need for total 

disarmament have been appreciated by everybody. Equally, our right to 

develop our technological and scientific base is unquestionable and has been 

demonstrated in countless ways. Today, we have forfeited that position. 

Today, we have voluntarily chosen to forfeit that position and given up the 

intrinsic civilizational values for which this country has been respected the 

world over, for some questionable short term gains and the right to join 

precisely those nations and that club whose values we have ridiculed in 

public fora all over the country. Most importantly, Sir, we have lost, or, 

certainly postponed, an invaluable opportunity to build peace in our own 

region and we have more certainly laid the ground for another arms race. 

6 P.M. 

Just look at the number of things that this one bomb could have cost us. 

This one nuclear bomb can finance the construction of 3,200 houses for the 

rural poor under the Indira Awas Yojana. Each Agni missile can finance 

annual operation of 15,000 grassroot rural primary health centres. Each 

missile production facility can finance two time, more than what the Central 
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Government had funded in 1998-99 for treating 7,50,000 hectares of rain-fed 

areas under the watershed development programme. So, the list goes on. We 

are trying to create a nation where the women of this country have no choice 

at all. All that we want to do is to prove the macho credentials of this nation 

by creating some pseudo security problems when the people are actually 

suffering from lack of drinking water and housing for all. 

Finally, since Mr. Jaswant Singh, the hon. External Affairs Minister is here, 

I would just like to make one plea to him. In the forthcoming SAARC summit 

there is a proposal, the SAARC Convention on Preventing and Combatting 

Trafficking in women and Children for Prostitution. This is a draft which is 

going to be signed by all the SAARC countries and India has drafted this. The 

draft is seriously deficient in many ways because it just provides for 

commercial prostitution and trafficking in women when money is exchanged. 

It does not provide for the kind of trafficking that goes on in domestics, it 

does not provide for the kind of trafficking in which children are abused, both 

sexually and as domestic workers. Many NGOs have approached the External 

Affairs Ministry with certain corrections to this draft. I am told that the 

Ministry had given them a very poor hearing. I would like to make a personal 

plea to the hon. External Affairs Minister that before the SAARC summit, 

please talk to us so that certain very important concerns that have been raised 

by the NGOs regarding trafficking in women and children can be at least 

presented to the Government before India becomes a signatory. 

My last point is about Cauvery. In fact, I had given an amendment. But, 

unfortunately, I was not here to move the amendment. Therefore, it could not 

be incorporated. The President's Address does not mention a word about 

Cauvery. Half the election was fought on what the BJP Government has 

prided itself, that is, solving the Cauvery water problem. What has happened 

now is that rains have come and, therefore, the problem does not have the 

crucial edge which it had earlier. Cauvery is the life blood of Tamil Nadu. It 

represents the difference between life and death to the people of Tamil Nadu. 

I don't want to waste time by going into the history of it. The fact is that it has 

gone up to the Supreme Court; it has gone up to the Cauvery Water Tribunal 

and since 1974 we have had over 30 discussion, bilateral talks, between 

Karnataka and Tamil Nadu. The people of Tamil Nadu have over 22,000 

hectares of land where the crops are completely failing unless the rain comes. 

The Government of Karnataka continues to build dams. I am not going into 

that. The process of dialogue was on. The Prime Minister had called the 

Chief Ministers for a meeting and the Karnataka Chief Minister said that he 

was unwell and unable to attend the meeting. I am not casting any aspersion. 

Some say it was because of the elections. Now, there is a 
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complete silence on Cauvery issue. I deeply regret that the President's 

Address has not made any reference to how he hopes to solve this problem. 

There are three or four doctrines which are used to solve the problem. One 

geographical question is this—since the waters begin in Karnataka whether 

Karnataka has a prior right as an upper riparian State or whether free flow of 

water should be permitted to the lower riparian States. All these issues need 

to be sorted out. I would, therefore, urge upon the Government, through you, 

Sir, not to wait till it reaches a flash-point and riots take place next year and 

to immediately start a dialogue when the rains have come and when 

everybody is very cool-headed to solve the very important problem of 

Cauvery Water. Otherwise, this will create unnecessary tension between two 

friendly neighbouring States. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SANATAN BISI): Hon. Members, I have 

to make an announcement. The hon. Minister, Shri Jaswant Singh, has jot 

some other appointment. He will make the statement tomorrow and 

clarifications will also be taken up tomorrow. 

THE MINISTER OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS (SHRI JASWANT SINGH): 

Sir, let me make the statement today and the clarifications can be taken up 

tomorrow. I did not want to fracture the discussion that is taking place on the 

President's Address. 

SHRIMATI JAYANTHI NATARAJAN: Sir, the statement can be made 

tomorrow. 
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SHRI VAYALAR RAVI: Sir, once a decision has been taken. It should not 

be changed every time. 

SHRI JASWANT SINGH: Sir, there is another request which I have to 

make. I would explain why this House should sit for some more time. The 

other House is currently voting on the Constitution Amendment Bill for 

extension of the reservation for Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes and 

that message has to come to this House which will enable this House to take 

up that business. That is another reason why we should continue. 

SHRI KAPIL SIBAL (Bihar): Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, I consider it a 

privilege to participate in the discussion on the President's Address. But 

because of paucity of time I will limit my comments to one or two topics. In 

fact, I will focus the attention of the Government to Para 10 of the President's 

Address which enunciates, what is called, the Draft Nuclear Doctrine'. Para 

10 says that this Draft Nuclear Doctrine has already been prepared and 

presented for public debate. I think this is for the first time in the history of 

any country that a Draft Nuclear Doctrine prepared by the NSAB is being 

presented for public debate without the Government first enunciating its 

position. We still do not know what the Government's stand on the doctrine 

is; and yet, we are asked to participate in public debate. But having said that, 

let me go into some basic features of this doctrine because like everything 

else in the President's Address, which is replete with platitudes, there is no 

reference to the prevailing ground reality. What is being evolved in this draft 

nuclear doctrine is the concept of a credible minimum nuclear deterrent. 

Now, it is very important to understand this concept. What is a credible 

minimum nuclear deterrent? With reference to which nuclear power are we 

talking of a minimum nuclear deterrent? We do not know that yet. We know 

for a fact that Russia today has 11,000 nuclear warheads. We know for a fact 

that the United States has 8,500 nuclear 
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warheads; Ukraine has 1,500 nuclear warheads; Khazakhstan has 600 nuclear 

warheads; China has 300 nuclear warheads; Belarus has 36 nuclear 

warheads, and in the times to come, probably Iran, Iraq and some other 

countries also would join the list. Israel itself has 300 nuclear warheads. We 

will also develop them in the years to come. So, with reference to which 

country are we talking about this and for whom is this, deterrent meant? 

When we talk of the concept of a minimum deterrent, it must be with 

reference to some country. And when we talk of the credibility of the 

deterrent, when we talk of a credible minimum deterrent, the credibility must 

be with reference to some country. It may not be credible for the United 

States. It may not be credible enough for Pakistan. But in this draft nuclear 

doctrine, what is mentioned is that it is with reference to every country in the 

world. This credible minimum nuclear deterrent will be applicable with 

reference to every country. I don't understand this First, the Government 

must explain what this concept means. Then, Sir, what is even more strange 

is the statement in this draft nuclear doctrine of 'no first use'. In other words, 

India will never use it first, so, we will wait for somebody to attack us. The 

deterrent is meant to deter others form attacking us. But when somebody 

attacks us,—because it is a 'no first use' doctrine—we should have adequate 

capacity, adequate retaliatory capacity, to respond. If somebody attacks us,—

we do not know who that somebody is—them, we will have to assess 

whether there are enough nuclear arsenals in our possession so that we are in 

a position to retaliate adequately. The third aspect of this doctrine is that we 

will not use our nuclear weapons against any non-nuclear State; also, we will 

not use these weapons against a country which is not aligned with any 

nuclear weapons State. 

These are the three broad features of this doctrine. I don't want to go into 

other technicalities because we have very little time. But one of the features 

which I wish to point out is that this nuclear doctrine is based on a triad 

concept, that we must have an aircraft which can deliver warheads; we must 

have mobile land-based missiles, and we must have sea-based missiles. This' 

is the triad. In other words, we must have nuclear capacity in the form of 

aircraft, mobile land-based missiles and sea-based missiles. Now, having said 

that, the question is: What are the cost involved? For the first time again, we 

have a draft doctrine, without referrence to the costs. I will indicate to the 

Members of this House that the making a nuclear bomb itself is only seven 

per cent of the cost. The deploying of the bomb is 55.7% of the cost. The 

targeting and the control-mechanism is 14.3% of the cost. Defending 

ourselves against an attack is 16.1% of the cost. So, for developing a nuclear 

arsenal, for developing a bomb, you are only deploying 7% of your 

resources. The balance of 93% has yet to come. And here is a draft doctrine 

which does not even tell us where the resources are going to come from. 
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Let me just give you an idea as to what these resources will entail, 

supposing we were to develop a nuclear-attack submarine fleet. One nuclear-

attack submarine of the quality of the 'Sea-Wolf, which belongs to the United 

States, cost nine billion dollars. The total investment that the Government of 

India expects under the FDI in a year, which a part of the President's 

Address, is ten billion dollars and so far, we have never got more than three 

billion dollars. So, to develop one sea-based missile launch carrier, we have 

to spend nine billion dollars. From which are you going to get the money? 

Why are you trying to fool the people of this country, just as in everything 

eke? You are certainly taking the people of this country for a ride by 

enunciating a doctrine which is all in the air, which has no basis, as far as the 

ground reality is concerned; and you are stating to the world that you have 

become a nuclear State. Sir, there is a time in the history of every country 

when it reaches a cross-roads of its desting, when you have to decide on 

taking a certain path. If you take a wrong decision, the process is irreversible. 

This nuclear doctrine, on the one hand talks about weaponisation and, on the 

other talks about disarmament. It enunciates that we believe in universal 

disarmament and, at the same time, you are putting forth to the people of the 

country a' programme of weaponisation for which you do not have the 

resources and for which you will have to pay the price you are forcing the 

people of this country to pay that price. 

Sir, to develop any kind of a minimum credible deterrent, you will have to 

spend a sum of not less than seventy thousand crores of ruppees in the next 

ten-year period. These are not the computations that I have made. These are 

the computations made by experts in the field who have carried out, what is 

called, a "nuclear audit." From where are you going to get the seventy 

thousand crores? 

Now, you are saying that the defence budget will have to increased by 

eight thousand crores of rupees. It is very interesting to note that the total 

expenditure on the defence budget, annually, is Rs. 38,000 crores, which is 

the cost of one nuclear submarine. So, I do not understand; what is the basis 

of enunciating policies of this nature, putting it in documents like this, 

without being transparent in your policies? This is what you did throughout 

the course of the last eighteen months. You have made policy statement after 

policy statement fooling the people of the country and persuading them to 

vote for you. 

Unfortunately, the people of this country are not aware of what the reality 

is. Becuse the time is short, Sir, I will not talk much on this aspect, but I will 

touch on an aspect which is close to my heart, which is in paragraph 27 of 

this Address, It relates to judicial reforms. Again, the same palatitudes, 

repeated year after year, without any reference to ground reality. You say, 
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Sir, "The Government will institute effective measures to eliminate chronic 

delays in the dispensation of juste." How often has the Government said it, 

year after year, but what is your plan of action? How are you going to deal 

with the question of delay? We know that there are delays in the dispensation 

of justice, but we have not yet heard from you a framework within which you 

are going to resolve those delays. Do you want to increase the number of 

judges? If you want to increase the number of judges, you know, that is a State 

Subject, you don't have the power to increase the number of judges. 

Administration of justice is a State Subject. So, you will have to get the 

consent of the States. Are the States willing to incur that much expenditure for 

increasing the number of courts? At this point in time, for every million in this 

country, the average number of judges is 8.5, when in fact, for every million 

people in this country, you need a minimum of 50 judges. The United 

Kingdom has a minimum of 100 judges for every million people. So, do you 

have the resources to raise the number from 8.5 to at least 50? If you have the 

resources, do you have the political will? If you have the political will, will you 

get the cooperation of the State Governments? What is your plan of action? I 

can go paragraph after paragraph, reading through the President's Address, and 

make similar comments on each of your policy decisions. This seems to be a 

kind of manifesto ready for another election. You talk here, Sir, in paragraph 

27, of carrying out suitable reforms in the judicial system. What reforms are 

you talking about? Please tell us. Please give us a framework. I know, You will 

say that in the days to come, these plans will be placed before the people of 

this country, as you have been saying over and over again, that you come up 

with a plan of action which will satisfy the hon. Members of this House. I 

know you will say all that, and you will keep repeating it to the people of this 

country, and you will do nothing. But the time has come. We want to cooperate 

with you. On behalf of my party, I want to state here that we want l to 

cooperate with you ....{Time-belt)... One Second, Sir. We want to cooperate 

with you; please come up with these plans. I am cocussing only on these two 

issues because of paucity of time. I hope, Sir, the Government takes into 

account the observations that I have made when formulating its policies. I am 

exteremely greateful to the President for his gracious Address. Thank you very 

much. 
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"���".� ह� %�:4�, ���"� �� "�� "�  ��: &� "ह�$ �� >:4� �ह �%? �ह9 ह1 2 
�ह���, �ह ��� � �ह� ह1 �" ��Sd�� %���$�e" 4\�$&� "� %� :%+8� �� ����L� 06� 
H�, �� "� �#��-"�-�#�� ���,�	 ��Sd��� %� "�  ���Wf �+ ह1 =� ,ह "�3 �'�� ��� 
�ह9 ह1, �<(� ��� ह1, �ह ह��� ���ह:2 ���"� "�3 � :%+8� ह� �� ����L� 06� ह�, ,ह 
%� �" �"�� \�� "��D?� "�  >&�� �� � ह� �� �� "�  ��4'Df "� "�3 �ह�� �ह9 
ह1 �� � ह� �� �� "' ( ह� ह��� ,��� ह12 �ह �#��-"�-�#�� ���W�f ��4'Df ह1 =� 
���� �"�� "��D?� "�  :" �q%��4 ��*��� "� ���� ह1 %� ;� �+ ���ह� ह12 �ह���, 
;� �+ ����� 4�� ह1 �" 20 ��* �"�� ��+4�, ���"� "ह�$ �� ��+4�, "� �" ��+4�, �ह 
���� ��� �ह9 ����� 4�� ह1 2 ;� �+ �ह � ����� 4�� ह1 �" :" "��7 ��4) "� 
��%4�� �+4�, ���"� "1 �� �+4�? >� �ह "�� �घ' �N�4 �� "' 6�� �N�4 "�  ��LD � 
"�+4�, �ह "' ( �ह9 ����� 4�� ह12 *��� :" ��� ��*�3 �7�� ह1 �" �,@,  ����� 
�$4\� "�  %��: =� �,��	� �#$%� ��,�	 "�  %��: ;� ��	 "���".� ह� %�:4�2  

�ह���, ;� �+ >&� �%D� �� K���� "���6�) "� �%? �"�� 4�� ह12 �� �+ %� 
�0H�3 -0H�� ह1 �� %� ��	 �+ %.��-%.�� �'��, ह� �ह� ह�, �� "�  ���� �+ ����  �! 
"� 43 ह1 =� "ह� 4�� ह1 �" ह� J��  �,0H� "�+4� �" ह� ��"�� �� ह� ��i����+6 
"�  �+�� �� ह� �,&�� �� "�  ��0� "� "��D"�� 5 ��� "� �#�� ह�2 �ह���, �ह :" 
�<(� ;<(� ह1 ;� �+ "�3 	" �ह9 ह12 ��	 �+ %.��-%.�� �'��, ह), �ह -0H�� �<(� 
�ह9 ह1, ���"� �@� �ह ह1 �" F�� 0H�3 ��"�� �� 0H�3 ��i����+6 "�  %��: �� ह� 
�<(� ��"�� > �"�� ह1 =� ;� -0H�� "� F�� "��f ह1, ;� ���� �+ �ह9 ��� 4�� 
ह12 F�� ह���� ��$��� �f��� �+ ��W ह1 �� ह���� ��%����" ���e �+ ��W ह12 �ह���, 
>% ह���� ��	 �+ ह���� ��%���� �%� ��ह "� ��%���� "� �ह� ह�, �� �� �+ �� "� 
	���� "� �ह� ह# $ =� *'� "� � 	���� "� �ह� ह# $, ;� "�  ���� >% ह�+ ;� ��� 
"� ����� ���ह: �" 0H�3 ��"�� ह� �<(� ��"�� ह1 �� ,ह� ���% "� �'&���� "� 
�1���� �ह9 ह1 �"��� ह� �<(� ��4 F�) � ह), ,ह �� *��� � ह� �"�� ह12 ;� �+ 
"�3 	" �ह9 ह12 ,ह F�� "��� ह� �� �� ��� F�� ��fD� ���� ह�, �ह :" ��4 ��� 
ह12 �� ह� ���� �$���� �f��� �+ ��W O# $O �ह� ह�2 ���"� ���� ��%����" ���e �+ 
��W �ह9 O# $O �ह� ह12  

l���v ह���� �ह�$ �'�������, ���\ =� 4��%����� �%�� �+ :" ,�ह� ���� ह1 �%�� 
%'4�7 "ह�� ह�2 �ह �� :" %�" "� ��� "ह �ह� ह# $ F�)�" �ह�$ "�3 ह$�� "� ��� �ह9 
ह��� ह1 =� �� ��4 :" 4$�� ��हU� ���: �*�� ह�2 �� :" �,��	� ह���� �ह�$ 
��D6� "�  ��: >�� =� ���� �� ,�ह� "� ��*�2 ��4) �� ��� ����� �" �ह ,�ह� 
%'4�7 �� ��� ह12 �� �� "ह� �" �ह'� ��O�� ��% ह12  
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�ह %� �" %'4�7 �� �� 4�� 2 �� � �� �+ ��6� %1�� ��ह: H� =� � ��6�-"�� �� 
%�� %1�� ;$%� H�2 *��� %� ह���� �$� ��6 H�, �� "� ;$%� �� �+ �4� ह'> H�2 %� 
,ह ;$%� घ'��� �4� =� घ#��� �ह� �� �� "� घ7� *��� ह� 4�� =� �� �� ह���� 
�ह�$ घ7���% "� ��� ��*���2 घ7���% �� "ह� �" ��ह�, �ह �� ;��� ��P�� =� 
��ह� "� घ7� ह1, ;�"� �'%h �� �ह�$ �ह9 ����4�, �� ;�� %'4�7 \�" "� ���� ह# $2 ���� 
घ7� \�" "� �� =� घ7� �� ��"��2 >4� 4�� �� ��"� "�� �+ *���� > 43 �� 
"�� "�  ����� �+ � �ह� ��� ह'3 �" ��ह�,;�"�  0���� ��6D �� �ह�$ ����� �ह9, %'4�7 
�� ;�� \�" "� ���� ह� =� "�� \�" ह� 432 %� ,ह ���� ��	 �+ �ह' $�� �� ���� ���� 
��Sd��� �� "ह� �" �ह/�'0��� "�  ��� :" J�� ��P�� ��% ह1 �" %'4�7 �� ह� ��% 
�� %��� ह1, �� ��% "�  ���� ��� "� %�:2 �� �/ह��� ह���� �ह�$ "�  �&�� �$e� %� "� 
L�� �"�� �" �3, �ह %4ह F�� ��% ह1 ,ह ह�+ � �� ��2 ह���� �&�� �$e� %� �� 
"ह� �" �� � �� %'4�7 �� �&�� �$e� ह# $ =� �ह %'4�7 >�"� �� �#$4�, �� �ह�$ F�� 
ह�4�? 

�ह���,�,�� ;� ��� "� ह1 �" ह� ;� ��� �� 4U� "�+ �" ह� %'4�7 �+ � "�3 
\��, ����} "��D?� ��"� �� �ह� ह� �� �ह9? "� ,� ��� "�  ��: �4� ��� ह�4� 
�� ��ह� ,ह �"�� � ��"�� "�  ��: ह�, ,ह ��"�� �� �ह9 �"��, ���+ 0H���A, 
�ह9 ह� �"��2 �ह "�3 %E�� �ह9 ह1 �" 0H�3 ��"�� ह� "�3 �<(� 	��� �� �"�� 
ह1, ,ह *��� � 	��� ह� �"�� ह12 ,WD 1977 �+ %��� ��6j "� ��"�� ���2 ह� �� 
��H ह� 4:, �� ��H H� ���"� ��� �+ �ह �,,�� �\� �" �3, ��ह�� ��0��� � ह)2 
%� ह� :" ��6j "�  ��� ����} ह� �� ह� �#��� %� �$0H� ह1, %� ��%�1��" �$0H�:$ 
ह�,"�3 �����%" �$0H�:$ �ह9 ह1, �%�"� �" �,�� �\� H� =� �� �� ����� *�� 
ह� 4��2  ...(������)...  

�� 	�$�5 
�ह�� (4'%���) : ��%�1��" �$0H� �ह9 ह12  

�� �
� 7��� �9	7� : ��."' � ��%�1��" �$0H� ह12 "U� "ह�� ह1 �" ��%�1��" 
�$0H� �ह9 ह12  ...(������)... 

1��$�2�3 (�� ����
 	"	�) : �ह9, �ह9 >� �1�\:2 "U�	" %�, Z��%, 
"�F.�#8 "��%:2  

�� �
� 7��� �9	7� : �� �ह ����� ह# $ �" ��%�1��" �$0H� ह12  

�� 	�$�5 
�ह�� : >� ����� ह1, �ह 4�� ह12  

�� �
� 7��� �9	7� : \�" ह1, �ह >�"� �%���� ह12  

1��$�2�3 (�� ����� 	"	�) : "U�	" %�, >� *A� "��%:2  

�� 	�$�5 
�ह�� : "� >� �'��, �7� ह�? ;��F	� "��	� "�  ��� 4: ह� 
"�? 

�� �
� 7��� �9	7� : ह�$, �7� ह�2  

The Vice Chairman (Shri Shanatan Bisi) : Please, Please.  

�� �
� 7��� �9	7� : l���v �� �ह ��,��� "� �ह� H� �" ;��� 0H���A, ���� "�  
��: J�� "��#� ����� �� J��  �,0H� "��� �+ ����K� "�, L���K�� "� ��& ह��� ह12 
;� O$4 �� �4� "�3  
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"��D?� ����� %��� ह1 �� ;� O$4 �� 0H���A, ���� %��� ह1 �� ��-@�� E� �� ,ह 
ह�"� L���K� "� I� �� %��� =� ह���� ��	 "�  ��"�$e "� *���� ह��� ह12 ;��+ 
"�3 	" �ह9 ह12  

l���v �"� �"�� �� >� 8q�#6�I "�  %��: ��, �,@,  ����� "�  %��: �� ��	 "� 
��F"� "� I� �� %��� ��ह�� ह1? %� ��(�� 9 ��� "� ��', ह1, %� ह��� ��*� ह1, 
���+ ह� ��4) �� ��*� �" ह���� ��	 "� F�� -0H�� ह'3 ह12 ह���� �N�4 "1 �� �U�6 
ह'> ह1, ह���� �,�3 �N�4 "1 �� �U�6 ह'> ह1, "�7� �N�4 "1 �� �U�6 ह'> ह1? �ह 
�� ह��� ��*� �" 8q�#6�I,�,@,  ����� "�  %��: �� ह'> ह�2 �,@,  ����� �$4\� "�  
��: >� ���� ���� �ह� ह�, %1�� �ह�$ �1�� �+ ��*� ह1,���"� �,@,  ����� �$4\� "� 
���� ������$ ��� ह'3 ह1,���� ��"� 	�¶ ह12 ��"�  ����� 	�k "� >�"� ����� 
�7�4�2 ��"�  ��: >�"� ��6+6 ��� ���� �7�4�, ��"�  ��: >�"� ���� �,&��" 
����� �7�4�2  ...(������)...  

�� 	�$�5 
�ह�� : 	'E>� �"��� "� ? 

�� �
� 7��� �9	7� : 	'E>� "��� "� �ह9 ह12 �,�� �ह ह1 �" >% ��� "U� 
	'E "� �ह� ह1? \�" ह1, ह� "ह�� ह� �" �ह 4�� ������ ह12  ...(������)...  

�� 	�$�5 
�ह�� : ��Sd��� %� "�  ���Wf �+ "ह� 4�� ह1  ...(������)... ��	 
"�  �ह� "� ����� �ह9 �+4�2 �ह "ह� ह1  ...(������)...  

1��$�2�3 (�� ����� 	"	�) : Z��%, Z��%, >� �1�\:2 "U�	" %�, Z��%2  

�� �
� 7��� �9	7� : ���"� %� >��� "ह�$,,ह � ;� O$4 �� "ह� 4�� ह1, �%� 
O$4 �� >��� =� ���) "� "ह� ह1 , �%� O$4 �� >��� :" "��7 ��4) "� ��%4�� ���� 
"� ��� "ह� ह1�2 ;�"� "�3 ���� �ह9 ह12  

l���v %�, �� ���� ��� "ह"� *A� "� �ह� ह# $ 2 %� ��� �ह�$ "ह� 43 ह1, �� �� 
�� "ह �ह� H� �" >� F�� ���� ���:$4�? �,@,  ����� �$4\� "� ���� ������$ ह�, 
���� 	�y ह� =� ,ह ���� ���+ >� ��� �ह� ह� =� ��"�  ���� >� "�� "� �ह� ह� 2 
J�� �ह9 ह1 �" >� ��"�  ���� "�� �ह9 "� �ह�2 >� ��6+6 ��� ��"�  ���� ��: ह1, 
���� ��"�  ���� ��: ह�2 �ह �� >� �/ह9 	�k "�  ���� ह� ��: ह12  

>�*� �+, �� �ह ��,��� "��� ��ह�� ह# $ �" ;��+ %� �ह �q%��4 ��*�: ह1, 
��"� "�3 >&�� �ह9 ह12 �"�� \�� "��D?� "�  g�� �ह >&���� �ह9 ह�, ;��+ 
"�3 ����} ��� �ह9 ह1 =� ;���: ;� ���W�f "�  &/�,�� �0��, �� %� ह� 
��4) �� �$	�&� ��: ह� ��"� >� ���+ =� %� ���+ ���� �ह�$ "ह� ह� �� �#��� ���H�) 
�� "ह� ह� �� �� ���) "� *�� ��ह� ��Sd��� %� "� �%� %�:, ;�� ��,��� "�  ��H 
�� ���� ��� *�� "��� ह# $ 2 &/�,��2  

�� (�.��. ���� (��� ���	) : ������ ����V�Y �ह���, �ह���ह� ��Sd��� 
%� "�  {��� ��: ���Sf =� �0��,�% �� ��� ह'3 �0,�� "�  ��:, :" ��ह�� �,S� 
"�  ��: ��"�� ����} ह� ;�"�  ��: �� ��"�� "� �&�3 ���� ह# $2  
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��/�,�, �%� � "��D?�) "� ��"�� �� �%? �"�� ह1, ��(�� ��"�� "� ���0�� 
�� "��D?�) "� >4� �P��� =� ��ह�� ��	� ���� "� ��� ;� �0��,�% �+ "ह� 43 ह12 
ह���$�" ��(�� ��"�� "� ��', "�3 �ह'� �<(� �ह9 �ह� ह1, ���"�, ��/�,�, %� 
� ���+ ;� �0��,�% �+ ह1, ���� ����%4��) "� ��%4�� "�  �,0H�,  ��ह��I$ =� 
����"�I$ "� ��:	'." �	Y� ���� "� ,���, �� ��5�� ह# $ �" �ह �<(� "��D?� ह�2 
���"�, ��/�,�, ;� ���,WD �+, %� �" :" "M �W �&�� ��	 �4�� %��� ह1, %ह�$ �� 
�"��� =� �%�#�) "� �$X�� 80 ���	� �� � K���� ह1, �"���) "�  ��: "�3 
����4� ���+, "�3 ".��f"��� "��D?� ;� �0��,�% �+ �ह9 ह12 �ह�$ �" �" �� 
�" �"���) "�  ��� ��"�  4/�� "� �#.�, %� �" 4/�� "� L�� �� �� *7� ह1 =� 
�"��� ;� >	� �+ ह1 �" ��"� *�� *��� ह�4� �4�� L�� "�  ��: ���"� �� 
�" �� 4/�� "� �#.� � �� �"��� "�  ��� �ह9 �ह'$� ���� ह1 ��"�� "�  {��� 2  

��/�,�, ��"�� %� ����%4��) "� ��%4�� ���� "� ��� "ह�� ह1, �� �� %���� ह# $ �" 
��%��h "� �%/�4� �+ ह�+ �ह'� ���� L1 F6�� ����") "�  �ह�$ L�� {��� �� �e {��� 
�U%,��) "� ��%4�� ���� "� ��� "ह�� �7�� ह1 ���"� �%� � �����%4 8����F6� �� 
"T��� "�  �#��� ����&"������ �� ��� ह��� ह1 �� ���#� ह��� ह1 �" "T��� �+ ($6�� 
%��� ह1 =� ह� 100 �%�#� �� "' ( ����&"����) "� ��"�� ���� ��ह�� ह12 "ह�� "� 
���� �ह ह1 �" �ह'��Sd�� "T����) "�  ;� �U� �+ �4� ह� �ह ��5�� ह� �" ह� 
>% "�  �U%,�� "� ��%4�� �� �ह� ह� �� �ह ��LD  ह���� 4��Lह�� ह� �"�� ह12 �� 
�ह'��Sd�� "T�����$ ��	" �A���� "� R-S6 �� ��ह�� �A���� ���� "� -0H�� �+ ह� 
�"�� ह1 ���"� �%� �'." �+ "��7) –"��7) ह�H ��"�� ह1, �%� �'." "� �U%,�� 
����%4��� "� �F"� �+ ����� ह'� ���	�� ह�� �+ ह1, ��"� ��%4�� ���� "� -0H�� �+ 
�ह'��Sd�� "T�����$ �ह9 ह12  

��/�,�, �#��� �� �ह "ह�� ��ह�� ह# $ �" ���� �&�3 "� ��� ;���: "ह� �" "��4� 
=� ]���	� �,%� "�  ��: �1 �6� ��ह��� ,�%���� ��"�� "� �&�3 ���� ह' $ =� 
"ह�� ह' $ �" �&�3 �� �#�� ��	 "�  ��4� "� ह��� ���ह: F���" ��"�� �� :" ��fD� 
���� =� �#�� ��	 "�  ��4 :" ��H �¸�#�� �� *8� ¹ ह� 4:¹ =� ,ह ;� ��	 "�  ��: 
4U�, =� 4,D "� ��� ह1 �" "��4� =� ]���	� �,%� �� �,%� ह���� ह'3 2 
���"�, ��/�,�, �b���8�� ��4�/� ��ह ���, %�, �" ���� Y�e "� �ह�� ,��� ह1, 
���,�� �? ��"� ����, ��"�� �� �T��� ���� =� ���� 	ह��) "�, ��"�  ���,��) 
"�, ���� %'8� ¹ ह': ��4) "� =� �ह/�'0�����) "� ;� ��� �� 4,D ह'>, ���"� �1 
��ह��= =� ����"�I$ "� �	Y� "� ��� �� >�� ह' $ , �1 ��"�  4�$, 4��, ,ह�$ ��"�  
���,�� ,��) �� ���� 2 >% � 4�$, =� ��ह�� "�  %� �U%,��, �"��� =� ��ह��I$ 
"�  ��6�, ;� ��	 "� ��"� =� �*$8�� :" �*�� "� "��		 �� �4� ह1, %� ���� %�� 
�" "� 	ह��� ���� �+ � ��(� �ह9 ह6��, ��"� -0H�� F�� ह1, ��"�  ���,�� "� 
-0H�� F�� ह1? ��"�  घ�) �+ %� ��ह��:$ �� ����-�ह�� ह1, �	Y� "�  ��� �� >% � 
��"� -0H�� �<(� �ह� ह1 2 �'5� �<(� ��ह �� ��� ह1 �" l� ��4�/� ���, "�  घ� =� 
���,�� "�  ��� %� �� �1\� H� �� ���� �#(�� ��ह� �" ��"� ���� %� �� �ह� �"��� 
�O�-��*� ह1 , �� ��� �4� �" 4�$, �+ "�3 � 0"# � "�  �,0H� �ह9 ह12  

>% 50 ��� "� >%��� "�  ��� � �ह �'h^� ;� �'." "�  ��4) "�  ��H %'7� ह12 
��	" ह� �ह "ह �"�� ह� �" ���") =� ��ह��I$ "� ��:	'." �	Y� �+4� ���"� 
�,�� �ह �\�� ह1 �"  
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�4� 4�$,) �+ 0"# � �ह9 ह1, "���% �ह9 ह1 �� �L� "ह�$ �� ,ह  �,0H� ह� %ह�$ �� ह� 
�	Y� ��4�? �ह �ह'� �,�� >% ��	 "�  ����� ह12 �ह� �ह9 "3-"3 4�$,) "�  ��� "�3 
0"' � �ह9 ह1, "�3 "���% �ह9 ह12 �� �'������ %E�� "�  >&�� �� ���� �ह��  �,0H� 
�� �ह ह��� ���ह: �" �ह "ह�� "�  �%�� �" ह� ��:	'." �	Y� �+4�, "ह�� �ह ���ह: 
�" ह� ह� 4�$, �+ 0"# � *���� "� "�� "�+4�, "���% *���� "� "�� "�+4�2  

��/�,�, ;��� >4� �� �ह "ह�� ��ह�� ह# $ �" ;� �0��,�% �+ >% %� ��0�� ��	 
"�  ����� 4$�� �'�U�� ��: *7� ह1 ,ह ह1 �ह�$ "� �P�� ह'3 %��$X�� 2 >% �#�� �,@, �+ 
6 "��7 "�  ��� :" "��7 "� >���� "�  �ह��� �� ह��� ���� �4����� �� "� �� 
���"� �	Y� "�  ��� ��, ��%4�� "�  ��� ��, "��#� =�  �,0H� "�  ��� �� ह���� 
��"��� "�3 �4����� �� �ह9 "� ��32 ���� �ह �'5�, ह1 �" ;� ��� �� V��� ���� 
���ह:2  

��/�,�, �ह �7� ह1�� "� ��� ह1 �" ;� �#�� �0��,�% �+ �%� ��h,�f "� ��0�� �� 
�#�� �'." %#5 �ह� ह1 =� �ह ��.��, �%� ��.�� �+ ��	 "� ���� �7� �$���� ह1,  %� 
"��#� ����� ह1, %� /��� "� ��0�� ����� ह1, ,ह�$ �� ��h,�f "� �ह -0H�� ह1 �" %� 
(�6� �<�� �1�� ह��� ह1, �4� *��� �7" �� ��"� ��$� ���� "�  ��: (�7� %�: =� 
�4���� �4�� ह'3 ��6�) =� �#��� ,�ह�) "�  &'$: "�  ��� ��"� 7-8 घ$6� (�7 ���� 
%�: �� ��-@�� �U� �� 8QF6�� ���Yf "�  ��� ,ह ����� ���� %�:4�2 >% ��h,�f 
"� �7� 4$�� ��0�� ह���� ����� ह1 %� �#�� �'." "� घ��� ह': ह12 ��/�,�, �4� ;$��� 
0,0H �ह9 �ह�4� �� 0,0H �$����I$ "� ��� "� ,� �"���) =� �,���) �" ����� �ह 
%�:4�2 ;���: �ह %E�� H� �" ;� �0��,�% �+ ;� I� ;	��� �"�� %��� ह1 =� 
"�3 J�� ���� O$O� %��� ���" ह� ��h,�f =� �P�� ह'3 %��$X�� "� ��0�� �� 
��%�� ����2  

��/�,�, ;��� >4� �� �ह "ह�� ��ह�� ह# $ �" ��"��+ ���� ह� =� ���� "��D?�� 
"� �,0��� ���� ह� ���"� �7� ह1�� "� ��� ह1 �" �T�� ��"�� Y�e �+ :" ���,� 
06�	� ह1 >��L�'�2 �ह �$b�%) "�  %���� �� �ह�� "� ���,� 06�	� ह12 ��h���� ह'"# �� 
�� ;�"� ����4 ,ह�$ "�  ��	!) "� ����� "�  ��: �"�� ���"� ;��ह�� ;� ��� "� 
4,�ह ह1 �" 100 �� � K���� 	ह�� =� 0,�$e�� ������ �� Y�e �+ �ह�� ह�2 ��� 
%���) "�  ��� "� �ह ���,� 06�	� ह1 �%�"� �� ��"�� �� ह�.6 "�  E� �+ ���,i�� 
"��� "� ��fh� ���� ह12 "ह�$ "��� 125 ��� �ह�� ��� ���,� 06�	� %� ���) %���) 
"� (�7"� �,"�� "�  �: >��� ह���� "� �"�� H� =� "ह�$ �ह ��fº� �" �� 
06�	� "� ���"� ह�.6 "�  E� �+ ���,i�� "� ���� %�:2 �'5� ��5 �+ �ह9 >�� �" 
��"�� �ह ��fD� ��"� �"� �"�� ���� "��D?� "� ".��f"��� ��� �ह� ह12  

�ह���, J�� ,! �+ %� �" ह� ���" ��0��I$ �� �घ�� ह': ह� =� ;� %'4� ह� =� 
��"�� � ;� %'4� �+ ह1 �" ;� ��	 "� >4� "1 �� �P��� %�: �� ���� �ह �'5�, ह1 �" 
���"� "� 4���� "�  ��:, �U%,��) "�  ��:, �%�#�) "�  ��: %� ;� ��	 "� �ह'�$X�" 
,4D ह1 �%� �� ����  �,0H�:$ ���� ह1 �� ��4) "�  ��: ".��f"��� ��%��:$ ����� 
���ह: =� ,� �ह% �0��,�% �+ � �ह"� "��DE� �+ ��4# ह), �1-F6"� E� �� ��4# ह)2 
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